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Abstract 

The present study focuses on the effects of context, grammatical voice (hereafter, voice), and 

vowelization on the word recognition of L2 Arabic readers at different proficiency levels. It 

examined the role of different context and voice conditions and different types (amounts) of 

vowelization usage in Arabic word recognition and their effects on L2 Arabic learners’ word 

decoding speed, accuracy, and comprehension at different stages of L2 Arabic acquisition. The 

study used Arabic verbs whose active and passive forms are heterophonic homographs, that is, 

forms that differ in their pronunciation, while their letter orthography in the Arabic writing 

system remains identical. The use of different contexts and voice conditions and different types 

of vowelization with such verbs provides important insights about the role of context, voice, and 

vowelization in L2 Arabic reading. Forty-eight English-speaking L2 learners of Arabic were 

recruited to perform two tasks: 1) reading aloud Arabic verbs that are differently vowelized 

(fully, partially, and non-vowelized) with and without context, and 2) selecting their correct 

meaning. Participants were also interviewed to answer a few questions about their thoughts and 

preferences regarding the use of vowelization in Arabic. The findings of this study showed that 

while context had no effect on the reading speed and accuracy of all proficiency groups, it 

enhanced their reading comprehension. The study also showed that voice greatly affected the 

reading speed, accuracy, and comprehension of all groups of L2 Arabic readers. Partially 

vowelized and unvowelized active verbs were read faster and more accurately and were 

understood better than were passive verbs. Lastly, the study findings showed that vowelization 

improved the reading speed, accuracy, and comprehension of all groups of L2 Arabic readers. 

Particularly, partial vowelization was found very beneficial for the accuracy and comprehension 
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of L2 Arabic readers. The theoretical and practical implications of the study’s findings are 

discussed in light of recent research on L2 Arabic word recognition.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

Arabic is one of the most common languages in the world, and it is the official language 

of 27 countries. It is also the language of the Quran (the holy book of Muslims), which makes it 

an important language not only for Arab people but also for non-Arab Muslim people. Many 

non-Arab Muslim people are motivated to learn Arabic as a second language because they want 

to be able to read and understand the Quran. Religious purposes were found to be the most 

frequently reported reasons for motivating non-Arabic speaking students to learn Arabic as a 

second language at King Saud university in Saudi Arabia (Alshehri, 2019). In addition, learning 

Arabic as a foreign language is gaining more popularity for different reasons (e.g., political, 

economic, and educational) in many different countries (Al Midhwah, 2018).  

L2 Arabic research is limited as compared, for example, to L2 English research (Share, 

2008). Although there are many aspects of L2 Arabic learning that need to be investigated, this 

study focuses on word recognition by L2 Arabic readers. Word recognition is an early stage of 

the reading process that needs to be acquired for better reading development. However, word 

recognition in any language is affected by many factors, one of them being the writing system. 

The Arabic writing system is an abjad, which is a system that represents primarily consonants 

and the three long vowels <ا> /aa/, <و> /uu/ and <ي> /ii/. Short vowels are optionally added by 

diacritical marks (vowelization). The Arabic writing system has particular characteristics (e.g., 

dots, connectivity, shape variation, vowelization and other diacritical marks) that are believed to 

affect the word decoding processes, but the most important characteristic is vowelization (e.g., 

Abdelhadi et al., 2011; Asaad & Eviatar, 2013; Ibrahim, 2013; Khateb, et al., 2013; Taha, 2016). 

There is no consensus on whether vowelization has positive or negative effects on word 

recognition in Arabic reading. Although only little is known about the effects of vowelization on 
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word recognition in Arabic as L1, even less is known about its effects on L2 word recognition. 

Thus, this study investigated the effects of different types of vowelization on the word decoding 

processes of L2 Arabic readers in different context and voice conditions in order to better 

understand the role of these factors in the reading acquisition of L2 Arabic learners. 

Most reading studies of Arabic as a first language (L1) have shown that vowelization in 

Arabic influences the processes of word recognition (e.g., Abu-Rabia, 1996; 1997a; 1997b; 

1998; 2001; Alshdifat, 2014; Ibrahim, 2013; Taha, 2016). It affects their word decoding speed, 

accuracy, and recognition. While some studies have shown that vowelization improves the word 

recognition and reading accuracy of poor and skilled L1 Arabic readers (e.g Abu-Rabia, 1996; 

1997a; 1997b; 1998), other studies have suggested that vowelization negatively affects word 

decoding speed, particularly for skilled L1 Arabic readers (Ibrahim, 2013; Taha, 2016). Findings 

from Arabic as a second language (L2) reading studies have shown that while vowelization 

seems to play a significant role at the beginning stages of L2 Arabic learning, it seems to have a 

much smaller role for advanced L2 Arabic readers (Al Midhwah, 2018; Hansen, 2010). Thus, it 

is important to investigate the effects of vowelization at different L2 Arabic proficiency levels.  

Many Arabic studies have indicated that vowelization is an important factor in Arabic 

word recognition because it represents valuable phonological information (Asaad & Eviatar, 

2013). However, vowelization is not commonly used in the Arabic writing system, and it is not 

for everyday writing, but it is used for specific purposes (i.e., children’s books, L2 books, or 

religious texts). The Arabic writing system is already visually complex without the use of 

vowelization because of some of its particular characteristics (e.g., dots, connectivity and letter 

shape); thus, adding vowelization may add more visual complexity to the Arabic writing system. 
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Hence, it is important to investigate the effects of adding or removing vowelization on L2 word 

recognition and how it affects the visual complexity of L2 Arabic texts.  

Using vowelization in L2 Arabic textbooks is different from using it in textbooks that are 

designed for L1 Arabic readers. L1 Arabic textbooks normally use full vowelization in early 

years of learning to read, but as students move to upper grades, the use of vowelization gradually 

decreases. For example, there are fewer vowels in high school textbooks than there are in 

elementary school textbooks (Al Midhwah, 2018). This seems to align with perspectives of 

reading development for L1 reading in Arabic. The use of full vowelization seems to be suitable 

for beginner L1 Arabic readers and their low reading skills, but as their reading skills develop, 

the use of vowelization decreases from using full vowelization to partial, to none. Meanwhile, 

textbooks for L2 Arabic readers, at least in some L2 Arabic programs, use full vowelization for 

all L2 Arabic proficiency levels (low levels as well as advanced levels). They do not seem to 

gradually decrease the use of vowelization for their learners, which represents a big gap for L2 

Arabic learners when shifting from reading L2 Arabic textbooks to reading L1 Arabic textbooks 

that are mostly written without vowelization. Therefore, examining the effects of different types 

(or amounts) of vowelization (full, partial, or none) may shed more light on their effects on word 

decoding speed, accuracy and comprehension of L2 Arabic readers.  

Moreover, L1 Arabic reading studies have shown that context and voice also affect the 

word decoding process of L1 Arabic readers. While the presence of context was found to 

increase reading accuracy (e.g. Abu-Rabia, 1996; 1997a; 1997b; 1998), the passive voice (the 

less frequent voice) was found to slow the reading process (Hermena et al., 2015). Some Arabic 

verbs look identical if they were written unvowelized, and the only way to distinguish between 

their active and passive voices is to use vowelization. Little research has been done on the effects 
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of context on L2 Arabic word recognition, and no L2 Arabic study, to the best of my knowledge, 

has investigated the effects of different voice conditions on word recognition. Thus, this study 

investigated the effects of different context condition (with vs. without context) and different 

voice conditions (active voice vs. passive voice) on L2 Arabic word recognition to fill in this gap 

in the literature.   

The study addressed the following research question:  

What are the effects of the use of different types (amounts) of vowelization (full, partial 

and none) on the word (past tense verbs) decoding speed, accuracy, and comprehension of L2 

Arabic readers at different proficiency levels when verbs are active versus passive and when 

verbs are presented separately (isolated) versus when verbs are presented within context?  

 

This dissertation is organized as follows: this chapter has provided a brief introduction 

that outlines the focus and the importance of this study. The next chapter reviews scholarly 

literature concerning theories and models of L2 word recognition, Arabic word recognition 

processes, the Arabic writing system and its effects on Arabic word recognition of L1 and L2 

Arabic readers, and the purpose of this study. The third chapter describes the methods of the 

study, including: participants, materials, and tasks. It also describes the data collection and 

analysis procedures. The fourth chapter reports the findings of the study. The last chapter 

summarizes the findings of the study and discusses their potential theoretical and practical 

implications.   
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 

 This chapter provides an overview of the Arabic writing system and its historical 

development. It also provides an overview of research on word recognition and word decoding 

processes in different writing systems. Then, the chapter discusses different L2 word recognition 

models and theories that provide the theoretical framework of this study before it discusses and 

reviews research on word recognition processes in Arabic. The chapter ends with a statement of 

the purpose and research question of the study. 

 

2.1 The Arabic Writing System (AWS)  

Arabic is the official language of 27 countries, and it is spoken by 300 million people, 

which makes it the fourth most common language in the world (Eviatar & Share, 2013). In 

addition, the AWS is the second most widely used phonemic system in the world after the 

Roman alphabet (Dai, et al., 2013), where it is used for Arabic and other languages, such as Farsi 

and Urdu. It is classified as abjad or a consonantal writing system (Cook & Bassetti, 2005), in 

which letters represent only consonants and long vowels. Short vowels are represented by 

diacritical marks that are placed above or below the consonantal letters. A consonant when 

combined with a vowel in the fully vowelized Arabic texts forms a CV syllable, which led some 

researchers to suggest that AWS should be considered a syllabic writing system (Taouk & 

Coltheart, 2004). However, vowelization (or diacritical marks) are omitted in most Arabic texts 

(e.g. newspapers, books, journal articles, and handwriting), and only used in particular Arabic 

texts (e.g. religious or children’s book). Arabic readers have to use context or background 

knowledge to compensate for the absence of vowelization while reading unvowelized Arabic 
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texts. Thus, it is not convincing to consider AWS as a syllabic system when vowelization rarely 

appears in Arabic texts. 

However, although vowelization does not usually appear in Arabic texts, it may 

sometimes be used in Arabic texts on heterophonic homographs when the surrounding text does 

not disambiguate them. Hermena et al., (2015) conducted a survey of over 5,000 Arabic 

sentences, taken from different genres, on Arabic verbs that are heterophonic homographs, where 

active and passive voice forms of verbs may look identical but are pronounced differently. The 

purpose of the survey was to find which of these heterophonic homographic forms (active or 

passive) are often vowelized in Arabic texts in order to facilitate disambiguation. Hermena et al. 

(2015) found that active verbs (active form) were never vowelized when the text was 

unvowelized, but most passive verbs (passive form) were vowelized even when the text was 

unvowelized, particularly when context does not seem beneficial. 

The AWS is written from right to left, and consists of twenty-eight consonantal letters 

that each corresponds to a phoneme. However, two letters serve dual functions: either as long 

vowels < > i:/ or semi-vowels/ < ي > ,/:u/ <  و  j/. Short vowels are represented by/ < ي > ,/w/ <  و

diacritical marks that are not part of the Arabic alphabet (Abu‐Rabia, 1997a), but extra 

graphemic cues that are usually used in L2 and children’s books in order to help them improve 

their reading ability (Rogers, 2005). The appearance of vowelization enables readers to deduce 

the correct pronunciation of written words, but since they are not always there, Arabic readers 

must learn how to read without them. 

In Arabic, there are some particular writing characteristics that are thought to influence 

Arabic reading acquisition (e.g., dots, connectivity, shape and diacritical marks). First, there are 

groups of Arabic consonantal letters that are strikingly similar in shape, and only differ in the 
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number and position of dots that are placed either above or below the letters (e.g.< ن , ث , ت , ب 

>  and < ج , خ , ح >). Second, Arabic letters are connected in a specific way that is particular to 

AWS. That is, while most Arabic letters are connected to the preceding and following letters, six 

letters are only connected to the preceding letters but not to the following letters < ز , ر , ذ , د , ا , 

 This feature leads to the third particular characteristic of the Arabic letters, namely its .< و

extensive allography. That is, letters have different shapes based on their position in the word. 

Twenty-three letters out of the twenty-eight Arabic letters have four shapes each: word initial, 

word medial, word final, and when they follow a non-connecting letter (the separate shape). The 

remaining six letters have two shapes each: word final and separate shape (Abdelhadi et al, 

2011). In addition, the Hamzah (the glottal stop) has many different shapes or ways to be written. 

Although it is a fully functioning consonant, it is sometimes treated as a diacritical mark or as a 

part of the alif letter, a particular letter that is written in many different ways in Arabic based on 

its position in the word and its preceding vowel (e.g., ؤ ،ئ ،ء ،إ ،أ ). Lastly are the diacritical marks 

that are used to represent the three short vowels (fatħah /a/, dˁammah /u/, kasrah /i/), the 

consonant doubling (šaddah), the absence of vowels (sukūn), among others (see Table 2.1 for the 

most common Arabic diacritical marks). The marking of short vowels is part of these diacritical 

marks in Arabic. Thus, while the term “diacritical marks” represents all of the Arabic diacritics 

including those marking vowels, the term “vowelization” or “vowels” in this study represents the 

three short vowels (fatħah /a/, dˁammah /u/, kasrah /i/). 
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Table 2.1: The most common Arabic diacritical marks 
Name  Function  Position  

fatħah   represents the vowel /a/ Above the letter  ◌َ 

dˁammah represents the vowel /u/ Above the letter  ◌ُ 

kasrah represents the vowel /i/ Below the letter ◌ِ  

šaddah consonant gemination mark (double 
consonants) 

Above the letter  ◌ّ 1 

sukūn marks vowel absence Above the letter  ◌ْ 

tanwin  Doubled fatħah, dˁammah or kasrah to 
represent the grammatical case of 
indefinite noun phrases. It represents one 
of the three sounds /-an/, /-un/ or /-in/ 

Above the letter for /-an/, /-un/ 
or  
Below the letter for /-in/ 

 

These four particular characteristics of AWS have been examined to find out whether or 

not they have an influence on L1 Arabic word recognition and reading acquisition (e.g., 

Abdelhadi et al., 2011; Asaad & Eviatar, 2013; Khateb, et al., 2013). It has been hypothesized 

that these characteristics add more visual complexity to Arabic words that slows their 

recognition and eventually affects the process of Arabic reading acquisition. However, 

concerning the first three characteristics (dots, connectivity, and shape variation), these studies 

have suggested that they have effects at the beginning of reading acquisition but not at later 

stages of reading learning. 

The influence of the number and place of dots has been examined in Asaad & Eviatar, 

(2013) and Abdelhadi et al. (2011). The finding showed that dots by themselves do not seem to 

have a significant contribution to the visual complexity of AWS, but when they are combined 

 
1 The Šaddah mark indicates double consonant. The first must have Sukun, and the second must have a vowel 
(fatħah, dˁammah or kasrah).  
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with the other particular characteristics of the AWS, such as connectivity or shape, they may 

marginally affect reading speed of young L1 Arabic readers. 

In regard to letter shapes, Asaad and Eviatar (2013) found that misplacing letter shapes 

slows the retrieval speed of the older readers, but not younger readers. While for young readers, 

a sound is represented by a ‘family’ of shapes that are equally retrievable, for adult readers, the 

various shapes of letters may not be equally represented. Any change to the normal letter shapes 

may cause longer reaction time for adult Arabic readers then it does for young Arabic readers. 

This indicates that as native Arabic readers become familiar with the different letter shapes, it is 

no longer an issue for them.  

With regard to connectivity, the findings showed that L1 Arabic readers responded faster 

and more accurately to the connected stimuli than they did to the non-connected stimuli, where 

older readers responded faster and more accurately than younger readers (Abdelhadi et al., 2011; 

Khateb, et al., 2013). Letters in Arabic words are usually connected; all Arabic letters can be 

connected at least from one side. Thus, when stimuli were more similar to the majority of words 

in Arabic (connected words), recognition was more efficient. Native Arabic readers are exposed 

to connected words from an early age which reduces the impact of the connectivity and different 

shapes of the letters during visual recognition. Also, connected items exploit less spatial 

frequencies than non-connected items, which may lead to less time-consuming visual processing 

(e.g., difference in gaze/fixation duration and number of saccades) during word recognition 

(Roman & Pavard, 1987; Taha et al., 2012). Thus, connectivity, in contrast with the visual 

complexity hypothesis, enhances reading accuracy and speed among adult native Arabic readers. 

The findings on the three first characteristics of AWS (dots, connectivity, and shape 

variation) indicate that these characteristics may have some influence on Arabic word 
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recognition and reading acquisition, particularly when they are combined with each other. Their 

effects are only found on the speed of word recognition and acquisition (automaticity processes) 

but not on accuracy processes. However, although acquiring and mastering these characteristics 

may be difficult and cognitively demanding at the beginning, such difficulties may decrease with 

more experience and exposure. At the beginning, the effect is somehow normal and expected as 

all novice readers will have some difficulties with writing conventions when they start learning 

to read, it is not unique to Arabic (Abū Ḥamdiyya, 2017). But, as they become familiar with the 

writing conventions, they will overcome such obstacles. Native Arabic readers after a lengthy 

period of exposure to the AWS become familiar with these characteristics (dots, connectivity, 

and shape variation). Once familiarity is established, their reading performance becomes better 

with these features than without them. Familiarity with these characteristics will compensate for 

any deficiencies due to these characteristics (Abdelhadi et al, 2011; Asaad & Eviatar, 2013; Dai, 

et al., 2013; Khateb, et al., 2013). 

Although the findings on the first three characteristics (dots, connectivity, and shape 

variation) showed no effect on expert native Arabic readers, there is lack of consensus on the 

effect of the fourth characteristic (vowelization). Some findings showed that vowelization 

improves reading accuracy (Abu-Rabia,1997a; 1997b; 1998), and reading comprehension of 

skilled and poor native Arabic readers (Abu-Rabia,1999). Other findings suggested that 

vowelization has a negative influence on reading accuracy and speed (Ibrahim, 2013), 

particularly for skilled native Arabic readers (Taha, 2016). The contradictory findings on 

vowelization could be partially attributed to the fact that vowelization, unlike the other 

characteristics, is usually used at the beginning stages of reading acquisition (i.e., children’s 

book) or in some specific textbooks (Islamic religious books such as the Quran). But, it is 
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omitted from texts that are intended for adult or skilled readers (e.g. university textbooks, 

newspapers or research articles). The first three characteristics of AWS (dots, connectivity, and 

shape variation) are stable and never change in the Arabic orthography. Although they may add 

visual complexity, findings showed that familiarity with them overcomes their visual 

complexity. However, the use of vowelization is not constant in Arabic orthography and there 

are no specific guidelines on how to use it. Writers have the option to fully, partially, or never 

use it. Thus, variability in the use of vowelization has led researchers to investigate the effects of 

their use on L1 and L2 word recognition process. 

2.1.1 The Importance of Vowelization in Arabic 

Vowelization is believed to vary in its importance of use (Hermena et al., 2015). While in 

some situations it may be essential for word decoding and text comprehension, in other 

situations, it may be redundant and easily predicted. Due to different reasons such as familiarity, 

absence of homographs, and priming effect (related words), some Arabic words are easier to be 

predicted and read accurately even if they are unvowelized; vowelization may add no value to 

their mental representation. For example, the first and most common form of past triliteral 

Arabic verb is /CVCVCV/, where V is mostly “FatHa” <◌َ> /a/ (e.g., the verb /kataba/ “he 

wrote” < بََتكَ >). This form of past Arabic verbs may be called the default (or preferred) form of 

verbs because it is the first form that comes to the mental representation of L1 Arabic readers 

when such verbs are written unvowelized (Hermena et al., 2015). The use of FatHa on these 

verbs could be redundant, it does not add any new phonological information that could help 

readers in their word recognition or mental representation process (Abu Ashmah, 2017; 

Aldosoqi, 1939; Members of the Academy of the Arabic Language in Cairo, 1959). However, if 

the passive form is the target form (e.g., /kuteba/ “was written” < بَِتكُ >), it is very important to 
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include all or some of the vowels in order to access and activate the intended target form (the 

passive form), particularly if context is not available or beneficial. L1 Arabic readers usually 

read unvowelized passive verbs in their unintended active form (e.g., /kataba/), but within 

context they may be able to attain and read the intended target passive form (Hermena et al., 

2015). However, readers may vary in their reading time depending on their ability to use context. 

The study above suggests that context may compensate for the absence of vowelization. 

This entails that adding vowelization within context may be redundant and may lead to more 

visual complexity that delays word recognition and reading process. However, this is not always 

the case. The use of vowelization on some words may be critical even when context is available, 

and omitting vowelization may delay word decoding or lead to incorrect word decoding that 

eventually delays the reading process or impacts reading comprehension. For instance, as 

mentioned above, when a verb (e.g., past verb) is orthographically represented without 

vowelization, the first mental representation of L1 Arabic readers would be the active form. But 

with sufficient context, L1 Arabic readers are able to recognize the intended passive form, but 

they take longer reading time.   

However, context is not always sufficient, and readers (even skilled readers) in some 

situations may have difficulties reading Arabic sentences because one phrase may have more 

than one possible correct reading (Al-shdiat, 2014). For example, the phrase < بلاطلا عفد >, could 

be read in two different ways if written unvowelized, and context may not help readers identify 

the correct form: 

...بلاطلا عفد > .1 > 

a. Could be “the student pushed…” 

b. Or “the student was pushed…” 
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In their first attempt, most L1 Arabic readers would read the phrase as it appears in the 

first form (the active form) when it is unvowelized without realizing that the second form (the 

passive form) may be the intended reading. But, as they precede (using larger context), they may 

be able, depending on their ability to use context, to identify the target reading and then 

reconstruct the meaning of the sentence. The detection process will vary from very quick 

detection to failing to detect the correct form, the passive form. Thus, it is very important in 

such cases to include vowelization even if context is available. Adding vowelization to the verb 

will make the phrase unambiguous: 

 

2. VSO word order: 

a. “the student pushed…” < ...بلاطلا عََفَد >, or 

b. “the student was pushed” < بلاطلا عَِفُد >  

 

3. SVO word order:  

a. “the student pushed…” <  or ,< ...عََفَد بلاطلا 

b. “the student was pushed” < ... عَِفُد بلاطلا >  

 

Moreover, the importance of the use of vowelization with or without context may not 

only be essential for the internal part of words but also for affixes. For example, it is very 

important to use vowelization to differentiate the different forms of the suffix <ت> /ta/ that 

attaches to the end of verbs.  
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بلاطلا .4 ت  عفد  

a. “She pushed the student” < بلاطلا تْعفد >, /dafaʕt altaleb/ 

b. “I pushed the student” < بلاطلا تُعفد >, /dafaʕtu altaleb/ 

c. “you (F) pushed the student” < بلاطلا تِعفد >, /dafaʕti altaleb/ 

d. “you (M) pushed the student” < بلاطلا تَعفد >, /dafaʕta altaleb/ 

 

Using different vowels with the suffix <ت> indicates different meanings and 

pronunciations (i.e., gender, number, and person). For example, when the suffix <ت> is written 

with sukun to mark vowel absence <ْت> /t/ like in the verb /dafaʕt/ (Example 4a), it represents 

the third person feminine singular form of the verb; when it is written with the short vowel /u/ 

 tu/ like in the verb /dafaʕtu/ (Example 4b), it represents the first person singular form of/ <تُ>

the verb; when it is written with the short vowel /i/ <ِت> /ti/ like in the verbs /dafaʕti/, it 

represents the second person feminine singular form of the verb (Example 4c); and when it is 

written with the short vowel /a/ <َت> /ta/ like in the verbs /dafaʕta/, it represents the second 

person masculine singular form of the verb (Example 4d).  

The written form of <ت> is ambiguous if it is written without using vowelization, 

sometimes even when context is available. One vowel changes the entire meaning of the 

sentence; thus, it is important to treat vowelization differently because vowels have different 

roles in the AWS. While some of them may be redundant, others are essential for word 

recognition and reading comprehension.  

The amount of vowelization with or without context may affect word recognition 

processes. Words with full vowelization may be more accurately read but may take longer to 
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read. Unvowelized words, on the other hand, may take shorter decoding time, but there is a 

higher chance of errors and misinterpretation. Thus, it is important to investigate word decoding 

processes using different types (amounts) of vowelization (Full, partial or none) with and 

without context. For instance, when we write the passive form of the past triliteral verb (e.g., 

/dufeʕa/ “was pushed” ( عَِفُد )), do we need to use vowelization to activate the target passive form? 

If yes, do we need to include both diacritical marks or is using one diacritical mark enough to 

activate the target passive form? Does the availability of context make any difference? All these 

questions are important inquiries that need to be answered in order to have a better 

understanding of the effects of vowelization on L2 Arabic readers.  

2.1.2 Syntactic Vowelization vs. Non-Syntactic Vowelization (Morphological Vowelization) 

Syntactic vowelization. Syntactic vowelization refers to vowel diacritics that are placed 

on the last letter of Arabic words (word-final diacritical marks) to represent case marking in 

Arabic (i.e. Khaldieh, 2001). There are three cases in Arabic that are represented by short vowels 

(syntactic vowels): /u/ represents nominative ( عوفرم ), /a/ represents accusative ( بوصنم ), and /i/ 

represents genitive ( رورجم ). These vowels alternate according to word position and grammatical 

role in Arabic sentences. For example, if the word ( بلاطلا ) “the student” is in the subject position 

(the doer of action: لعاف ), it will be marked by the nominative case mark (/u/, damah, بُلاطلا ). But, 

if the same word is in a different position in the sentence (e.g., the object position ھب لوعفم ), it will 

be marked by the accusative case mark (/a/, fatHa, بَلاطلا ). Thus, these case marks change on 

every single word according to its syntactic role in Arabic sentences, and they are placed on the 

last consonant of that word. 

Non-Syntactic vowelization (Morphological vowelization). Arabic morphology is 

known for its root and pattern system, where most words are based on trilateral (three-consonant) 
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or quadrilateral (four- consonant) roots. Different forms derived from these roots are formed by 

using affixes, vowels, or both (patterns). For example, the root (k, t, b) indicates something 

related to writing, different verb and noun forms can be derived from this root by using short 

vowels that are optionally written above or below consonants: 

 

 

When vowelization is the only method to differentiate between words of the same root, 

these forms will look identical (homographs) if they are written unvowelized (Abu-Rabia & 

Siegel, 1995), and Arabic readers would have to use contextual cues to differentiate between 

these forms. This type of vowels that help to form and differentiate the different patterns of 

Arabic words are called “morphological vowels” or “morphological vowelization” in this study 

to distinguish them from “syntactic vowels” or “syntactic vowelization”. There was no effect of 

syntactic vowelization on L2 Arabic reading comprehension (Khaldieh, 2001), but the effects of 

morphological vowelization on L2 Arabic readers is not clear as yet. Therefore, the use of 

vowelization in this study was concentrated on morphological vowelization (instead of syntactic 

vowelization) in order to fill in this gap in the literature. 

2.1.3 The Historical Development of Diacritical Marks in the AWS 

During the early Islamic Era, most writing activities were done for Islamic purposes such 

as writing the Quran (the holy book of Muslims). The Quran was first written during the time of 

Caliph Uthman Ibn Affan. Only a few copies were written and sent to the Islamic states with 

بتك (to write)

بَتكَ .1 (he wrote) بِتكُ .2 (was written) 3. (books) بُتكُ 
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reciters who were able to read it in order to teach the Muslim people. The AWS at that time did 

not include diacritics or dots (see Figure 2.1) because Muslim people at the time were mostly 

illiterate native Arabic speakers, who used listening and reciting as a method to learn and 

transmit the Quran. However, after the Islamic empire expanded, many non-Arabic speaking 

people converted to Islam. Since the Quran is only allowed to be written in Arabic and it is the 

holy book of Muslims, they had to read it and understand it. The non-native Arabic Muslims 

were making a lot of pronunciation mistakes that sometimes changed the meaning of some 

verses, which is unacceptable with the Quran. Thus, Muslim scholars called for an urgent 

modification of the AWS to make it easier and clearer for non-native Arabic Muslims to read in 

order to avoid making mistakes and to understand the Quran better (Al Midhwah, 2018).  

 

 
Figure 2.1: Arabic script from the Holy Qur’an in black ink without dots and Diacritical marks 

 

The development of the AWS went through four different phases until it arrived at its 

current conventions. The first phase was developed by Abu Al-Aswad Al-Du’alī (603-689 CE) 

and was concerned with adding syntactic dots placed at the end of words (Naqtˁ ʔal-ʔiʕrāb). The 
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dots were written in red ink. One dot is placed above the letter if the last consonant is followed 

by fatħah /a/, one dot within the letter if the last consonant is followed by dˁammah /u/, and one 

dot below the letter if the last consonant is followed by kasrah /i/. If the word ends with tanwin 

(nunation /-an/, /-un/ or /-in/), two dots would be written instead of one and placed the same way 

the one dots are placed (i.e. if it is fatħah tanwin /-an/, they are placed above the letter, etc.).  

The second phase was developed by Naṣr Ibn Asim (D. 708 CE) and Yaḥyā Ibn Yaʽmur 

(D. 709 CE) and was concerned with adding dots to letters that are similar in shape. Letters with 

similar shapes prior to this stage were written without dots, which caused difficulties in 

distinguishing between them. Some letters have the same shape if they are written without dots 

(e.g. خ ،ج ،ح ), and the only way to distinguish between them is by adding dots to them (Naqtˁ ʔal-

ʔiʕdʒām). While syntactic dots were written in red ink, these dots were written in black ink to 

differentiate them from syntactic dots that were added earlier by Abu Al-Aswad Al-Du’alī. The 

number of dots was also used to differentiate between a group of similar shape letters, and the 

maximum number used is three (e.g. ث ،ت ،ب  , and  ش ،س ). 

The third phase was developed by students of Naṣr Ibn Asim and Yaḥyā Ibn Yaʽmur and 

was concerned with adding additional diacritics that were not actualized in the first or second 

phases (e.g. hamza “glottal stop”, sukūn “silence”, and šaddah “gemination”). These additional 

diacritics were written by adding dots with different ink colors. However, this technique of using 

different colors within a word made the AWS more difficult for writers (in using different 

colors) and readers (in distinguishing them) to follow. Thus, the fourth and last phase of AWS 

development was introduced.  

The fourth phase was developed by Al-Khalīl Ibn Ahmad Al-Farāhīdī (719 – 786 CE) 

and was concerned with the issue of different colors of dots and their functions. Thus, the fourth 
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phase was developed by maintaining the dots of letters to differentiate between letters that have 

similar shapes and converting the other dots to different small shapes (e.g., َبُ ،بِ ،ب ), that are 

known today as diacritical marks. This system retained all the benefits of the previous systems 

and solved the problem of using different ink colors by abandoning it altogether. At this stage, 

the use of diacritical marks expanded from using them at the end of words for syntactic purposes 

to using them within the words for morphological purposes. The system that was developed at 

this stage remains the same AWS used today, but with minor changes added (for more details on 

the developmental history of diacritical marks, see Al Midhwah, 2018).  

2.1.4 Dots vs. Diacritical Marks in Arabic 

Dots in Arabic consonantal letters are those small points that are placed above or below 

Arabic letters like < > < ب  > < ت  > and ,< ث   which represent the phonemes /b/, /t/, /θ/, and < ن 

/n/, respectively. The dots were not part of AWS in the early Arabic script. They were added 

during the second phase of the AWS development when the diacritical marks system was still 

underdeveloped. Thus, there is an ongoing debate on how to identify or consider the Arabic dots. 

Are they diacritical marks or are they an integral part of the Arabic letters (or graphemes)? Some 

researchers argue that Arabic dots are diacritical marks because they have a feature that is similar 

to Arabic vowel diacritical marks as they are both placed either above or below the letters. They 

claim that Arabic dots are diacritical marks because they are used to distinguish graphemes 

within the same basic shape (Kurzon, 2013). Their claim is based on the fact that diacritical 

marks are defined as distinguishing marks (Wells, 2001; Kurzon, 2008), and since Arabic dots 

are used to distinguish Arabic letters that have strikingly similar shapes, they should be 

considered as diacritical marks.  
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Other researchers argue that Arabic dots are not diacritical marks, but integral parts of the 

Arabic graphemes because they do not have a consistent phonological function. They are similar, 

for example, to the cross of the lower-case < t >, or the dot on the lower-case <i> in the Roman 

alphabet (Daniels, 2006; 2013). The use of dots has been adopted in other languages that have 

adopted the Arabic script such as Persian and Urdu, but in an inconsistent manner. For example, 

in Persian, dots are used to distinguish graphemes that represent phonemes that are specific to 

Persian and do not exist in Arabic (e.g., /p/, /tʃ/) (Kurzon, 2013).  

Although Arabic dots are placed above or below letters in a way that makes them similar 

to diacritical marks, they do not have phonological or self-orthographical functions as opposed to 

diacritical marks. In regard to the phonological function, dots have no phonological function 

themselves, whereas each diacritical mark represents unique phonological information in the 

Arabic language. For example, fatHa <◌َ> represents the vowel /a/, kassra <◌ِ> represents the 

vowel /i/, and damma <◌ُ> represents the vowel /u/. These diacritical marks when combined with 

a letter represent different CV syllables (e.g., <َب> /ba/, <ِب> /bi/, <ُب> /bu/). With regard to the 

self-orthographical function, dots when written by themselves apart from their letters do not 

represent or indicate any linguistic information, whereas diacritical marks have linguistic 

information independently from the letters (e.g., <◌َ> = /a/ fatHa, <◌ِ> = /i/ kassra, <◌ُ> = /u/ 

damma). In addition, dots are not orthographically changeable as they cannot change their 

places, but diacritical marks change their places to represent different morphological and 

syntactic information. For example, when a singular noun is the subject of a sentence, the last 

consonant will include the diacritic of damma (/u/, <◌ُ>) to indicate that the noun is nominative. 

But, when the same noun is the object of the same sentence, the same last consonant will include 

the diacritic of fatHa (/a/, <◌َ>) to indicate that the noun is accusative. In short, since dots have 
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no phonological function, no orthographical function, and no linguistic value in and of 

themselves apart from their letters, one can argue that they are not diacritical marks, but integral 

parts of the Arabic graphemes. 

2.1.5 Proposals to Reform the AWS 

Due to the complexity of the vowelization system in AWS and their usual absence in 

Arabic texts, many Arabic researchers have presented different proposals to reform the AWS. 

Hejazi (1982) outlined more than seventy proposals to reform AWS. Most of these proposals are 

following one of two directions: adopting the Roman script or simplifying the AWS. Researchers 

who follow the Roman script adoption propose that the Arabic script is problematic and should 

be replaced by another script such as the Roman script, where both consonants and vowels are 

orthographically represented. These scholars tend to count on the successful experiences of other 

languages (i.e., Turkish). However, these types of proposals have been widely and strongly 

rejected by Arabic scholars for different reasons. Some of the rejections are related to problems 

in applying such proposals in the Arabic language. The AWS is attuned to reflect the consonant 

inventory and the consonantal roots of the root-and-pattern morphology, so that is better suited 

for Semitic languages than for other languages such as Turkish (which has a different consonant 

inventory and more vowels, including vowel harmony). Other objections are related to the 

potential impact of such proposals on the culture, beliefs, and identity of the Arab world and its 

people (Al-Toma, 1961).  

The other proposal is the simplification or modification of the AWS. There are different 

proposals on how to simplify or modify the AWS, and each one is concerned with one or more 

of the particular characteristics of AWS (e.g., shape, connectivity, or diacritical marks). One of 
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the proposals concerning diacritical marks is Aldosoqi (1939), who makes some suggestions to 

minimize the use of diacritical marks2: 

• FatHa is the diacritical mark that appears the most in Arabic words, thus it should be 

omitted from all the letters, where any unvowelized letter should be assumed to have 

FatHa. For example, fatHa in active form of verbs should be omitted. 

• Add diacritical marks only when needed (when ambiguity is possible, “ لكِشُی ام لُكشأ ”). 

For example: 

- Vowelize the first letter of passive forms of triliteral verbs (e.g., < لسرُ > /rusel/ 

“was sent”). 

- Vowelize the first and penultimate letters of passive forms of quadrilateral verbs 

(e.g., < لسَرُی > /yursal/ “is sent”). 

- Vowelize the penultimate letter of the morphological pattern “ لعفم ” /mVCCVC/ 

form (e.g., < بَتكم > /maktab/ “office” and < فرِصم > /masref/ “bank”). 

- Vowelize all Nouns, except frequent nouns (e.g., < دمحم > /Mohammed/).  

- Hamzah “the glottal stop”, Shada “the gemination mark” and Madd 

“Lengthening of the long vowels” should be all written on Arabic words. 

- Diacritical marks should not be written on the first letter after the Arabic definite 

article (< لا > /al/ “the”) because it is either Sukun (after the pronounced /L/  لا 

ةیرمقلا  “AL Alqamariah”) or Shadda (after the non-pronounced /L/  AL“ ةیسمشلا لا 

Alshamsiah”). 

- Diacritical marks should not be written on the last letter of the last word in a 

sentence because this mark should not be pronounced.  

 
2 This proposal has been paraphrased and translated from Arabic to English (for the original text see Aldosoqi, 
1939). 
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Another example of simplifying the use of diacritical marks in AWS comes from the 

Academy of the Arabic Language in Cairo (1959). Their proposal targets the use of diacritical 

marks in the textbooks of Egypt’s education system (elementary, middle and high school 

textbooks). Their proposal suggests that3: 

1. The text from the Quran or Alhadith (prophet Mohammed’s words) should be completely 

vowelized in all school stages because error is not acceptable with this type of texts. 

2. At the elementary level: all diacritical marks should be written unless the word is very 

obvious and clear. 

3. At the middle-school level:  

• All syntactic diacritical marks should be written. 

• Morphologic diacritical marks should be written according to the following rules: 

- FatHa, unless written on semi-vowels, should not be written <و> /u/ or <ي> /i/ 

(< لَیحِ > /Heyal/ “tricks”) 

- Diacritical marks other than FatHa should be written. 

- Hamzah “the glottal stop” and Madd “Lengthening of the long vowels” should be 

written on all Arabic words. 

- Less frequent nouns should be vowelized.  

4. At the high-school level:  

• The use of syntactic diacritical marks should be decreased. They should be written 

when comprehension ambiguity is possible. 

 
3 This proposal has been paraphrased and translated from Arabic to English (for the original text see Members of the 
Academy of the Arabic Language in Cairo, 1959). 
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• The use of morphologic diacritical marks should also be decreased to situations where 

comprehension ambiguity is possible. 

• Less frequent nouns should be vowelized.    

 

These are two examples from many other proposals suggested by Arabic scholars. 

However, none of the proposals have been widely accepted or adopted in the Arab communities 

due to religious, political, and financial reasons (Mahmoud, 1980). Thus, reforming AWS does 

not seem to be a suitable solution for its complexity, unless something unexpected happens (e.g., 

political enforcement) (For further details on this topic, see Abu Eid, 2015; Aldosoqi, 1939; Al-

Toma, 1961; Hejazi, 1982; and Mahmoud, 1980). In the meantime, Arabic reading/writing 

researchers and teachers should work together to find ways and methods to help their students 

overcome difficulties caused by the complexity of the AWS. 

 

2.2 Word Recognition Research 

Reading is a complex set of skills and processes that interact with each other in a 

complicated way to produce the ultimate goal of reading comprehension. To achieve this goal, 

readers are required to learn how to deal with the text as an entire piece as well as its smaller 

components (e.g., letters, words, sentences), but which one comes first is a fundamental question 

in the literacy literature. Some researchers argue that a text can be approached by dealing first 

with its smaller components in order to understand it as a whole, this is called the bottom-up 

approach and prioritizes lower-level skills (Hudson, 2007). Other researchers believe that a text 

should be approached by dealing with it as a whole to be able to understand its smaller 

components, this is called the top-down approach and prioritizes higher-level skills (Hudson, 
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2007). However, although these are the two main approaches, some researchers suggest that 

reading can be processed in an interactive way by going back and forth between these two 

processing approaches, this approach is called the Construction-Integration Model (Kintsch, 

1988). 

Hudson (2007) indicated that reading is an interaction between the text and the reader, 

and describes three reading approaches involved in the reading process: bottom-up, top-down, 

and interactive approaches. The bottom-up approach hypothesizes that this interaction is 

generated from the text information (e.g., word recognition) and builds up to construct meaning 

in the reader’s mind. The top-down approach postulates that the reader, using their background 

knowledge, approaches the text with generated hypotheses; and while they are reading, they 

verify and reform their hypotheses according to the text information. The interactive approach is 

a mediated approach between the two other approaches (bottom-up and top-down). It postulates 

that meaning or comprehension is constructed from the interaction between the text information 

and the reader’s background or world knowledge. While there is a lack of empirical research that 

supports the top-down approach (Nassaji, 2011), many researchers suggest that an integrated 

comprehension of a text relies heavily on the fluid, accurate, and efficient application of a 

bottom-up approach (Rupp, et al., 2006). 

Two important aspects of the bottom-up approach are accuracy and automaticity where 

accuracy precedes automaticity (Asadi, et al., 2017; LaBerge & Samuels, 1974). Meaning 

construction in the bottom-up approach is built by decoding symbols, words, and sentences; 

moving upwards until the reader attains text comprehension. At the early reading-learning stage, 

the lower-level cognitive decoding processes require attention and awareness that occupy most 

of the working memory capacity, which leaves little or no capacity for text comprehension. 
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However, with more practice and experience, the lower cognitive processes will usually become 

automatic and function unconsciously. Consequently, the working memory is less occupied 

leaving more capacity to be put towards higher reading processes and comprehension 

(Vanniarajan, 2012).  

The process of word recognition is concerned with word knowledge or lexical mental 

representation which significantly influences the overall process of reading comprehension. 

Word (or lexical) knowledge is a factor that plays an essential role in first language (L1) and 

second language (L2) reading. Many studies have shown that lexical knowledge is a key factor 

for successful reading comprehension, particularly in L2 reading (e.g., Hamada & Koda, 2008). 

While word knowledge is crucial for all four aspects of language learning (reading, writing, 

listening and speaking), word recognition is a component of word knowledge that is particularly 

important for the reading process. Successful word recognition improves reading development, 

but deficiency in processing any of its components (e.g., phonological extracting) will lead to 

unsuccessful word recognition that ultimately impacts reading comprehension. With regards to 

L2 Arabic word knowledge, a high relationship between word knowledge and reading 

comprehension has been found, where word knowledge significantly affects the performance of 

L2 Arabic readers (Khaldieh, 2001).   

The early reading research indicated that fast and accurate word decoding is an essential 

prerequisite for good reading comprehension (Abu-Leil, et al., 2014). In English, for example, 

word recognition skills have been reported to be strongly associated with reading 

comprehension. The verbal efficiency model suggests that there is an interference between slow 

word recognition and comprehension (Perfetti, 1992). The model “is founded on the assumption 

that a deficit in word decoding efficiency impairs reading comprehension and makes reading 
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much less efficient” (Abu-Leil, et al., 2014, p.258). To attain better comprehension, the reader’s 

attention should be focused on comprehension while the process of word recognition should 

operate more or less automatically (Ehri, 2005). 

With respect to teaching L2 reading, bottom-up processing supporters emphasize the 

importance of teaching phonetics and decoding skills (Coulmas, 2003), word parts (i.e., 

morphological components), and vocabulary or sight words through instructional extensive 

reading (Anderson, 2009; Coulmas, 2003; Nation, 1990; Pulido, 2009; Wolter & Helms-Park, 

2016). However, L2 teachers should ensure that the type of vocabulary they teach is suitable to 

the students’ reading level, their learning purpose, and the type of vocabulary they would 

encounter within and outside the instructional setting (Anderson, 2009). 

2.2.1 Strategies and Skills of Word Recognition 

There are two types of reading strategies: local strategies and global strategies. While 

global strategies are concerned with the text as a whole (e.g., using background knowledge, 

identifying text gist, and identifying textual organization), local strategies are concerned with the 

lower levels of the text (e.g., sound-letter, word-meaning, sentence syntax, and text details). The 

use of each strategy correlates with L2 reading proficiency. High proficient L2 readers often use 

global strategies. Research findings show that proficient L2 readers use context to guess 

unknown words (Carrel, 1989; Nassaji, 2003). Low proficient L2 readers usually use local 

strategies (Carrel, 1989), which means that low proficient L2 readers are still at the stage where 

lower levels of the text (e.g., word recognition) is of utmost concern for them. Proficient readers 

alternate between local and global strategies (Perfetti & Dunlap, 2008). Beginner readers mostly 

use local strategies and a bottom-up approach because they do not have sufficient linguistic 
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knowledge that allows them to use global strategies or a top-down approach (Khaldieh, 1999; 

Nassaji, 2003).  

Reading skills are also classified into two different categories: lower-level skills and 

higher-level skills. Reading involves a hierarchy of skills from lower-level to higher-level skills. 

Lower-level skills are concerned with the lower levels of the text (e.g., graphemes, words, 

sentences) that are needed for basic reading processes (e.g., word recognition). Higher-level 

skills that are needed for higher-level processes (e.g., text inferencing) are usually preceded by 

lower-level skills that are needed for lower-level processes (e.g., word recognition). Any 

deficiency in the lower-level processing will certainly affect the higher-level processing that 

consequently affect reading comprehension (Abu-Leil, et al., 2014; Hansen, 2010; Haynes & 

Carr, 1990; Hudson, 2007).  

Lower-level processing is associated with orthographic decoding in phonological writing 

systems; and the skills that are associated with it (i.e., analyzing a word’s graphemic features, 

extracting phonological and morphological information, retrieving its meaning, and aligning the 

word’s meaning with the contextual information) are usually transferred from L1 to L2 (Brown 

& Haynes, 1985). Thus, L1 orthographic awareness and skills are an important factor that 

contributes to L2 orthographic development and decoding skills (e.g., Akamatsu, 2005; Hamada 

& Koda, 2008; Holm & Dodd, 1996; Koda 1989; 1990). While reading in two similar writing 

systems requires little orthographic awareness and decoding skills adjustment, more adjustment 

is needed when the two writing systems are different. Empirical research shows that L2 readers 

may still transfer their L1 word decoding processes to their L2 even if the L1 and the L2 have 

different phonological writing systems (e.g., Korean & English, Hamada & Koda, 2008). 

However, the transfer is less likely to occur when the two languages (L1 & L2) are incongruent. 
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For example, Chinese has a morphographic writing system unlike English, where its writing 

system is phonographic. Hence, when native Chinese speakers learn English as an L2, it is less 

likely for them to transfer their L1 word decoding process because the two languages (Chinese 

and English) have incongruent writing systems and different word decoding processes (e.g., 

Hamada & Koda, 2008). Thus, the L1 writing system of L2 readers should be taken into 

consideration when investigating L2 word recognition processes. 

However, there are some factors that eliminate the effect of L1 on L2 decoding processes. 

L2 proficiency and word frequency reduce the effect of L1 orthography on L2 decoding 

processes. For example, as reading proficiency increases, the effect of L1 orthography on L2 

word recognition decreases. In other words, beginner readers of L2 are affected by L1 

orthographic knowledge more than are proficient L2 readers; and the effect appears to be on low-

frequency words more than on high-frequency words (Akamatsu, 2005; Frost et al., 1987). Ehri 

(1998) identifies five methods that young English readers use to recognize English words: (1) 

assembling letters into a blend of sounds; (2) pronouncing and blending familiar spelling 

patterns; (3) retrieving sight words from memory; (4) analogizing words to other words that are 

already known by sight; and (5) using context cues to predict words. Reading proficiency affects 

the selection of method but skilled readers should have the ability to use them all. They should 

also have the ability to select which method to use according to context and word familiarity 

(Koda, 2007). However, while these methods may be applicable for word recognition in any 

language, particularly languages that use alphabetic writing systems, different languages may 

require different methods.  
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2.2.2 Word Decoding Processes 

Word knowledge entails linguistic knowledge and general world knowledge (Wolter & 

Helms-Park, 2016). There are three dimensions for word knowledge: form, meaning, and use. 

Knowledge of the form refers to the knowledge of spoken and written forms. Use refers to the 

ability of using a word in its appropriate context. Meaning refers to the knowledge of the 

connections between word forms, text, and world meaning (Nation, 2001).  

Word recognition is a bottom-up process that refers to the process of retrieving the 

meaning of words with or without context. The recognition process entails different operations 

including analyzing a word’s graphemic features, extracting phonological and morphological 

information, retrieving its meaning, and aligning the word’s meaning with the contextual 

information (Koda, 2005). The latter operation involves aligning the word to its local meaning 

(within a sentence) and its global meaning (within a text and the reader’s world knowledge). 

However, the recognition process does not mean letter-by-letter processing, it requires a holistic 

word identification that is rapid and effortless. This requires more proficiency in the language 

and adequate knowledge of its writing system.  

The phonological decoding of a word involves linking the word’s orthographic 

representation to its phonological information and stored meaning. Doing this sufficiently will 

enhance the functioning of working memory. Accessing the phonological information efficiently 

and automatically will lead to less cognitive demands on the working memory, which 

consequently leads to more available working memory capacity that can be used for reading 

comprehension. Morphological knowledge entails knowledge of word parts (in alphabetical 

writing systems) that enable readers to use morphological components to form new words, and to 

extract partial information from unknown words.  
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Semantic processing entails retrieving a word meaning(s) with or without context. While 

a word may have many different meanings when it is contextually free, it usually has one 

possible meaning within context. Context facilitates word meaning selection, but it is unclear 

how that occurs. One view suggests that when a word is encountered, all its meanings will be 

activated, and context will facilitate the selection of the most appropriate meaning. The other 

view suggests that the meaning of a word is retrieved after the occurrence of context facilitation 

(Koda, 2005). Context will facilitate the activation of the most relevant meaning, but not the 

other less-relevant meanings. Thus, instead of activating all the word meanings and then 

selecting the appropriate meaning, only one meaning that is context-appropriate is activated. For 

example, when a reader encounters the word “bank” (bank: financial institution or edge of the 

river), both meanings according to the first view will be activated in the reader’s mind, but 

context facilities the selection of the appropriate meaning. However, according to the other view, 

only one meaning will be activated in the reader’s mind that is relevant to the contextual 

information; the other meaning will not be activated at all. In Arabic both views of context 

facilitation may occur. That is, when an Arabic text is vowelized, all the word’s different 

meanings may be activated before the facilitation of context, but context will facilitate the 

selection of the appropriate meaning. Whereas when a text is unvowelized, context will facilitate 

the activation of only the most relevant meaning (Abu-Rabia, 2002).  

In the L2 reading literature, research findings show that context is not often helpful in 

word recognition unless most of the surrounding words are known. A larger proportion of the 

words in a text must be known in order for context to facilitate the guessing of unknown words 

(Wolter & Helms-Park, 2016). Knowing most of the surrounding words requires a higher level of 
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reading proficiency, which indicates that context may only assist proficient L2 readers but not 

low proficient L2 readers.  

2.2.3 Word Recognition in Different Writing Systems: 

Word decoding processes are affected by the variations of writing systems (Koda, 2005). 

The major difference between the writing systems of the world is whether graphemes are 

connected to meaning (e.g., Chinese) or sounds (e.g., Italian) (Cook & Bassetti, 2005; Sproat, 

2006; Rogers, 2005). Graphemes in phonographic writing systems are written to represent 

phonological units such as phonemes, morae, or syllables. In meaning or morphographic writing 

systems, graphemes are directly connected to meaning with no necessity for phonological 

extraction. Word recognition is affected by how the phonological or morphological information 

of graphemes are decoded and encoded in the language. Where alphabetic writing systems are 

phonologically decoded and encoded, other writing systems may use different decoding and 

encoding processes (e.g., Chinese language uses morphological representation, and many 

Chinese characters involve sub-components that facilitate the recognition of meaning). Although 

the Arabic writing system is considered an alphabetic writing system, it differs from most 

alphabetic languages (e.g., English, Spanish, Italian, etc.) in the sense that consonants and long 

vowels are primarily represented, but short vowels are optionally added by diacritical marks. 

This system is called “abjad” and used in most Semitic languages such as Arabic and Hebrew 

(e.g., Rogers, 2005).   

 

2.3 L2 Word Recognition Models and Theories 

Research on the development of the reading process is generally derived from L1 reading 

research that is mostly conducted on L1 English reading. Accordingly, reading models are 
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generally drawn from L1 English reading research (Grabe, 2009; Hudson, 2007), which makes 

them inherently biased towards a particular language (e.g., English) and a particular writing 

system (e.g., the Roman alphabet) and may not be applicable or consistent with reading in other 

languages (e.g., Arabic). Researchers have suggested that the basic cognitive processes are 

similar across languages (Grabe, 2009), and readers from one language will develop similar 

reading processes when learning to read in another language, but L2 reading studies have come 

up with important additional insights about the nature of L2 reading show that it is different from 

L1 reading (e.g., word recognition among different groups of L2 readers, Koda, 2005). 

Although L2 reading research and models are based on L1 reading research, there are 

some aspects that are specific and unique to L2 reading. Different theoretical models have been 

proposed to explain the nature of L2 reading. While some of them attempt to explain the general 

nature of reading comprehension, other models attempt to explain the nature of reading 

subcomponents that are essential for reading processes and comprehension, such as lexical or 

word recognition, syntactic processing, and working memory (e.g., the Lexical Quality Model 

(Perfetti, 2007)). Such specific models include lower-level processes (i.e., word recognition) that 

are considered a fundamental prerequisite for higher level processes and reading comprehension 

(Hansen, 2010; Nassaji, 2011). The following paragraphs describe the four main models 

discussed in the literature which provide a theoretical framework for this study. 

2.3.1 Bernhardt’s Model 

Bernhardt (1991; 2000; 2005) provided one of the most comprehensive and interactive 

L2 reading models that capture both bottom-up and top-down processing (Brantmeier, 2004). 

Bernhardt pointed out that L2 studies in the 1970s and 1980s were based on conceptions of L1 

literacy research, which eventually led to the belief that L2 reading issues were either a grammar 
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issue or a prior knowledge issue. However, based on a synthesis and close investigation of many 

studies, she concluded that there are far more complex variables involved in L2 reading than 

there are in L1 reading. Prior knowledge alone is not sufficient to explain the complexity of L2 

reading processes. Other variables that affect L2 performance such as word recognition 

processes, syntax knowledge, vocabulary knowledge, and L2 proficiency are involved. 

Therefore, she posited a model that attempts to capture a holistic depiction of the interaction of 

such variables in the L2 reading process. The model integrates different conceptions of L2 

reading that consist of micro-level features (e.g., graphophone, word recognition, syntax), 

macro-level features (e.g., background knowledge, perceptions, strategies), and other factors that 

are unique to L2 reading process (e.g., L1 literacy, L2 proficiency).  

The model also looked at the development of these variables and how they interact with 

each other over time. While word recognition and phonological issues seem to affect L2 reading 

developments at the early stages, syntax knowledge appears to affect L2 reading development at 

later stages. Bernhardt suggested that these variables operate in a synchronic, interactive, and 

synergistic way to compensate for any deficiencies in the development of L2 reading ability, 

which aligns with the compensatory processing model (Stanovich, 1980). She also stated that 

when an L2 reader starts to learn reading in an L2 setting, they do not start from point zero but 

from a point above it. This is attributed to the pre-existing literacy knowledge that an L2 reader 

brings at the set-off point of reading in L2, particularly with cognate languages. This point 

highlights one of the major differences between learning to read in L1 and L2.   

Bernhardt’s model has drawn attention to variables that are important in L2 reading 

acquisition other than those that were derived from L1 literacy (e.g., background knowledge). 

The model emphasized the importance of word recognition at the beginning of L2 reading 
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acquisition, particularly when the two languages (native and second language) are 

orthographically different or have different writing systems. It also emphasizes the importance of 

L2 proficiency and suggests that different factors may have different effects on the reading 

development of L2 readers at different proficiency levels. The model suggests that word 

recognition processes affect the reading comprehension of low proficient L2 learners more than 

they do for high proficient L2 learners. Thus, this study was designed to investigate word 

recognition at different L2 proficiency levels in order to examine the effects of the study 

variables on L2 readers at different proficiency levels.  

2.3.2 The Bilingual Interactive Activation (BIA) Model 

The effect of orthography on L2 word recognition is depicted in the Bilingual Interactive 

Activation (BIA) model, and its revised version the BIA+ (Van Heuven, 2005). This model is 

generated from the Interactive Activation (IA) model that was hypothesized for L1 word 

recognition. There are two theoretical perspectives about the bilingual word recognition process. 

One perspective proposes that there are two independent and separate lexicons, thus word 

processing of one language is not affect by the other. The other perspective postulates that there 

is one integrated lexicon, thus word processing of one language is influenced by the knowledge 

of the other language. Most studies support the non-selective access to integrated lexicon. The 

BIA model assumes that L1 and L2 share the same storage where meaning can be activated from 

both L1 and L2 through the visual input, particularly when the two languages have similar 

writing systems.  

The BIA model posited four nodes that are involved in word recognition: features, letters, 

word, and language. The interaction between these nodes uses a pattern of activation and 

inhibition to arrive to the particular word form and its meaning. That is, a string of features 
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activates letters that contain these features and inhibit other letters. Letters then activate words 

that contain these letters and inhibit others. Before the interaction of language node, a word is 

activated in both L1 and L2 when there are similarities. The language node then activates the 

selected language and inhibits the non-selected one. The language node seems to be operated for 

languages that share the same script, for example English and Dutch, or scripts that have some 

commonalities, such as the Roman and Cyrillic alphabet, where sometimes words or part of 

words can be parsed in either script (Angermeyer, 2005; 2012). However, it’s hard to assume 

that this process will operate when L1 and L2 have different scripts, such as English and Arabic. 

An English and Arabic bilingual reader will activate either language right after they see the text. 

The visual word recognition may operate the other nodes but not the language node since the 

selected language is already activated. Thus, this study aimed to investigate learners whose L1 

and L2 scripts are different (English and Arabic) to activate the selected language and minimize 

the effects of their L1. Moreover, in the revised version of this model (the BIA+), three nodes 

were added: (1) a phonological component that accounts for sound-based similarities; (2) a 

semantic component that accounts for semantic overlap; and (3) a non-linguistic task/decision 

system that incorporates other non-linguistic factors that might affect word recognition.  

2.3.3 The Dual-Route Model 

Visual word recognition and reading aloud are described in the Dual-Route Model 

(Coltheart, et al., 2001). There are two routes for decoding and reading a printed word. One 

relies on the letters-sounds correspondence (phonological route), the other route relies on 

retrieving the whole word from the mental lexicon (lexical route). In the phonological route, the 

word is read letter-by-letter, and letters are mapped into phonemes that are assembled into larger 

phonological units. A word in this route can be read aloud with or without knowing its meaning 
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(Cook & Bassetti, 2005). However, in the lexical route, a word is recognized as a whole unit and 

must be accessed in the mental lexicon before pronunciation is retrieved. This route is used for 

irregular words where letter-sound mapping fails to match the target pronunciation. 

One important aspect in the discussion of these two routes is the involvement of 

phonology, sound (Coulmas, 2003), particularly in the lexical route, where sounds are thought to 

be accessed post-lexically, not pre-lexically. A word has to be identified in the reader’s mind (the 

mental representation) before they can read it or pronounce it. This follows the “Universal Direct 

Access Hypothesis” (Baluch & Besner, 1991) where word reading always occurs by a visual 

route, with phonology only used when required. However, Scholfield and Chwo (2005) indicate 

that while phonological recoding always occurs pre-lexically in the phonological route, there is 

increasing evidence that phonological recoding also occurs pre-lexically in the lexical route. 

Sounds are accessed from the written shape on the way to the meaning (pre-lexically), not as a 

series of segments as in the phonological route, but as a holistic word sound shape or “addressed 

phonology”. A similar idea is hypothesized in the “Universal Phonological Principle” (Perfetti & 

Zhang, 1995), where written words are always read with some access to phonology due to the 

phonological representations in the working memory, regardless of what route has been used. 

However, the difference between the two routes is recently not seen as one route involving sound 

(phonological) and the other route not (lexical), but as a matter of dominance in route selection, 

where readers of a language may prefer one route over the other (Scholfield & Chwo, 2005). 

There are some factors that affect the selection or preference of each route. The first 

factor is word frequency. High frequency words favor the lexical route. Readers seem to 

recognize frequent words as a whole but not letter by letter due to their frequent occurrence. The 

second factor that affects the use of decoding route is word familiarity. When the reader is 
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familiar with the word (e.g., sight words), they will most likely use the lexical route. But, when 

the reader is not familiar with the word or the word is nonsense, it is hard, if not impossible, to 

read it using the lexical route because it does not exist in their lexicon. Instead, they use the 

phonological route. The third factor is the type of task that the reader is required to do, 

particularly in an experimental setting. While some tasks may favor the phonological route (e.g., 

sound similarity judgment), other type of tasks may favor the lexical route. Lastly, the fourth 

factor that affects the use of decoding route is the reader’s age. For example, younger children 

find the lexical route conceptually easier (Scholfield & Chwo, 2005), particularly in deep 

orthographies like English where some letters are not consistent with their sounds. 

The two decoding routes have been claimed to work independently and in a parallel 

manner (Humphreys & Evett, 1985), but one route may be more dominant in a given language, 

based on its writing system. In other words, while both routes can be used when learning to read 

in a language, one route, as reading is developed, will be selected to be the dominant route based 

on the writing system of that language. In English, children may use the phonological route at the 

beginning of reading English words, but with many failed attempts due to the irregularities in 

letter-sounds mapping, they will shift to use the lexical route more often (Cook & Bassetti, 2005; 

Coltheart, et al., 2001; Perfetti & Dunlap, 2008).  

Another, but different, example may come from Arabic. In Arabic, children in their first 

years of education, usually from grade one to grade four, are only exposed to vowelized texts 

that are shallow and transparent in regard to the letter-sound correspondence. Thus, they use the 

phonological route. However, later in their years of education, usually from grade four and 

upwards, they will mostly be exposed to unvowelized texts that are opaque and non-transparent 

in regard to the letter-sound correspondence. This will lead them to shift from the phonological 
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route to the lexical route, which is more appropriate for reading unvowelized Arabic words 

(Fender, 2008; Maroun & Hanley, 2017; Abu-Leil, et al., 2014; Taouk & Coltheart, 2004). This 

shift among young Arabic readers from the phonological decoding route to the lexical decoding 

route is suggested to be one of the reasons that delay their reading acquisition (Asadi, et al., 

2017). However, after sufficient exposure to unvowelized words, skilled Arabic readers will 

prefer the lexical route over the phonological route because of the absence of important 

phonological information in the unvowelized representation of Arabic words. For L2 Arabic 

reading, advanced English L2 Arabic learners are supposed to use the lexical route more than the 

phonological route similar to native Arabic readers, but research findings showed the opposite. 

They tend to use the phonological route more often (Khaldieh, 1996). The explanation was 

attributed to the visual complexity of the Arabic writing system as well as to the availability of 

context. They use the visual (lexical) route more when they read isolated Arabic words, but when 

they read words within a sentence, they use the phonological route more often (Khaldieh, 1996). 

One of the goals of the current study was to examine the effects of context, voice, and 

vowelization on L2 Arabic readers to find out which decoding route they would prefer.   

2.3.4 The Orthographic Depth Hypothesis  

The Orthographic Depth Hypothesis (Katz & Frost, 1992) explained the relationship 

between graphemes and phonemes in regard to word representation and recognition. The 

grapheme-phoneme correspondences affect phonological information extraction, which 

consequently affects word recognition. The correspondences range from very shallow or 

transparent correspondences to very deep or opaque correspondences. In shallow and transparent 

orthographies, the grapheme-phoneme relationships are highly regular and transparent, usually 

one-to-one correspondence. Each letter corresponds to one phoneme that is represented by one 
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grapheme. Thus, the phonological information is retrieved from the presented graphemes in a 

straightforward, systematic manner. In deep or opaque orthographies, grapheme-phoneme 

relationships are irregular and non-transparent. One phoneme may be represented by different 

graphemes (e.g., the sound [k] is orthographically represented by < k, c, ck, qu >), or one 

grapheme may represent different phonemes (e.g. the letter < c > may represent different sounds 

[s, k]). While phonological information is easy to be extracted in shallow orthographies because 

of the one-to-one grapheme-phoneme correspondence, it may be difficult in deep orthographies 

to extract phonological information due to the indirect grapheme-phoneme correspondences. 

The word recognition process is believed to be easier and effortless in shallow 

orthographies because phonological decoding is simple and straightforward. But, in deep 

orthographies, lexical identity access (lexical mental representation) may be needed to retrieve 

the word meaning and its phonological information. Accessing lexical information through the 

visual input (orthographic information) facilitates phonological extraction in deep orthographies 

(Koda, 2005). Therefore, grapheme-phoneme correspondence and its association with 

phonological or orthographical information influences the way a word is recognized in different 

languages with different writing systems. While shallow writing systems seem to rely on 

phonological information extraction, deep writing systems appear to heavily rely on 

orthographical information. Grapheme-phoneme correspondences differently influence word 

recognition processes in different writing systems (Koda, 2005).  

In Arabic, the presence/absence of diacritical marks (e.g., vowelization) determines the 

depth of its orthography (Frost, 1998). It is considered shallow when diacritical marks are 

represented “because all of the phonological information, necessary for reading aloud, is 

represented in the text” (Asaad & Eviatar, 2013, p.157). Reading vowelized Arabic words is 
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suggested to rely on phonological information (phonological processes). However, when 

diacritical marks are not represented, the Arabic writing system as used in the Standard Arabic 

language is considered deep “because information about the vowels must be inferred from 

contextual and lexical representations” (Asaad & Eviatar, 2013, p.157). Reading unvowelized 

Arabic words is said to rely on orthographical information (lexical processes) and context cues 

(Abu-Rabia, 2001; Frost, 1998). Unlike Roman writing systems where each writing system is 

considered as either shallow or deep, depending on its grapheme-phoneme correspondences, the 

Arabic writing system is a type of writing system where you can see both representations, the 

shallow representation (when diacritical marks are represented), and the deep representation 

(when diacritical marks are absent). 

Finally, research on the effect of orthography (or writing system) on L2 word recognition 

has mostly been conducted in English, which led this research to emphasize some characteristics 

that are important for English reading but not particularly relevant to many other languages 

(Share, 2008). Thus, many researchers call for more research on languages other than English in 

order to broaden our understanding about the effect of writing systems on L2 word recognition. 

For example, homograph is a factor that may be marginal to learners of L2 English but is crucial 

to learners of French, Chinese, Japanese, and Arabic (Cook & Bassetti, 2005). Diacritics is 

another factor that does not exist in English but may be critical for reading in other languages 

(e.g., vowel marks in Arabic and Hindi, accent marks in French). Thus, investigating the effects 

of the Arabic writing system on L2 word recognition will contribute to filling in this gap in the 

literature.  
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2.4 Research on Word Recognition in Arabic 

2.4.1 Visual Complexity of the AWS 

A writing system is a system of graphic marks that visually represent utterances of a 

language by relating to their phonology and/or morphology. A writing system is the way in 

which phonological or morphological information are represented in a language. To be able to 

read in any language, readers must be able to convert writing symbols to meaningful 

information. The process of converting writing input automatically into speech is widely 

believed to be affected by efficient visual word recognition and lexical access (Vellutino, et al., 

2004). L1 and L2 reading acquisition were found to be greatly affected by the transparency 

relationship between phonological information and writing symbols (Orthographic Depth 

Hypotheses: Frost, et al., 1987; Katz & Frost, 1992). Additionally, the relationship between 

morphological information and writing symbols was also suggested to play a role in reading 

acquisition (Abu-Rabia & Abu-Rahmoun, 2012; Cook & Bassetti, 2005). 

The AWS is believed to be visually complex, which influences the reader’s working 

memory and cognitive load, which consequently affects reading comprehension and fluency 

(Shankweiler, 1989). Slowness and inaccuracy in word identification are the main consequences 

of visual complexity, which means that orthographic representation contributes to both word 

decoding and reading fluency (Asadi et al., 2017). Several recent psycholinguistic studies have 

reported that the complexity of AWS slows word identification processes (Abu-Leil, et al., 

2014). Reading in Arabic was found to be slower and more challenging than reading in other 

languages such as Hebrew, English, French, and Serbo-Croatian (Azzam, 1984; Bentin & 

Ibrahim, 1996; Frost et al., 1987; Ibrahim et al., 2002; Ibrahim et al., 2007; Katz & Frost, 1992; 

Roman & Pavard, 1987). More interestingly, native Arabic readers have been found to read their 
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L1 slower than reading their L2 (e.g., Hebrew) (Ibrahim et al., 2007). Another finding suggests 

that learning to read in Arabic is more difficult than learning to read in other languages. Native 

Arabic children were found to acquire reading at a later age in comparison to children learning to 

read in other languages such as Hebrew and English (Abdelhadi et al, 2011). These two main 

findings in reading Arabic are partially attributed to the visual complexity of the AWS 

(Abdelhadi et al, 2011; Asaad & Eviatar, 2013; Dai, et al., 2013; Ibrahim, 2013; Khateb, et al., 

2013; Taha, 2016).  

Although vowelization may improve reading accuracy, it may increase reading time. 

Roman and Pavard (1987) examined the effects of vowelization on native Arabic readers using 

the eye movement technique. Participants were asked to silently read fully vowelized and 

unvowelized Arabic short passages. The findings showed that vowelization increased the number 

and duration of eye fixations, which resulted in a reduction in the participants’ reading speed. 

Roman and Pavard explained these findings as a result of the visual complexity of vowelization, 

that added more visual information and delayed the processes of word identification (they called 

it: perceptual noise). 

However, most Arabic words are based on trilateral (three-consonant) or quadrilateral 

(four-consonant) roots. Different words derived from these roots are formed by the use of affixes 

and the combination with different stem vowels. As a result, many of these derived word forms 

look identical in writing (i.e., are homographs) if they are written without vowelization (Abu-

Rabia & Siegel, 1995). Arabic readers (especially novice readers) have difficulty reading 

unvowelized words because of this inherent ambiguity. Thus, if vowelization and context are not 

available, then the correct reading of every second or third word is ambiguous (Abu-Rabia & 

Siegel 1995). This indicates that vowelization is an important facilitator in the process of word 
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recognition because of the homograph phenomenon in Arabic, particularly in the absence of 

context. Arabic writers, when targeting novice Arabic readers, purposely use vowelization to 

facilitate novice readers’ reading accuracy.  

Skilled L1 Arabic readers use contextual cues to compensate for the absence of 

vowelization. This indicates an important difference between Arabic and English readers. In 

English, “skilled readers rely on their autonomous decoding of each word and do not need the 

context to facilitate word recognition. Only poor readers lacking these automatic decoding skills 

compensate for this deficit with other resources” (Stanovich, 1980 as cited in Abu-Rabia, 1997a, 

p.66). Meanwhile in Arabic, both skilled and poor Arabic readers use and benefit from 

contextual cues, where skilled readers benefit the most. When reading unvowelized Arabic texts, 

the reader must first understand the sentence in order to recognize unknown words (Abu-Rabia, 

1997a). This kind of cognitive activity entails high level processing skills which is difficult for 

poor readers to attain, thus, they tend to benefit less from context (Abu-Rabia, 1997b). 

2.4.2 The Effects of Vowelization and Context on L1 Arabic Word Recognition   

Vowelization was found to have positive effects (Abu-Rabia, 1996; 1997a; 1997b; 1998; 

1999; 2001), negative effects (Ibrahim, 2013; Taha, 2016), or neither (Hansen, 2010) on word 

recognition processes of L1 Arabic readers. Abu-Rabia in a series of studies investigated the 

effect of vowelization and context on L1 Arabic reading accuracy (e.g., Abu-Rabia, 1996; 1997a; 

1997b; 1998; 1999; 2001). In his 1996 study, Abu-Rabia investigated the role of vowelization 

and context in Arabic word recognition. Sixty skilled L1 Arabic high school students were asked 

to read vowelized and unvowelized words in two conditions: isolated and within context (in 

paragraphs). Participants were only tested on their accuracy, where unvowelized isolated words 

could be read in any way, as long as they corresponded with the presented letters. The results 
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indicated that participants read the words within context more accurately than without it, whereas 

vowelized words were read more accurately than unvowelized words in both conditions. 

Participants made the highest number of errors when they read the unvowelized isolated words, 

and the least number of errors when they read vowelized words within context. This indicates 

that vowelization and context are significant facilitators in reading Arabic words among skilled 

L1 Arabic readers. Abu-Rabia (1996) pointed out that the Arabic word recognition process is not 

an autonomous process but a context-dependent process, where vowelization and context 

facilitate the activation of the correct word pronunciation. However, reading vowelized words 

may take longer than unvowelized words, an issue that Abu-Rabia (1996) did not investigate in 

this study.  

Abu-Rabia (1997a) also investigated the effects of vowelization and context on the 

Arabic reading accuracy of L1 Arabic readers. In his previous study (Abu-Rabia, 1996), he 

examined skilled readers only, but in this study, he included seventy skilled L1 Arabic readers 

and thirty-nine poor L1 Arabic readers. Participants were asked to read vowelized and 

unvowelized texts as well as vowelized and unvowelized isolated words. The results showed that 

both participant groups (poor and skilled readers) performed better with vowelized texts and 

vowelized isolated words, which indicates that vowelization facilitates word recognition and 

reading processes. The results also showed that context helps participants improve their reading, 

but skilled readers benefit from context more than poor readers. The highest level of participant 

performance was obtained when both vowelization and context were available (vowelized texts). 

The second highest level was obtained when vowelization was available (vowelized texts and 

isolated words). The third level was obtained when context was available (unvowelized text), 

and the lowest level was obtained when both vowelization and context were absent (unvowelized 
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isolated words). This altogether suggests that vowelization and context are important variables 

that facilitate word recognition and reading accuracy of both poor and skilled L1 Arabic readers.  

Similar results were obtained in Abu-Rabia (1997b). Abu-Rabia included thirty-four poor 

and forty-four skilled L1 Arabic readers who were asked to read Arabic paragraphs, sentences, 

and isolated words using three conditions (fully vowelized, partially vowelized and unvowelized) 

in order to investigate the effects of vowelization and context. The results of reading paragraphs 

showed that both groups of participants read fully vowelized paragraphs more accurately than 

unvowelized paragraphs, whereas partially vowelized paragraphs fell in between. The results of 

reading sentences showed that both groups of participants read the fully and partially vowelized 

sentences more accurately than unvowelized sentences, while the difference between reading 

fully and partially vowelized sentences was not significant. Context was suggested to help 

readers to compensate for the partial absence of vowelization. The results of reading isolated 

words showed that both groups of participants read fully vowelized words more accurately than 

unvowelized words, whereas partially vowelized words fell in between. These findings indicate 

that vowelization and context play an essential role in the reading accuracy of native Arabic 

readers.  

However, it is worth noting that although Abu-Rabia added the partially vowelized 

condition that was not used in his previous studies, it was classified by adding only one vowel to 

the last letter of the words (word-final vowel). An important distinction should be made here: 

word-final vowelization (syntactic vowelization) provides syntactic information, whereas the 

other vowelization (morphological vowelization) provides morphological information. The 

findings of Abu-Rabia (1997b) revealed that word-final vowels (the syntactic vowelization) 

enhance word recognition and reading performance of both poor and skilled L1 Arabic readers. 
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The inclusion of partial vowelization was found to be more beneficial in all reading materials 

(paragraphs, sentences and isolated words) than the exclusion of vowelization. As for partial 

vowelization in comparison to full vowelization, the findings showed that while there were no 

significant accuracy differences in reading partially and fully vowelized sentences, fully 

vowelized paragraphs and isolated words were read more accurately than were partially 

vowelized paragraphs and isolated words. These findings indicate that partial vowelization is 

somehow equivalent to full vowelization in short texts such as sentences. However, with no 

context (isolated words) or long context (paragraphs), full vowelization seems to lead to more 

reading accuracy than partial vowelization did.  

Abu-Rabia (1998) continued investigating the effects of vowelization on reading 

accuracy using different vowelization conditions: correctly vowelized, unvowelized and wrongly 

vowelized. He included sixty-four L1 Arabic readers, with half being skilled readers, and the 

other half poor readers. Participants were asked to read as accurately as possible twelve Arabic 

texts extracted from four different genres (narrative, informative, poetic, and Koranic). One text 

of each genre was correctly vowelized, the second one was unvowelized, and the third one was 

wrongly vowelized. The results confirmed the benefits of vowelization in word recognition of 

skilled and poor L1 Arabic readers particularly within context, whereas skilled readers benefited 

more from vowelization than poor readers did. Although reading narrative and informative texts 

may be considered easier than poetic and Koranic texts, because poetic and Koranic texts may 

contain higher percentages of low frequency words, both groups of readers benefited from the 

presence of vowelization in all of these genres. Interestingly, Abu-Rabia reported that poor and 

skilled L1 Arabic readers did not ignore vowelization when they were wrongly represented on 

the letters, which led to wrong pronunciations. This finding suggests that L1 Arabic readers are 
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sensitive to vowelization, and a minor error in placing a vowel can lead to incorrect phonological 

decoding. 

Alshdifat (2014) investigated the effects of vowelization and context on the reading 

accuracy of low and high skilled L1 Arabic readers. The study included 48 ninth grade Jordanian 

native Arabic students reading vowelized and unvowelized isolated words as well as vowelized 

and unvowelized texts. Results from reading isolated words showed that both groups of readers 

read the unvowelized isolated words more accurately than the vowelized isolated words. This is 

expected due to the homographic phenomena in Arabic. Arabic unvowelized words can be read 

correctly in many different ways, whereas vowelized words can only have one correct 

pronunciation. Therefore, Alshdifat concluded that it is methodologically inappropriate to 

compare reading accuracy of unvowelized isolated words with vowelized isolated words. The 

possible correct ways of pronouncing unvowelized words give them a privilege over their 

vowelized counterparts. The results from reading vowelized and unvowelized texts showed that 

vowelization played a significant role in reading accuracy of both types of readers. Low and high 

skilled L1 Arabic readers read vowelized texts more accurately than unvowelized texts, 

particularly high skilled readers. While other studies showed that low skilled readers benefit the 

most from context (e.g., in English) (Stanovich, 1980), this study showed that high skilled L1 

Arabic readers benefit from context more than their low skilled L1 Arabic counterparts. High 

skilled L1 Arabic readers benefited the most when vowelization and context were present.  

Alshdifat’s (2014) findings also indicated that it is better to either have both or none of 

the vowelization and context available than to have only one of them available. That is, while the 

absence of both vowelization and context (unvowelized isolated words) gives readers a variety of 

correct pronunciations, the presence of both vowelization and context (vowelized texts) provides 
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all the phonological and contextual information necessary for reading accuracy. However, when 

vowelization is only available with isolated words, the correct pronunciation is reduced to one 

correct pronunciation, but it lacks contextual cues that help L1 Arabic readers predict the correct 

intended pronunciation. Meanwhile, when context is only available with unvowelized texts, the 

correct pronunciation of words is reduced to one correct pronunciation, but this would lack 

sufficient phonological information to help readers with their decoding accuracy.  

Additionally, Arabic syntactic vowels (word-final vowels) can be substituted with Sukun, 

where a word’s pronunciation would still be considered correct. Alshdifat looked at this issue 

from a methodological perspective. He provided two analyses: one in which Sukun (the absence 

of syntactic vowelization) is considered correct and the other as incorrect. In the latter analysis 

where participants had to pronounce the syntactic vowels for their pronunciation to be 

considered correct, the findings showed that both types of readers obtained lower accuracy rates. 

However, when the absence of syntactic vowelization was considered correct, participants 

achieved higher accuracy rate. While these findings contradict the findings about the effects of 

partial vowelization in the Abu-Rabia (1997b) study, they showed that L1 Arabic readers prefer 

to substitute the syntactic vowels with Sukun, which indicates that the way of analysis affects the 

results. Thus, researchers should explicitly explain their coding methodology whenever the goal 

is to examine the effects of vowelization on accuracy.  

The studies reported above (Abu-Rabia, 1996; 1997a; 1997b; 1998; Alshdifat, 2014) 

investigated the effects of vowelization and context in word recognition and reading aloud 

accuracy. Abu-Rabia (1999; 2001) added to the literature by investigating the effects of 

vowelization on reading comprehension. In his 1999 study, Abu-Rabia investigated the effects of 

vowelization on reading comprehension by examining 74 sixth-grade L1 Arabic students (who 
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had already been exposed to unvowelized Arabic texts) and 71 second-grade L1 Arabic students 

(who still use vowelization in their textbooks). The findings revealed that vowelization improved 

reading comprehension of both beginner and advanced L1 Arabic readers. Advanced readers still 

benefited from the presence of vowelization even when they have learned to read without it.  

Abu-Rabia (2001) examined sixty-five adult L1 Arabic readers reading vowelized and 

unvowelized isolated words and paragraphs in both Arabic (their L1) and Hebrew (their L2). The 

purpose of the study was to investigate the effects of vowelization and context on their reading 

accuracy in the two languages. Participants were also asked to read vowelized and unvowelized 

short stories, in Arabic and Hebrew, and answer multiple-choice comprehension questions. 

Results from reading isolated words and paragraphs showed that vowelization and context 

improve participants’ reading accuracy. Vowelized isolated words and paragraphs were read 

more accurately than unvowelized isolated words and paragraphs in the two languages. This 

demonstrates the positive influence of vowelization on reading accuracy. There were no 

significant differences between reading vowelized isolated words and vowelized paragraphs. 

Vowelization helped participants read more accurately whether context was available 

(paragraphs) or not (isolated words).  

However, the advantage of context could be seen with the unvowelized isolated words 

and paragraphs. The reading accuracy of unvowelized paragraphs, where context was available, 

was much higher than the reading accuracy of unvowelized isolated words, where context was 

unavailable. Context helped participants reach a higher level of accuracy when vowelization was 

absent. These findings indicate that context plays an important role in the reading accuracy of L1 

Arabic readers when vowelization was absent. But, when vowelization was present, context has 

less influence on the reading accuracy of L1 Arabic readers because all the necessary 
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phonological information was present. Participants did not have to use context cues to extract the 

correct pronunciation of words.  

With regard to the effects of vowelization on reading comprehension, the findings of 

Abu-Rabia (2001) revealed that vowelization facilitated silent reading comprehension of both 

beginner and skilled L1 Arabic readers. Participants comprehended the short stories in the two 

languages better when vowelization was present than when it was absent, a finding that was 

recently confirmed by Abu-Liel et al. (2014) for skilled adult L1 Arabic readers when reading 

short text passages. Abu-Rabia (2001) attributed these findings to the additional phonological 

information that is provided by vowelization, which assists the L1 Arabic readers to 

disambiguate homographs and recognize the precise meaning of words. As a result, less 

cognitive effort is needed for recognizing words, and more effort is allocated for text 

comprehension. 

Although vowelization has been found to be an important variable for reading accuracy 

and comprehension, its appearance decreases reading speed of native Arabic readers. Hussien 

(2014) investigated the effects of vowelization on the oral reading accuracy, speed, and 

comprehension of eighty-five L1 Arabic students (34 fifth graders and 51 tenth graders) recruited 

from schools in Saudi Arabia. Participants were asked to read vowelized and unvowelized 

Arabic texts excerpted from two different genres, informational and poetic. Results showed that 

participants accurately read and comprehended the vowelized texts of both genres more than 

they did the unvowelized texts. But they spent more time reading the vowelized texts of both 

genres in comparison to the unvowelized texts. Results also showed that participants read the 

informational genre in both conditions (with and without vowelization) more accurately and 

rapidly with more comprehension than they did the poetic genre in both conditions. The findings 
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indicate that vowelization improved reading accuracy and comprehension, but decelerated 

reading speed. This implies that vowelization can concurrently have both positive and negative 

influences on words recognition and the reading processes of L1 Arabic readers. Arabic is 

mostly written without vowelization, and Arabic readers should be able to read Arabic texts 

without vowels to be considered fluent. Thus, Arabic students should dedicate more time and 

effort to transition from reading vowelized texts to accurately reading unvowelized texts.  

One issue worth noting is that the use of vowelization may lead to higher visual 

complexity that can influence reading speed as well as accuracy, particularly for skilled L1 

Arabic readers. Ibrahim (2013) examined the effects of vowelization on word recognition among 

young skilled L1 Arabic readers. Seventy-five (eighth-grade) L1 Arabic students were asked to 

read aloud isolated words (vowelized and unvowelized) and pseudowords as quickly and 

accurately as possible. The words of the study were controlled for length (between 3-6 syllables) 

and frequency (form low to high frequency words). Results showed that pseudowords were read 

at the slowest rate and least accurate, which was expected, but the unvowelized words were 

surprisingly read more quickly and more accurately than the fully vowelized words. Although 

these findings contradict Abu-Rabia’s (1996; 1997a; 1997b; 1998) findings, Ibrahim provided 

several possible explanations that may account for this contradiction. 

First, the work of Abu-Rabia only tested reading accuracy, but not reading speed. 

Second, participants were skilled Arabic readers who have had no contact with vowelized Arabic 

script for several years. Thus, adding vowelization to Arabic words may look abnormal and 

distract them. Third, studies showed that there are two routes to recognize a word: the 

phonological route, where readers go letter by letter to decode a word and then recognize its 

meaning; and the orthographic route, where readers recognize the word as a whole (whole word 
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recognition) (Coulmas, 2003) before they attain its phonological information from memory 

(Coltheart, et al., 2001). Participants in Ibrahim’s (2013) study were fluent readers who usually 

rely on orthographic information more than phonological decoding (Fender, 2008; Taouk & 

Coltheart, 2004). Thus, vowelization seems to add more phonological information that increases 

the visual complexity of words and slows the word recognition process of fluent L1 Arabic 

readers.  

However, regarding the measurement of reading accuracy it is worth noting that in 

Arabic, for an unvowelized word, multiple different pronunciations could be coded as correct, 

whereas a vowelized word has only one correct pronunciation. Ibrahim (2013) did not clarify 

how correct Arabic unvowelized words were coded and analyzed. Each vowelized Arabic word 

has only one correct pronunciation, where there are no problems in coding the correct and non-

correct pronunciations. However, unvowelized Arabic words are highly homographic and each 

can be read with different pronunciations depending on the context. Reading Arabic 

homographic words without context is difficult (if not impossible) to be narrowed to one correct 

pronunciation. Thus, how Ibrahim (2013) coded the unvowelized word pronunciation is an 

important methodological question that needs clarification. If Ibrahim (2013) considered any 

possible pronunciation of the unvowelized words correct, then this may give the unvowelized 

words an extra credit (or privilege) that vowelized words do not have, which may explain the 

high rate of accuracy for the unvowelized words over the vowelized words. However, if this was 

not the case, then his coding of unvowelized word pronunciation remains an issue that requires 

clarification.  

Another possible explanation of Ibrahim’s (2013) findings, particularly in regard to 

reading speed could be that skilled L1 Arabic readers are usually exposed to unvowelized texts; 
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vowelization only appears in important texts (e.g., in the holy book: The Quran) to indicate that 

caution with pronunciation is desired. L1 Arabic readers usually tend to read such texts carefully 

with more caution to the vowelization and their correct representation. Thus, when the skilled L1 

Arabic readers of his study saw vowelization in some of the words, it is possible that they 

dedicated more attention and time to read them. 

Finally, Taha (2016) examined the effects of vowelization on reading accuracy and speed 

among poor and skilled young L1 Arabic readers. The readers were recruited from three different 

age groups (second grade, fourth grade, and sixth grade), and they were asked to read real Arabic 

words as quickly and accurately as possible. The selected words were controlled for length, 3-6 

letters and 1-4 syllables. Results from fourth and sixth graders indicated that both poor and 

skilled L1 Arabic readers read the unvowelized words faster and more accurately than they did 

the vowelized words. Results from second graders showed that while skilled readers read 

unvowelized words more accurately than they did vowelized words, the difference in reading 

speed was not significant. In contrast, poor readers from second graders showed no significant 

difference in reading accuracy or speed.  

While the findings from second graders indicated that accuracy precedes automaticity 

(Vanniarajan, 2012), the findings from fourth and sixth graders confirmed the findings of 

Ibrahim (2013) that vowelization negatively affects skilled L1 Arabic readers. Vowelized words 

were read less accurately and slower than unvowelized words. The findings also suggested that 

vowelization is not as important for advanced L1 Arabic readers, due to these readers’ ability to 

use the orthographic route, as it is for beginner L1 Arabic readers who heavily rely on 

phonological decoding. Beginner L1 Arabic readers rely on phonological decoding unlike skilled 

L1 Arabic readers who mostly rely on whole word decoding (orthographical route). Thus, 
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vowelization may be very helpful for beginner L1 Arabic readers, but not for advanced (or 

skilled) L1 Arabic readers. Vowelization may add more visual complexity and more cognitive 

load for advanced L1 Arabic readers that may result in lower recognition accuracy and more 

processing time.  

Altogether, findings from L1 Arabic reading studies indicate the following: (1) 

vowelization increases reading accuracy for beginner L1 Arabic readers, but not for advanced (or 

skilled) L1 Arabic readers; (2) vowelization slows reading speed and process, particularly for 

advanced L1 Arabic readers; (3) vowelization enhances reading comprehension for beginner and 

advanced L1 Arabic readers; and (4) while beginner L1 Arabic readers tend to use the 

phonological route for word decoding, advanced L1 Arabic readers tend to use the 

orthographical route. Vowelization then appear to enhance the phonological route, which may 

help improve the word decoding processes for beginner L1 Arabic readers. However, for 

advanced L1 Arabic readers, vowelization seems to add more visual complexity, which distracts 

them and slows their word decoding processes.   

2.4.3 The Effects of Vowelization and Context on L2 Arabic Word Recognition  

In the L2 reading research, findings show that it is very rare for L2 learners to attain 

native-like pronunciation or speed (e.g., Vanniarajan, 2012). Cook and Bassetti (2005) noted that 

huge differences in reading speed are normally found between L1 and L2 readers. L2 learners in 

classrooms learn new words both orally and visually at about the same time, whereas native 

speakers develop their phonological system before they learn to read. Fast phonological 

decoding is critical in word learning because phonology facilitates information integration in the 

working memory. The phonological loop, a speech-based component of working memory, 

mediates the formation and retention of phonological information (Gathercole & Baddeley, 
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1993). Efficient phonological decoding facilitates the functioning of working memory and 

cognitive operations (Hamada & Koda, 2008), where accuracy precedes automaticity. Fast 

phonological decoding cannot be attained if accuracy has not been attained (Vanniarajan, 2012). 

Additionally, orthographic input has an important role in the phonological acquisition of newly 

learned words (e.g., Showalter & Hayes-Harb, 2013). In Arabic, vowelization was found to 

enhance L1 phonological decoding accuracy, but its presence may add more complexity to the 

AWS. 

Although more research is needed to examine the effects of vowelization on L1 Arabic 

readers, there is also an urgent need to examine its effects on L2 Arabic readers. Very little is 

known about the effects of vowelization on the word recognition processes of L2 Arabic 

learners. Among the few studies that have empirically examined the effects of vowelization on 

L2 Arabic reading acquisition is Khaldieh (2001). Khaldieh investigated the relationship between 

knowledge of iraab “parsing” (word-final vowels), lexical knowledge, and reading 

comprehension of L2 Arabic readers. He investigated the effects of syntactic vowelization and 

vocabulary knowledge on L2 reading comprehension. Syntactic vowelization, as mentioned 

above, concerns those vowels that are placed on the last letter of a word to mark its syntactic 

function. Forty-six native English L2 Arabic learners were asked to read an Arabic short story 

and then write an immediate recall protocol, as well as complete a vocabulary task and an iraab 

(parsing) task. Results revealed that while vocabulary knowledge highly contributed to L2 

reading comprehension, the word-final vowels (syntactic vowelization) did not play a significant 

role in L2 Arabic reading comprehension. There was no relationship between word-final vowel 

and reading comprehension or vocabulary knowledge. Knowledge of one did not affect 
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knowledge of the other and vice versa, which suggests that word-final vowels do not have an 

effect on L2 word knowledge or reading comprehension.  

Abu-Rabia (1997b) indicated that word-final vowels enhance word recognition and 

reading performance of poor and skilled L1 Arabic readers, but the lack of correlation between 

word-final vowels and L2 Arabic reading comprehension found in Khaldieh (2001) suggests that 

word-final vowels do not seem to have an influence on Arabic reading comprehension of L2 

Arabic learners. In fact, similar to L1 Arabic readers, L2 Arabic readers appeared to ignore 

word-final vowels. L1 and L2 Arabic readers did not benefit from the use of word-final vowels 

in reading Arabic words and pseudowords, and they tend to ignore them while relying more on 

contextual cues to recognize words’ syntactic functions (Taouk & Coltheart, 2004). These 

findings of L2 Arabic readers suggest that more time and effort in L2 Arabic classrooms should 

be put into vocabulary learning instead of teaching parsing that seems to be less important for L2 

Arabic learners in their L2 Arabic reading comprehension. 

Hansen (2010) investigated the influence of vowelization on the reading speed and 

comprehension of L1 and L2 Arabic readers. The study included twenty-four L1 Arabic readers, 

and seventy-one L2 Arabic readers at different proficiency levels (low, intermediate and 

advanced). With regard to reading speed, results revealed that while L1 Arabic readers and 

advanced L2 Arabic readers showed no speed differences in their reading of vowelized and 

unvowelized Arabic texts, low and intermediate L2 Arabic readers read the vowelized text 

slower than they did with the unvowelized text. Hansen pointed out that vowelization increases 

the cognitive demands on the decoding processes of less proficient L2 readers, which impedes 

the establishment of automatic word recognition that is necessary for reading fluency. However, 

Hansen did not measure reading accuracy, an important factor that could explain the effects of 
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vowelization on L2 Arabic word recognition and reading process. Additionally, Hansen pointed 

out that there may be a methodological problem with the texts in her study. The texts seemed to 

be easy for the L1 Arabic readers and advanced L2 Arabic readers and, as a result, these readers 

seemed to ignore vowelization and rely on contextual cues in reading both the vowelized and 

unvowelized texts. Vowelization seems to have neither positive nor negative effects on their 

reading speed. With regard to reading comprehension, results revealed that while L1 Arabic 

readers and advanced L2 Arabic readers understood vowelized texts more than unvowelized text, 

low and intermediate L2 Arabic readers understood the unvowelized text slightly more than they 

did with the vowelized text. However, the differences were unclear whether they were 

statistically significant or not because she could not do statistical measures due to the small 

number of comprehension questions. Nevertheless, she concluded that vowelization does not 

seem to improve reading comprehension of L2 Arabic readers. 

Recently, Al Midhwah (2018) investigated the effects of vowelization on L2 Arabic 

reading acquisition. Al Midhwah looked at the use of vowelization in L2 Arabic textbooks and 

how it influences the learning of L2 Arabic reading at different L2 proficiency levels. Two L2 

Arabic programs were selected: one used vowelized textbooks and the other used unvowelized 

textbooks. Participants were asked to read vowelized and unvowelized isolated words as well as 

vowelized and unvowelized texts. The findings indicated that participants who studied using 

vowelized textbooks outperformed those who studied using unvowelized textbooks in reading 

vowelized and unvowelized isolated words and texts. Participants from the vowelized textbook 

program at all proficiency levels read isolated words and texts significantly faster and more 

accurately than did those from the unvowelized textbooks program, except in two contexts. First, 

the beginner readers from the vowelized textbooks program read the isolated words less 
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accurately than did the beginners from the unvowelized textbooks program. This indicates that 

when L2 Arabic learners are introduced to vowelization, they heavily rely on them at the 

beginning of their reading learning to the point where they may not be able to read without them. 

Second, there were no significant differences in reading speed for the advanced participants in 

the two groups, which indicates that vowelization plays a minor role in advanced L2 Arabic 

reading processes. 

2.4.4 The effects of Voice on L1 Arabic Word Recognition 

Conducting an eye movement experiment, Hermena et al. (2015) examined the effects of 

processing vowelization on natural silent reading among skilled L1 Arabic readers. They used 

five reading conditions with a particular focus on verbs that were heterophonic homographs 

“whose active and passive voice pronunciations differ, while letter orthography remains 

identical” (p. 9). Participants were asked to read Arabic sentences that include either the active 

or the passive form of Arabic verbs. The five vowelization conditions were: (1) fully vowelized 

sentences with active verbs; (2) unvowelized sentences with active verbs, (3) fully vowelized 

sentences with passive verbs; (4) unvowelized sentences with passive verbs; and (5) partially 

vowelized sentences with passive verbs, where vowelization only appear on the passive verbs.  

The findings showed that the most effective way to use vowelization with passive verbs 

is partial vowelization. Having vowelization only on passive verbs increases the reader’s 

chances to recognize that a passive form of the verb is present. Full vowelization seemed to be 

redundant and L1 Arabic readers appear to ignore vowels when they are fully represented. 

Unvowelized sentences seemed to hinder the readers’ ability to recognize the passive form 

initially, but as they precede reading, context seemed to help them recognize the intended 

(passive) form. When passive verbs were unvowelized, the findings indicated that L1 Arabic 
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readers initially preferred to read verbs in their active form. But, when context is inconsistent 

with their interpretation, readers reconsidered their interpretation and recognized the intended 

passive form. Additionally, on the effects of processing vowelization on active verb sentences, 

the findings showed that vowelization affected the eye movement behaviour of L1 Arabic 

readers. They increased the average fixation duration, which indicates that more reading time is 

required when vowelization is present. However, the difference was surprisingly not significant 

as was predicted, which may indicate that L1 Arabic readers ignore vowelization when it is fully 

represented in Arabic texts.   

The findings of this study showed that native Arabic readers prefer to read unvowelized 

Arabic verbs in their active form, but no study, to the best of my knowledge, has investigated 

the preference of L2 Arabic readers in reading unvowelized Arabic verbs. Thus, this study 

aimed to fill in this gap by investigating L2 Arabic readers’ preference in reading unvowelized 

Arabic verbs. If L2 Arabic readers prefer to read them as active verbs, it means that they have a 

similar preference as native Arabic readers, but if they prefer to read them as passive verbs, it 

means that they have a different preference than native Arabic readers. 

 

2.5 The Purpose of the Study 

The purpose of this study was to examine the role of different types (amount) of 

vowelization in word recognition and their effects on L2 Arabic learners’ word decoding speed, 

accuracy, and comprehension at different proficiency levels. The study used three types of 

vowelization on target verbs; full vowelization, partial vowelization, and no vowelization. Full 

vowelization means that every letter in the target verb was vowelized. Partial vowelization 

means that target verbs were presented with only one diacritical mark (one vowel) that is placed 
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on the first letter of the verb. According to the BIA model (discussed above), four nodes are 

involved in word recognition and these nodes use a pattern of activation and inhibition to arrive 

at the particular word form and its meaning. A string of features activates letters that contain 

these features and inhibit other letters; the activated letters then activate words that contain these 

letters and inhibit others. Thus, vowelizing the first letter may help readers to activate the 

intended form of the verb (i.e., passive form) and inhibit the other (i.e., active form). No 

vowelization means that target verbs were presented unvowelized. To be able to examine the 

effect of vowelization, the study used Arabic verbs whose active and passive forms are 

homographs when they are written unvowelized, and the only way to differentiate between them 

is to use vowelization or context.  

The study also used two context conditions, isolated and within context. While target 

verbs were presented isolated and without any context in the isolated condition, target verbs were 

presented within a sentence in the within context condition. Each sentence was presented 

separately and included one target verb that was placed at the beginning of the sentence (first 

word of the sentence). All these variables (context, voice, and vowelization) were used in this 

study to address the following main research question: 

 

What are the effects of the use of different types (amounts) of vowelization (full, partial 

and none) on the word (past tense verbs) decoding speed, accuracy and comprehension of L2 

Arabic readers at different proficiency levels when verbs are active versus passive and when 

verbs are presented separately (isolated) versus when verbs are presented within context?  
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This chapter provided an overview of the AWS, research on word recognition, key 

models and theories of L2 word recognition, studies on Arabic word recognition, and the purpose 

of this study. The following chapter describes the design, sample and methods used to address 

the study research question.  
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Chapter 3: Method 

 This chapter describes the criteria for selecting participants as well as participants’ 

demographic information. It also describes the design, materials and methods used to address the 

study research question. Then, the chapter describes the tasks of this study and how participants 

carried them out. Lastly, the data collection, coding, and analysis procedures are explained. 

3.1 Participants 

Forty-eight L2 Arabic learners were recruited to participate in this study. Participants 

were recruited from the Arabic Language Institution (ALI) of Islamic University in Saudi 

Arabia. The L2 Arabic programs at the ALI accepts only male students, thus, all participants of 

this study were adult male students learning Arabic as a second language. While most L2 Arabic 

reading studies have been done in a context where Arabic is a foreign language and participants 

were learning Arabic as a foreign language, this study took place in Saudi Arabia where Arabic 

is the official language of the country and participants were learning Arabic as a second 

language.  

3.1.1 Participants’ proficiency levels 

Participants were recruited from three proficiency levels (low intermediate, high 

intermediate, and advanced) of the L2 Arabic program of ALI. The ALI L2 Arabic program has 

four levels. Level one students are novice L2 Arabic learners; thus they were excluded from this 

study. Participants who were at level two (low intermediate) were categorized as beginner L2 

Arabic readers in this study, participants who were at level three (high intermediate) were 

categorized as intermediate L2 Arabic readers; and participants who were at level four 

(advanced) were categorized as advanced L2 Arabic learners. The proficiency level in ALI is 

determined by three criteria: a placement test, an interview with the L2 learner, and a follow up 
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with their teachers. That is, when enrolling at the institution, every student has to take a 

placement test to determine his proficiency level. After the placement test is done, the student is 

interviewed to make sure he was placed at the appropriate level. A month later, teachers will 

report on their students’ proficiency level, and, if they think a student needs to be placed in a 

different level, the necessary adjustment is made.    

3.1.2 Criteria for selecting participants  

Participants had to meet certain criteria to be able to participate in the study. First, this 

study investigated the effects of vowelization on L2 word recognition, thus, participants could 

not be native or heritage speakers of Arabic or previously lived in any Arab country for longer 

than six months. Second, participants must be native English speakers, which was determined by 

participants’ self-reporting. Third, participants must not be competent of any language that uses 

Arabic script (e.g., Farsi or Urdu). Fourth, participants must be enrolled in level two, three, or 

four of the L2 Arabic programs at ALI of Islamic University, and they must have not been 

previously enrolled in any other L2 Arabic programs. Before being able to participate in the 

study, volunteer students were asked to answer a background questionnaire, and they were 

allowed to participate in the study only if they met these criteria. Students who did not meet 

these criteria were not invited to participate in the study. 

Native English speakers were selected for this study because the English language uses 

the Roman script that is different from the Arabic script, and it does not include diacritical 

marks. The lack of diacritical marks distinguishes English from most other languages that use the 

Roman alphabet. Being able to read in a language that uses the Arabic script or has diacritical 

marks in its script may affect participants’ performance in reading Arabic language. While L1 

awareness and decoding skills can be transferred to L2 decoding process when the two writing 
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systems are similar, reading in two different writing systems requires more awareness and 

decoding skills adjustment (e.g., Korean & English) (Hamada & Koda, 2008). Thus, it was 

decided that participants’ native language(s) must not use Arabic scripts or have diacritical 

marks in its writing system. 

3.1.3 Participants’ demographic information  

The study recruited forty-eight adult male participants from three proficiency levels of L2 

Arabic program at ALI of Islamic University. There were 14 beginner readers, 17 intermediate 

readers, and 17 advanced readers. The age of participants ranged from 19 to 31 years old for 

beginner readers, from 21 to 35 years old for intermediate readers, and from 22 to 30 years old 

for advanced readers (Table 3.2). 

The majority of participants were high school graduates (27 participants), and while one 

participant has a master’s degree, the remaining participants (20 participants) were college or 

university graduates. There were no major differences between groups in regard to the level of 

education. Each proficiency group has a relatively close number of high school graduates and 

post-secondary graduates among its participants. For beginner readers, eight participants were 

high school graduates, and six participants were post-secondary graduates. For intermediate 

readers, nine participants were high school graduates, and eight participants were post-secondary 

graduates. For advanced readers, ten participants were high school graduates, and while one 

participant was a master’s degree holder, the other six participants were post-secondary 

graduates (Tables 3.2).   

Participants were from many different countries. Most of these countries were either 

African (i.e., Rwanda, Ghana, South Africa, Nigeria), or western (i.e., Canada, USA, UK, New 

Zealand). Twenty-two participants were from African countries (9 beginner readers, 4 
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intermediate readers, and 9 advanced readers), and 21 participants were from western countries 

(5 beginner readers, 9 intermediate readers, and 7 advanced readers). A small number of 

participants (5 participants) were from either Central America (i.e., Jamaica (2 intermediate 

readers), Belize (1 intermediate reader)), or Asia (i.e., Uzbekistan (1 advanced reader), Sri Lanka 

(1 intermediate reader)) (Table 3.2). 

While 21 participants spoke only English as a first language, 27 participants spoke one or 

more languages other than English, most of which they can speak, but not write or read. Most of 

these spoken languages were African languages (Tables 3.2). For more details on participants’ 

demographic information see Appendix A. 

 

Table 3.1: Participants’ demographic information by proficiency level 

Proficiency Number of 
Participants 

Age 
Range 

Country Native Language(s) 

Western African Other English only More than English 

Beginner 
Readers 14 19 - 31 5 9 0 6 8 

Intermediate 
Readers 17 21 - 35 9 4 4 9 8 

Advanced 
Readers 17 22 - 30 7 9 1 6 11 

TOTAL 48 19 - 35 21 22 5 21 27 
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3.2 Study Design  

The study design is illustrated in Figure 3.1. The independent variables consisted of two 

parts: a between-subject variable and three within-subject variables. The between-subject 

variable was proficiency level. Participants of this study were selected from three L2 Arabic 

proficiency groups: beginner, intermediate and advanced. The within-subject variables were 

context, voice and vowelization. Context had two levels: isolated (no context) and within 

context. Voice had two levels: active voice and passive voice. Vowelization had three levels: full 

vowelization, partial vowelization and no vowelization (none). The dependent variables were 

reading speed, accuracy, and comprehension. Reading speed refers to participants ’reading time 

in milliseconds. Reading accuracy refers to whether or not target reading was accurate. Reading 

comprehension refers to whether or not target reading was understood or comprehended.  

The combination of within-subject variables created 12 different combinations (or 

conditions) of variables. Each combination was repeated 5 times. Thus, each participant was 

presented with 60 verbs in total: 2 context levels X 2 voice levels X 3 vowelization levels X 5 

repetition = 60 verbs for each participant. The 12 combinations of within-subject variables are 

shown in Table 3.1. 
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Figure 3.1: Illustrates dependent and independent variables of the study (the study design)  
  

Study Design 

Independent 
Variables

Between-Subject Proficiency 

Beginner

Intermediate

Advanced

Within-Subject

Context
Isolated

Within Context

Voice
Active voice

Passive voice

Vowelization

Full

Partial

None

Dependent 
Variables

Speed

Accuracy

Comprehension
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Table 3.2: The 12 combinations of within-subject variables 

 

Context Voice Vowelization Combination Example 

Isolated  

Active 

Full isolated active fully vowelized  ثََعَب  

(he) sent 
 

Partial isolated active partially vowelized  ثعَب  

None isolated active unvowelized  ثعب  

Passive 

Full isolated passive fully vowelized  ثَعُِب  

was sent 
 Partial isolated passive partially vowelized  ثعُب  

None isolated passive unvowelized  ثعب  

Within 
Context 

Active 

Full within context active fully vowelized  ةٍلاسَرِبِ لَجَُّرلا ثََعَب  
(he) sent 
the man 
with a 

message 

Partial 
within context active partially 
vowelized  ةٍلاسَرِبِ لَجَُّرلا ثعَب  

None within context active unvowelized  ةٍلاسَرِبِ لَجَُّرلا ثعب  

Passive 

Full within context passive fully vowelized  ةٍلاسَرِبِ لُجَُّرلا ثَعُِب  
The man 
was sent 
with a 

message 

Partial 
within context passive partially 
vowelized  ةٍلاسَرِبِ لُجَُّرلا ثعُب  

None within context passive unvowelized  ةٍلاسَرِبِ لُجَُّرلا ثعب  
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3.3 Materials 

3.3.1 Selecting target words  

Target words for this study were Arabic verbs written in the same orthographical 

representation in their active and passive voice forms when they are unvowelized. The study 

investigated the effects of vowelization; thus, the two voices of selected verbs must be only 

differentiated by vowelization if they were written without context (isolated). For instance, when 

the verb (/katab/ < بتك > “wrote”) is written unvowelized, it could represent the two voices of the 

verb (active voice and passive voice). The only ways to differentiate the two voices is to use 

vowelization ( بَتكَ  /kataba/ “he wrote”, ُبِتك  /kuteb/ “was written”) or by context.  

Verbs whose active orthographical representation is different from their passive 

orthographical representation when written unvowelized were excluded from this study. Verbs 

that have a long vowel in their second or third letters, for example, were excluded from the study 

because that long vowel of such verbs will change if verb voice changes. For instance, the verb 

(/qaala/ < لاق > “he said”) where the second letter is a long vowel /aa/ was excluded because the 

orthographical representation of active voice (/qaala/ < لاق > “he said”) differs from the passive 

voice form (/qiila/ < لیق > “was said”). The long vowel of the verb changed from (/aa/ <ا>) to (/ii/ 

 when the verb is passive. This change in the orthographic representation makes it possible (<ي>

for readers to differentiate voices even if verbs were written unvowelized and isolated. Vowels in 

such verbs seem to have a lesser effect.  

The target verbs of this study were selected from the “Al-Arabia-bin-Yadik” textbooks 

(second edition). These textbooks are used for L2 Arabic courses in ALI of Islamic university. 

Every two textbooks are taught at one level (eight textbooks in total). To select appropriate verbs 

for each proficiency level, the study selected verbs from textbooks that are appropriate for each 
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proficiency level. For instance, Al-Arabia-bin-Yadik 4A and Al-Arabia-bin-Yadik 4B were 

written for advanced readers (the fourth level of ALI). Therefore, verbs selected from the level 

four textbooks are suitable for advanced L2 Arabic readers. Similarly, verbs selected from the 

level three textbooks are suitable for intermediate L2 Arabic readers, and verbs selected from the 

level two textbooks are suitable for beginner L2 Arabic readers. However, when selecting target 

verbs, the study followed this set of criteria: 

1. All verbs must be trilateral (three-letter) simple past verbs, and the three letters must be 

different. Trilateral verbs that have doubled consonants (letters) as their second and third 

consonants such as (/?adda/ < ّدع > “counted”) were excluded. Verbs that were not 

trilateral (i.e., quadrilateral verbs) were also excluded.  

2. All verbs must follow the vowel pattern /CaCaC/ such as (/katab/ < بَتكَ > “he wrote”) 

where the two morphological vowels were /a/. Trilateral past verbs such as (/rakib/ 

< بكِرَ > “he rode”) where the second vowel is /i/ were excluded. 

3. All verbs, when written unvowelized, must be written in the same orthographical 

representation when the verb is active or passive, and the only way to differentiate the 

two voices is to use vowelization ( بَتكَ  /katab/ “he wrote”, ُبِتك  /kuteb/ “was written”) or 

context. Verbs that change in their written form such as semi-vowel verbs were excluded 

(see above).   

4. All verbs must be transitive verbs that take one or more objects. That is, to form a 

complete thought, a transitive verb must include a subject and at least one object. The 

verb (/kataba/ < بََتكَ > “to write”), for instance, is a transitive verb, and to write a complete 

sentence using this verb we need to have a subject and an object (Example A). Writing 

the sentence without the object will make the sentence incomplete (Example B).  
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A. kataba                     al-walad-u                    al-wajib-a 

wrote-ACT            the-boy-NOM              the-homework-ACC 

       “the boy wrote the homework”  

B. * kataba                     al-walad-u4 

wrote-ACT            the-boy-NOM   

       “the boy wrote”                                                  

 

Transitive verbs were selected because in Arabic, unlike English, the agent (the doer of 

action) can always be omitted without affecting the meaning of the sentence, and it can be 

omitted in active voice as well as passive voice. The study used transitive verbs only because it 

aimed to use the same sentence for each verb, whether the voice of the verb was active or 

passive. In English, however, agent (the doer of action) can only be omitted in passive sentences, 

but not in active sentences.  

The agent in Arabic can be omitted for active and passive sentences, and the sentence 

would still be grammatically correct. In active voice, the agent can be omitted, and no change 

will happen to the sentence. The object will still be an object without any change in its 

grammatical role (Example C). However, in passive voice, the agent must be omitted, and the 

object will now become the subject of the sentence (Example D). The subject of passive voice is 

called ( لعافلا بئان   “naʔib alfaʕil”) in Arabic. Tables 3.3 to 3.5 list the 25 verbs selected using the 

criteria above for each proficiency level in this study.  

 

 
4 This sentence is incomplete   
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C. kataba                     al-wajib-a 

wrote-ACT             the-homework-ACC 

       “(he)5 wrote the homework”  

D. kutiba                      al-wajib-u 

wrote-PASS            the-homework-NOM 

       “the homework was written”  

 

3.3.2 Vowelizing and counterbalancing the verb lists 

Twenty-five verbs from each proficiency level textbooks were selected to be used as 

target verbs in the study (Tables 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5). Selected verbs were vowelized using three 

vowelized conditions (fully vowelized, partially vowelized, or unvowelized) in two different 

voices (active and passive). 

1. Fully vowelized active condition (e.g., / بََتكَ / “to write”) 

2. Fully vowelized passive condition (e.g., / بَِتكُ / “to be written”) 

3. Partially vowelized active condition (e.g., / بتكَ / “to write”) 

4. Partially vowelized passive condition (e.g., / بتكُ / “to be written”) 

5. Unvowelized condition, which could be used for both active and passive 

voices (e.g., / بتك / “to write”) 

Each verb of the original list was vowelized in the 5 different conditions listed above. This 

resulted in 5 differently vowelized sets for each originally selected list of verbs. The first set was 

 
5 The subject is interpreted from context 
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fully vowelized active verbs, the second set was fully vowelized passive verbs, the third set was 

partially vowelized active verbs, the fourth set was partially vowelized passive verbs, and the 

fifth set was unvowelized verbs (which could be used for active and passive verbs). These five 

sets were then counterbalanced to present participants with the same verbs, but differently 

vowelized. That is, 5 different verbs form each set were combined to make a new group of verbs. 

Each group included: 5 fully vowelized active verbs, 5 fully vowelized passive verbs, 5 partially 

vowelized active verbs, 5 partially vowelized passive verbs, and 5 unvowelized verbs. Then, 

unvowelized verbs were repeated. The first time they were considered by the author as 

unvowelized active verbs, and the second time they were considered as unvowelized passive 

verbs. Each group of verbs now include 30 verbs (differently vowelized). These 30 differently 

vowelized verbs were reordered in the following order:  

1. Fully vowelized active verb 

2. Partially vowelized passive verb 

3. Unvowelized active verb 

4. Fully vowelized passive verb 

5. Partially vowelized active verb 

6. The same verb that appeared in 3 above was repeated again, but this time 

the unvowelized verb was considered as “Unvowelized passive verb” 

7. Each group included 30 verbs; thus, this order was repeated 5 times  

 

At the end of this vowelizing and counterbracing process, the original list of verbs from 

each proficiency level was developed to generate five lists of the same verbs. Each of them 

consisted of 30 verbs that are differently vowelized. That is, when a verb was presented as fully 
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vowelized active verb in one group, it may be represented in a different vowelized condition in 

the other groups (i.e., fully vowelized passive condition). For instance, if the first group of verbs 

had the verb / بتك / “to write” as active and fully vowelized / بََتكَ / “he wrote”, the second group 

may have it as active and partially vowelized / بتكَ / “he wrote”, the third group may have it 

passive and fully vowelized / بَِتكُ / “was written”, and so on. Thus, all groups of verbs included 

the same verbs, but differently vowelized (see Appendix B).   

3.3.3 Adding context to selected verbs 

Participants of this study were asked to read selected verbs in two different context 

conditions: isolated and within context. Thus, target verbs were added to sentences to meet the 

second context condition of this study (within context condition).   

All sentences that were used in this study were similar to sentences in examples C and D 

above, where the agents of all sentences were omitted. Each target verb had two similar 

sentences, one for active voice and the other for passive voice. Readers had to identify the voice 

of verbs by using vowelization or context. If verbs were vowelized, readers can use both 

vowelization and context to differentiate between active and passive verbs. However, if verbs 

were unvowelized, readers can only use context, particularly the second word in the sentence, to 

differentiate between active and passive voice. They can identify voice by paying attention to the 

case mark of the second word in the sentence they were assigned to read. That is, in active 

sentences, the second word (the noun after the verb) is always accusative because it is the object 

of the sentence. But in passive sentences, the second word is always nominative because it is the 

subject of the sentence ( لعافلا بئان  “naʔib alfaʕil”). Thus, in each sentence, the case marking of 

the second word will be the indicator for the verb’s voice, particularly when the verb is 

unvowelized. 
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Target verbs were always placed at the beginning of each sentence (the first word of each 

sentence), and while they were differently vowelized (fully vowelized, partially vowelized, and 

unvowelized), the remaining words in each sentence were always fully vowelized for two 

reasons. First, L2 Arabic programs in Saudi Arabia use textbooks (i.e. Al-Arabia-bin-Yadik) that 

are usually fully vowelized for all proficiency levels. Thus, the study tried to present texts for 

participants in a way that is similar to their textbooks. Second, fully vowelized texts are 

considered shallow orthography that is easier to read, and the aim of the study was not to 

examine the whole context, but only the target verbs. Thus, the study used the different types of 

vowelization (fully, partially and unvowelized) in target verbs only, while the remaining words 

of the sentence were fully vowelized to make it easier for participants to read the context, and to 

avoid any challenges that unvowelized texts may present for participants.   

Sentences were added to the five differently vowelized groups of verbs developed earlier; 

sentences were added to each verb according to its voice in the set. That is, if a verb was active 

in the first set, then the active sentence was added, where the second word (noun) was 

accusative. However, if the same verb was passive in the second set, then the passive sentence 

was added, where the second word (noun) was nominative (see example of one verb in Table 

3.6; for the complete lists of verbs and sentences, please see Appendices C, D, and E).  

Sentences were written by the researcher to be simple and appropriate for each 

proficiency level. The target verbs and sentences of the study were examined for their suitability 

for each proficiency level by two L2 Arabic professors from two different universities. The 

professors' feedback and comments were considered, and necessary adjustments were made 

before verbs and sentences were presented to participants.  
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Table 3.3: Selected verbs and their meaning for beginner readers. 
N Verb Meaning 

َث"ح"ب 1  searched 

"ع"م"ج 2  collected 

َذ"خَأ 3  took 

َث"ع"ب 4  sent 

َل"ع"ج 5  made 

"عَف"د 6  pushed 

"ضَف"ر 7  refused 

"ق"ر"ح 8  burnt 

"نَف"د 9  buried 

"رَكَذ 10  mentioned 

"ع"ر"ز 11  planted 

"ع"ن"ص 12  manufactured 

"عَف"ر 13  raised 

"ق"ب"س 14  preceded 

"ن"ج"س 15  imprisoned 

"ف"ر"ع 16  knew 

"د"صَق 17  intended 

"خ"بَط 18  cooked 

"س"رَغ 19  implanted 

َل"تَق 20  killed 

"ع"ن"م 21  prevented 

"د"ج"و 22  found 

"ح"ن"م 23  granted 

"خ"س"ن 24  copied 

"ر"ج"ه 25  left 
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Table 3.4: Selected verbs and their meaning for Intermediate readers.   
 

N 
Verb Meaning 

"رَف"ح 1  drilled 

"قَل"خ 2  created 

"ر"مَأ 3  ordered 

"مَك"ح 4  ruled 

"م"ر"ح 5  deprived 

"ف"رَذ 6  wept 

"ق"ر"س 7  stole 

"ح"بَذ 8  slaughtered 

َط"ب"ر 9  linked 

"ق"ز"ر 10  gave 

"كَل"س 11  walked 

"ب"ر"ض 12  hit 

"بَك"س 13  poured 

َل"غ"ش 14  filled 

"رَك"ش 15  thanked 

"مَلَظ 16  wronged 

"رَفَغ 17  forgave 

"د"رَط 18  fired 

"فَط"ع 19  sentimentalized 

"دَق"ع 20  intended 

"ر"صَق 21  limited 

"ح"س"م 22  deleted 

"ر"مَغ 23  flooded 

"فَذَق 24  threw 

"ن"عَل 25  cursed 
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Table 3.5: Selected verbs and their meaning for Advanced readers.   
 

N 
Verb Meaning 

َط"س"ب 1  simplified 

"ز"ب"خ 2  baked 

َلَذ"ب 3  spent 

"ف"ر"ج 4  swept away 

َل"م"ح 5  carried 

"م"د"خ 6  served 

"م"ع"ز 7  claimed 

"م"ت"خ 8  completed 

"قَل"خ 9  created 

"ض"ح"د 10  rebutted 

"د"ب"ع 11  worshiped 

"بَلَغ 12  defeated 

"نَك"س 13  lived 

"ض"ر"ع 14  offered 

"رَفَغ 15  forgave 

"م"سَق 16  split 

"ع"ن"م 17  prevented 

َل"عَف 18  did 

"ز"مَل 19  muttered 

"س"مَل 20  touched 

"ر"ش"ن 21  spread 

"ع"ض"و 22  put 

"رَذ"ن 23  vowed 

"رَظ"ن 24  looked 

"ف"ص"و 25  described 
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Table 3.6: Example of sentences added to each verb in the five differently vowelized sets 

Number 
of Set 

Selected Verb 

Isolated Within Context (Within Sentence) 

1st set َث"ع"ب  (he) sent ةلا"سِرِبj َلmجlرلا    َث"ع"ب
(he) sent the man with a message 

2nd set ثع"ب  (he) sent ةلا"سِرِبj َلmجlرلا    ثع"ب

3rd set ثعب  

(he) sent 
 

OR 
 

was sent 

jةلا"سِرِب َلmجlرلا    ثعب
 

OR 
 

jةلا"سِرِب ُلmجlرلا    ثعب

(he) sent the man with a message 
 

OR 
 

The man was sent with a message 
 

4th set بmعoَث  was sent ةلا"سِرِبj ُلmجlرلا    َثoعmب
The man was sent with a message 

5th set بmثع  was sent ةلا"سِرِبj ُلmجlرلا    ثعmب
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3.4 Tasks 

Participants were asked to do two tasks. First, they were asked to read aloud differently 

vowelized Arabic verbs in two context conditions: isolated and within context. Then, they were 

asked to identify the correct meaning of each verb.  

3.4.1 Task 1: reading aloud isolated verbs and sentences  

Lists of verbs and sentences were assigned to each participant randomly. Before they did 

the task, each participant was shown three verbs and three sentences to read in order to practice 

and familiarize themselves with the procedure of the task. These three verbs and sentences were 

presented for training purposes and were not analyzed for this study. Next, the participant was 

asked to read aloud isolated verbs and sentences. Isolated verbs were presented before 

contextualized ones, and participants were asked to read verbs and sentences as quickly and 

accurately as possible. Verbs and sentences were presented in power point slides, where each 

slide contained either a verb only or a sentence (see Figures 3.2 and 3.3). They were written in 

black ink and were presented on a white screen on the investigator’s laptop. Participants were 

asked to read each verb or sentence, and then to click on the space bar to move to the next slide.  

 3.4.2 Task 2: identifying the correct meaning of target verbs  

After reading isolated verbs and sentences, participants were asked to identify the correct 

meaning of each target verb. Verbs and sentences were presented again with the same type of 

vowelization as in task 1, but this time each target verb was followed by 4 choices of meaning to 

select from. After receiving training, participants were asked to silently read each verb and its 

associated multiple-choice options, and then to select the correct meaning of the target verb by 

saying the number next to the correct meaning. Verbs and sentences were presented on 
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PowerPoint slides where every slide contained either a verb or a sentence, along with its 

associated multiple-choice menu (see Figure 3.4 and 3.5). Target verbs were underlined when 

they were presented within sentences.  

 

3.5 Interview  

A short interview was conducted with each participant right after he completed task 2. 

Each participant was asked a few questions about his thoughts and preferences in regard to the 

use of vowelization in Arabic. The questions were aimed to investigate how L2 Arabic learners 

view and think about the use of diacritical marks (vowels) in Arabic. Ten questions were 

prepared about the participants’ text selection and preferences when reading Arabic texts, their 

insights about vowelization and its effects on their reading accuracy, speed, and comprehension, 

their attitudes on whether and how vowels should be used, and their previous knowledge of 

active and passive voice in Arabic (Appendix F). This type of qualitative data provided 

important insights to help with interpreting the quantitative data of the study. The interviews 

were conducted in the participants’ first language (English) to allow them to express their 

thoughts freely and deeply. They were conducted in a very quiet room and recorded using 

Audacity software on the researcher’s laptop.  
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Figure 3.2: Example of isolated verb  

 

 
Figure 3.3: Example of within context verb 

 

 
Figure 3.4: Example of isolated verb with the 4 choices of meaning 

 

 
Figure 3.5: Example of within context verb with the 4 choices of meaning  

 

&ق$ل"خ
1. He creates                                  2. He created  
3. He was created                          4. He is creating  
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 3.6 Data Collection Procedures 

Several steps were followed in order to conduct this study. First, an application was 

submitted for ethics review and approval from the Ethics Review Board at York University. 

Then, the Arabic Language Institute (ALI) of the Islamic University was contacted to get their 

approval for conducting the study at their institution. After getting all required approvals and 

permissions to proceed with the study, L2 Arabic learners at ALI were informed about the study 

by a recruitment flyer that was distributed to them by their teachers. The recruitment flyer 

identified the criteria for participation and briefly explained what participants were expected to 

do for the study. Participants were asked to voluntarily participate in this study and were 

encouraged to participate by offering them 50 SR (approximately $17 CD) in cash to compensate 

them for their participation time.  

When a student expressed interest to take part in the study, criteria for participation were 

checked. If a participant meet the criteria, a consent form has to be read and signed before he can 

answer a questionnaire about his demographic and linguistic background. After that, the 

participants were asked to sit in front of a laptop presenting a PowerPoint file for task 1. They 

were informed that they will be presented with verbs and sentences in the coming slides, and 

they were asked to read verbs and sentences aloud as quickly and accurately as possible (task 1). 

They were first presented with the training slides (the extra verbs and sentences) to practice and 

to familiarize themselves with the procedures of this task. After they confirmed that they 

understood the procedures, they were asked to continue with the slides, where they were 

presented with isolated verbs, followed by verbs within sentences.  
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After the participant finished task 1, he was presented with task 2. In task 2, after 

receiving training, the participant was asked to select the correct meaning of each target verb. 

The isolated verbs were presented first before the sentences.  

After he finished selecting the correct meaning of target verbs in the two context 

conditions, he was informed that he is done with the tasks and it is time for the interview. The 

interview and the two tasks were recorded using Audacity software on the researcher’s laptop. 

When the interview was over, the participant was thanked and compensated for his time. The 

average time for completing the two tasks and the interview was approximately 30 minutes, and 

participants were informed that they could take a break whenever desired. 

 

3.7 Data Coding Procedures 

3.7.1 Reading speed  

Reading speed refers to the reading time that readers spent to pronounce a target verb 

when they saw it. For isolated verbs, reading time was calculated from the moment the reader 

saw the verb until he completely pronounced it (see Figure 3.6). For verbs within sentences, 

participants were asked to read the entire sentence, but the time for reading target verbs was 

calculated from the moment a reader saw the sentence until he completely pronounced its target 

verb (see Figure 3.7). Within context target verbs were always presented as the first word of the 

sentence. However, if a participant had to correct himself and reread the target verb, the reading 

time was calculated from the moment he saw the verb until he had completely pronounced his 

last attempt. The time was calculated using PRAAT software where it is possible to see the  
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Figure 3.6: Example of how reading time was calculated for isolated verbs 

 
 
 

 
Figure 3.7: Example of how reading time was calculated for within context verbs  
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sound waves for the click as well as the participants’ production. The click indicated that the 

participant has moved to the next slide, which means he began to see the verb. Thus, the time 

was calculated from the click until the verb was completely pronounced.  

3.7.2 Reading accuracy 

Reading accuracy refers to whether or not readers pronounced the target verb accurately. 

For isolated verbs, there was only one word (the target verb); thus, if the verb was pronounced 

accurately, the participant was given a point (accurate = 1 point). If not, he was given zero points 

(inaccurate = 0 points). For within context verbs, only target verbs were coded for accuracy in a 

similar way as isolated verbs, the rest of the words in the sentences were not coded for accuracy 

in this study.  

Target verbs were presented fully vowelized, partially vowelized, and unvowelized. Fully 

and partially vowelized verbs have only one possible correct pronunciation. They were coded as 

accurate if a participant was able to pronounce them accurately based on their vowelization and 

context. Each verb was coded as accurate if the participant was able to accurately read the three 

consonants and the first two vowels of the verb. The last vowel was not considered for accuracy. 

The target verbs of this study were trilateral verbs that included three consonants and three 

vowels (i.e. < بََتكَ > /kataba/ “he wrote”). However, in Arabic it would still be accurate if a reader 

deleted the last vowel of the word. For instance, if a reader reads the verb /kataba/ as /katab/, his 

reading will still be considered accurate. Arabic linguists refer to this as substituting the last 

vowel with Sukun (the absence of vowels, ◌ْ), and they consider it accurate if a reader intends to 

make a pause on that word. Thus, this study coded every target verb as accurate (and was given a 

point= 1) if the reader was able to accurately pronounce the three consonants and the first two 

vowels of the verb, regardless of whether or not he pronounced the last vowel.  
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However, with regard to consonants, it is worth noting that the study had taken into 

account the difficulties that some L2 Arabic readers may have in reading some Arabic letters 

(consonants). For example, some L2 Arabic readers may have difficulties pronouncing the letter 

 h/. The study still coded their reading as accurate/ <ه> ħ/, and they usually pronounce it as/ <ح>

even if they mispronounced such difficult consonants. Vowels, on the other hand, are not 

difficult to pronounce at all, irrespective of the reader’s native language. Arabic has only three 

short vowels (/a/, /u, and /i/) that are common across languages; thus, any mispronunciation of 

vowels was coded as wrong (and was not given any point = 0).  

Finally, coding unvowelized verbs was similar to coding fully and partially vowelized 

verbs, particularly when presented within context. Every unvowelized verb, if presented within 

context, has only one possible correct pronunciation that is appropriate for its context. But, if 

presented in isolated form (without context), the unvowelized verb could be read accurately in 

two different ways, active or passive. However, the study presented each unvowelized verb 

twice, the first time was considered by the author as active and was coded as correct if it was 

read as active. The second time was considered as passive and was coded as wrong if it was read 

as active. The purpose of doing so was to find out how L2 Arabic readers will read isolated 

unvowelized verbs. Would they prefer to read them in their active voice or passive voice? Also, 

to compare the isolated passive verbs with their within context counterparts to find out more 

about the effects of context on passive verbs. How would L2 Arabic readers read passive verbs 

in isolated and within context.    

3.7.3 Reading comprehension 

Reading comprehension refers to whether or not readers understood the meaning of a 

target verb. After reading all isolated and within context verbs, participants were presented again 
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with the same verbs and each verb was presented with four choices, only one of which was 

correct (see Figure 3.4 & 3.5). Participants were asked to select the correct meaning of the verb 

by saying the number next to the correct option. If they selected the number for the correct 

option, they were given a point (correct meaning = 1 point), but if they select one of the wrong 

options, they were given zero points (incorrect meaning = 0 points).  

 

3.8 Data Analysis Procedures 

There were 12 different combinations of within-subjects variables (see study design 

above). Each combination was repeated 5 times for each participant. Thus, each participant was 

presented with 60 verbs in total: 2 context levels X 2 voice levels X 3 vowelization levels X 5 

repetition = 60 verbs for each participant. The total number of participants was 48 participants, 

14 were beginner readers, 17 were intermediate readers, 17 were advanced readers. The total 

number of verbs in the study was 2880 verbs. That is, 60 verbs per participant X 48 participants 

= 2880 verbs. These verbs were analyzed for reading speed, accuracy, and comprehension.  

The mean of the speed of pronouncing each of the 5 target verbs in each combination was 

calculated for each participant. As explained above, each participant was presented with 5 verbs 

under each combination. The reading speed for each of the five verbs under each combination 

was calculated and then the mean of the five verbs was calculated for that participant. The 12 

combinations resulted in 12 means of reading speed for each participant. Scores for accuracy and 

comprehension were computer by summing up scores on the five target verbs under each 

combination, resulting in 12 accuracy scores (from 0 to 5) and 12 comprehension scores (from 0 

to 5) for each participant.  
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After average speed and total accuracy and comprehension scores were calculated for 

each combination for each participant, the data were analyzed in SPSS software (version 27) 

using mixed ANOVA test since the study has proficiency as a between-subject variable and 

context, voice, and vowelization as within-subject variables. Then, the data file was split by 

proficiency groups and repeated-measures ANOVA was run to determine the effect of context, 

voice and vowelization for each proficiency group. To identify significant differences across 

groups and conditions, follow up post hoc pairwise comparisons were conducted. All 

assumptions were met for mixed and repeated measures ANOVA.  

The interview data were analyzed thematically. Four themes were identified based on the 

ten questions that participants were asked to answer. The first theme was about participants’ text 

selection and preferences when reading books other than their school’s textbooks. The second 

theme was about participants’ insights about vowelization and how it affects their reading speed, 

accuracy, and comprehension. The third theme was about participants’ attitudes toward 

vowelization and how it should be used. The last theme was about participants’ prior knowledge 

of voice in Arabic. The following chapter reports the results concerning reading speed, accuracy, 

and comprehension followed by the results from the interview data. 
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Chapter 4: Results 

This chapter reports the results of this study. It first reports the results for reading speed 

followed by the results for reading accuracy and reading comprehension, respectively. The 

interview results are reported in the last section of the chapter.   

 

4.1 Reading Speed 

A four-way mixed ANOVA was run to understand the effects of proficiency, context, 

voice, and vowelization on verb reading speed. The results showed that there was no statistically 

significant6 four-way interaction between proficiency, context, voice and vowelization, F(2.9, 

66.5) = .77, p=.51. There was no statistically significant three-way interaction in all possible 

three-way interactions between context, voice and vowelization, F(1.5, 66.5) = 1.03, p=.34, 

proficiency, context and voice, F(2, 45) = .13, p=.88, proficiency, context and vowelization, F(4, 

90) = .41, p=.80, or proficiency, voice and vowelization, F(3.1, 69.6) = 1.59, p=.20. In the two-

way interactions, there was a statistically significant two-way interaction between proficiency 

and vowelization, F(3.4, 77.4) = 3.12, p=.02, ηp2=.12, and a statistically significant interaction 

between voice and vowelization F(1.5, 69.6) = 12.4, p<.001, ηp2=.21. All the other two-way 

interactions were not statistically significant, proficiency and context, F(2, 45) = .59, p=.56, 

proficiency and voice, F(2, 45) = 1.43, p=.25, context and voice, F(1, 45) = .52, p=.47, context 

and vowelization, F(2, 90) = 1.86, p=.16. There was a statistically significant main effect of 

context F(1, 45) = 6.2, p=.01, ηp2=.12, voice F(1, 45) = 5.6, p=.02, ηp2=.11, and vowelization, 

F(1.7, 77.4) = 15.9, p<.001, ηp2=.26. Table 4.1 shows the means and standard deviations of  

  

 
6 All effects are reported as significant at p<.05. 
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Table 4.1: Speed mean and standard deviation in the 12 combinations by proficiency groups  
 Proficiency Mean SD N 

1. Isolated, active, and fully vowelized verbs Beginner 2.15 .57 14 
Intermediate 2.33 .46 17 
Advanced 1.77 .42 17 
Total 2.08 .53 48 

2. Isolated, active, and partially vowelized verbs Beginner 2.43 .88 14 
Intermediate 2.46 .88 17 
Advanced 1.73 .44 17 
Total 2.19 .81 48 

3. Isolated, active, and unvowelized verbs Beginner 2.55 .98 14 
Intermediate 2.59 .80 17 
Advanced 1.79 .57 17 
Total 2.29 .85 48 

4. Isolated, passive, and fully vowelized verbs Beginner 2.40 .70 14 
Intermediate 2.43 .76 17 
Advanced 1.82 .44 17 
Total 2.21 .69 48 

5. Isolated, passive, and partially vowelized verbs Beginner 2.65 .88 14 
Intermediate 3.23 1.38 17 
Advanced 1.93 .50 17 
Total 2.60 1.12 48 

6. Isolated, passive, and unvowelized verbs Beginner 2.21 .75 14 
Intermediate 2.27 .70 17 
Advanced 1.67 .44 17 
Total 2.04 .68 48 

7. Within context, active, and fully vowelized verbs Beginner 2.55 1.36 14 
Intermediate 2.25 .57 17 
Advanced 1.86 .48 17 
Total 2.20 .88 48 

8. Within context, active, and partially vowelized verbs Beginner 2.88 1.38 14 
Intermediate 2.92 1.33 17 
Advanced 1.95 .42 17 
Total 2.57 1.18 48 

9. Within context, active, and unvowelized verbs Beginner 2.83 1.74 14 
Intermediate 2.62 .75 17 
Advanced 1.90 .43 17 
Total 2.43 1.12 48 

10. Within context, passive, and fully vowelized verbs Beginner 2.87 1.27 14 
Intermediate 2.70 1.09 17 
Advanced 1.90 .47 17 
Total 2.47 1.05 48 

11. Within context, passive, and partially vowelized verbs Beginner 3.14 1.42 14 
Intermediate 3.48 2.03 17 
Advanced 2.13 .63 17 
Total 2.90 1.56 48 

12. Within context, passive, and unvowelized verbs Beginner 2.56 1.24 14 
Intermediate 2.52 1.03 17 
Advanced 1.85 .37 17 
Total 2.30 .97 48 
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reading speed of all proficiency groups in the 12 combinations of independent variables (context, 

voice and vowelization). As a follow up, the data file was split by proficiency groups and 

repeated-measures ANOVA was run to determine the effect of context, voice, and vowelization 

on reading speed at each proficiency group level. 

4.1.1 Proficiency 

The speed results of all proficiency groups revealed that the advanced readers were 

significantly faster than the intermediate and beginner readers (Table 4.2). The average reading 

speed of advanced readers (M=1.86 seconds, hereafter s) was faster than the average reading 

speed of intermediate readers (M=2.65 s), and beginner readers (M=2.61 s). The average reading 

speed of intermediate readers was the slowest among the three proficiency groups. A post hoc 

pairwise comparison was performed to determine significant differences between proficiency 

groups. The results showed that while there were no significant differences in reading speed 

between beginner and intermediate readers, p=1.00, advanced readers were significantly faster 

than the other proficiency groups, beginner and intermediate, p=.02, p=.008, respectively. 

 

Table 4.2: Speed mean of proficiency groups   

Proficiency Mean Std. Error 95% Wald Confidence Interval 

Lower Upper 

Beginner readers 2.61 .19 2.22 3.00 

Intermediate readers 2.65 .18 2.30 3.00 

Advanced readers 1.86 .18 1.51 2.22 
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4.1.2 Context 

The speed results of all proficiency groups revealed that the main effect of context was 

statistically significant F(1, 45) = 6.2, p=.01, ηp2=.12. Isolated verbs were read significantly 

faster (M=2.25 s) than were within context verbs (M=2.50 s). The results also showed that there 

was no statistically significant interaction between proficiency and context F(2, 45) = .59, p=.56. 

All proficiency groups read isolated verbs faster than they did within context verbs (Table 4.3). 

However, when the data file was split by proficiency groups, the findings revealed that the main 

effect of context was only statistically significant for advanced readers, F(1, 16) = 7.19, p=.02, 

ηp2=.31, but not for beginner readers, F(1, 13) = 2.03, p=.18, or intermediate readers, F(1, 16) = 

1.72, p=.21. 

 

Table 4.3: Speed mean by context and proficiency groups  

Context Proficiency Mean Std. Error 
95% Confidence Interval 

Lower Bound Upper Bound 

Isolated 

Beginner 2.40 .16 2.06 2.74 

Intermediate 2.56 .15 2.24 2.86 

Advanced 1.79 .15 1.48 2.09 

Total 2.25 .09 2.06 2.43 

Within Context 

Beginner 2.81 .25 2.30 3.32 

Intermediate 2.75 .23 2.29 3.21 

Advanced 1.94 .23 1.47 2.40 

Total 2.50 .13 2.22 2.77 
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4.1.3 Voice 

The speed results of all proficiency groups revealed that the main effect of voice was 

statistically significant F(1, 45) = 5.6, p=.02, ηp2=.11. Active verbs were read significantly faster 

(M=2.31 s) than were passive verbs (M=2.44 s). The results also showed that there was no 

statistically significant interaction between proficiency and voice F(2, 45) = 1.43, p=.25. All 

proficiency groups read the active verbs faster than they did the passive verbs (Table 4.4), but the 

main effect of voice was not statistically significant for beginner readers, F(1, 13) = 2.05, p=.18, 

intermediate readers, F(1, 16) = 3.21, p=.09, or advanced readers, F(1, 16) = 2.79, p=.11. 

 

Table 4.4: Speed mean by voice and proficiency groups 

Voice Proficiency Mean Std. Error 
95% Confidence Interval 

Lower Bound Upper Bound 

Active 

Beginner 2.57 .18 2.18 2.94 

Intermediate 2.53 .17 2.18 2.87 

Advanced 1.84 .17 1.49 2.18 

Total 2.31 .10 2.10 2.52 

Passive 

Beginner 2.64 .20 2.22 3.06 

Intermediate 2.78 .19 2.39 3.15 

Advanced 1.89 .19 1.50 2.27 

Total 2.44 .11 2.20 2.66 

 

4.1.4 Vowelization 

The speed results of all proficiency groups revealed that the main effect of vowelization 

was statistically significant F(1.7, 77.4) = 15.9, p<.001, ηp2=.26. Partially vowelized verbs were 

read significantly slower (M=2.58 s) than were fully vowelized verbs (M=2.26 s) and 
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unvowelized verbs (M=2.29 s), p<.001, p<.001, respectively. The difference between fully 

vowelized verbs and unvowelized verbs was not statistically significant, p=1.00 (Table 4.5). 

However, the main effect of vowelization was statistically significant for beginner readers, F(2, 

26) = 4.36, p=.02, ηp2=.25, intermediate readers, F(2, 32) = 9.77, p<.001, ηp2=.38, but not for 

advanced readers, F(2, 32) = 2.66, p=.09. 

The speed results of all proficiency groups also revealed that there was a statistically 

significant interaction between proficiency and vowelization, F(3.4, 77.4) = 3.12, p=.02, ηp2=.12. 

Follow up pairwise comparisons were performed for proficiency and vowelization to determine 

significant differences. With regard to speed differences between proficiency groups (Table 4.5), 

the results showed that there were statistically significant speed differences between advanced 

readers and intermediate readers in all types of vowelization (fully vowelized verbs, p=.02, 

partially vowelized verbs, p=.003, and unvowelized verbs, p=.02), and between advanced readers 

and beginner readers in all types of vowelization (fully vowelized verbs, p=.02, partially 

vowelized verbs, p=.04, and unvowelized verbs, p=.02). Advanced readers read target verbs 

significantly faster (Full M=1.84 s, Partial M=1.94 s, and None M=1.8 s) than did intermediate 

readers (Full M=2.43 s, Partial M=3.02 s, and None M=2.5 s) and beginner readers (Full 

M=2.49 s, Partial M=2.77 s, and None M=2.54 s) in all types of vowelization. There were no 

statistically significant speed differences between intermediate and beginner readers in any types 

of vowelization (Figure 4.1). 

With regard to speed differences between the types of vowelization in each proficiency 

group (Table 4.5), the results showed no statistically significant speed differences between the 

three types of vowelization for advanced and beginner readers. However, for intermediate 

readers, the results showed that partially vowelized verbs (M=3.02 s) were read significantly 
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slower than were fully vowelized (M=2.43 s) and unvowelized verbs (M=2.5 s), p<.001, p<.001, 

respectively (Figure 4.1). There was no significant speed difference between fully vowelized and 

unvowelized verbs. 

 

Table 4.5: Speed mean by vowelization and proficiency groups 

Vowelization Proficiency Mean Std. Error 
95% Confidence Interval 

Lower Bound Upper Bound 

Full Vowelization 

Beginner 2.49 .17 2.14 2.84 

Intermediate 2.43 .15 2.11 2.75 

Advanced 1.84 .15 1.52 2.16 

Total 2.26 .09 2.06 2.44 

Partial Vowelization 

Beginner 2.77 .24 2.29 3.26 

Intermediate 3.02 .21 2.58 3.46 

Advanced 1.94 .21 1.50 2.38 

Total 2.58 .13 2.31 2.84 

No Vowelization 

Beginner 2.54 .19 2.15 2.93 

Intermediate 2.50 .17 2.14 2.85 

Advanced 1.80 .17 1.45 2.16 

Total 2.29 .10 2.07 2.49 

  

 
Figure 4.1: Mean reading speed by proficiency group and type of vowelization 
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Further, the speed results of all proficiency groups revealed that there was a statistically 

significant interaction between voice and vowelization F(1.5, 69.6) = 12.4, p<.001, ηp2=.21. 

Additionally, the speed results of each proficiency group showed that interaction between voice 

and vowelization was statistically significant for every proficiency group; for beginner readers, 

F(2, 26) = 9.55, p=.001, ηp2=.42, intermediate readers, F(1.5, 23.3) = 4.58, p=.03, ηp2=.22, and 

advanced readers, F(2, 32) = 4.26, p=.02, ηp2=.21. Follow up pairwise comparisons were 

performed for voice and vowelization to determine significant differences.  

With regard to voice in speed differences of all proficiency groups (Table 4.6), the results 

showed that there were statistically significant speed differences between active and passive 

verbs in all types of vowelization (fully vowelized, p=.002, partially vowelized, p=.005, 

unvowelized, p=.001). Active verbs were read significantly faster than passive verbs when verbs 

were fully vowelized (active M=2.16 s vs. passive M=2.36 s) and partially vowelized (active 

M=2.40 vs. passive M=2.77), but, surprisingly, when verbs were unvowelized, passive verbs 

were read significantly faster (M=2.19 s) than were active verbs (M=2.39 s) (Figure 4.2).  

With regard to the speed differences between the three types of vowelization in each 

voice, the results of active voice verbs showed that there was a statistically significant speed 

difference between fully vowelized verbs in comparison to partially vowelized and unvowelized 

verbs, p=.005, p=.001, respectively. Fully vowelized verbs were read significantly faster 

(M=2.16 s) than were partially vowelized verbs (M=2.40 s), and unvowelized verbs (M=2.39 s). 

There was no statistically significant speed difference between partially vowelized verbs and 

unvowelized verbs, p=.85. However, when the data file was split by proficiency groups, the 

results of advanced readers in active voice verbs showed no statistically significant speed 

differences between all types of vowelization (Figure 4.3). For passive voice verbs, the results of 
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all proficiency groups showed that there were statistically significant speed differences between 

all types of vowelization. Unvowelized verbs were read significantly faster (M=2.19 s) than were 

fully vowelized and partially vowelized verbs (p=.01, p<.001, respectively), and fully vowelized 

verbs were read significantly faster (M=2.36 s) than were partially vowelized verbs (M=2.77 s), 

p=.001, (Figure 4.2).  

 

Table 4.6: Speed mean of all proficiency groups by voice and vowelization type 

Vowelization voice Mean Std. Error 
95% Wald Confidence Interval 

Lower Upper 

Full vowelization 

Active voice 2.16 .08 1.97 2.33 

Passive voice 2.36 .10 2.14 2.57 

Total 2.26 .09 2.06 2.44 

Partial vowelization 

Active voice 2.40 .12 2.14 2.65 

Passive voice 2.77 .16 2.44 3.08 

Total 2.58 .13 2.31 2.84 

No vowelization 

Active voice 2.39 .11 2.14 2.62 

Passive voice 2.19 .10 1.98 2.38 

Total 2.29 .10 2.07 2.49 
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Figure 4.2: Mean reading speed of all proficiency groups by voice and vowelization 

 

 

 
Figure 4.3: Mean reading speed of advanced readers by voice and vowelization type 
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In short, the speed findings revealed that while there were no significant speed 

differences between intermediate and beginner readers, advanced readers were significantly 

faster than intermediate and beginner readers in reading Arabic verbs. The speed of reading 

partially vowelized verbs was slower than reading fully vowelized and unvowelized verbs by all 

proficiency groups, but the difference was only significant for intermediate readers. Although 

isolated verbs were read faster than within context verbs, context only significantly slowed the 

reading speed of advanced readers, but not intermediate or beginner readers. All proficiency 

groups read active verbs significantly faster than they did passive verbs. The speed differences 

between all the three types of vowelization were significant when verbs were in passive voice. 

However, when verbs were in active voice, while the advanced readers showed no significant 

differences between the types of vowelization, intermediate and beginner readers read fully 

vowelized verbs significantly faster than they did partially and unvowelized verbs. 

 

4.2 Reading Accuracy 

A four-way mixed ANOVA was run to estimate the effects of proficiency, context, voice 

and vowelization on verb reading accuracy scores. The results showed that there was a 

statistically significant four-way interaction between proficiency, context, voice and 

vowelization, F(3.2, 71.2) = 3.19, p=.02, ηp2=.13. There was no statistically significant three-way 

interaction in all possible three-way interactions between context, voice and vowelization, F(1.6, 

70.4) = 1.53, p=.23, proficiency, context and voice, F(2, 45) = 1.12, p=.34, proficiency, context 

and vowelization, F(4, 90) = .54, p=.71, proficiency, voice and vowelization, F(3.1, 70.5) = 

1.15, p=.34). In the two-way interactions, there was a statistically significant interaction between 

voice and vowelization F(1.6, 70.5) = 67.7, p<.001, ηp2=.60. All the other two-way interactions   
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Table 4.7: Accuracy mean and standard deviation by proficiency groups 
 Proficiency Mean SD N 

1. Isolated, active, and fully vowelized verbs Beginner 4.86 .36 14 

Intermediate 4.82 .39 17 

Advanced 4.94 .24 17 

Total 4.87 .33 48 

2. Isolated, active, and partially vowelized verbs Beginner 4.29 1.06 14 
Intermediate 4.29 .92 17 
Advanced 4.00 1.17 17 
Total 4.19 1.04 48 

3. Isolated, active, and unvowelized verbs Beginner 3.71 .99 14 
Intermediate 4.12 1.21 17 
Advanced 3.88 .99 17 
Total 3.92 1.06 48 

4. Isolated, passive, and fully vowelized verbs Beginner 4.64 .63 14 
Intermediate 4.94 .24 17 
Advanced 4.82 .52 17 
Total 4.81 .49 48 

5. Isolated, passive, and partially vowelized verbs Beginner 1.57 2.02 14 
Intermediate 2.53 1.66 17 
Advanced 3.18 1.74 17 
Total 2.48 1.87 48 

6. Isolated, passive, and unvowelized verbs Beginner .57 .75 14 
Intermediate .47 .87 17 
Advanced .53 .71 17 
Total .52 .77 48 

7. Within context, active, and fully vowelized verbs Beginner 4.71 .61 14 
Intermediate 4.88 .33 17 
Advanced 4.94 .24 17 
Total 4.85 .41 48 

8. Within context, active, and partially vowelized verbs Beginner 4.07 1.20 14 
Intermediate 3.82 1.28 17 
Advanced 4.29 .98 17 
Total 4.06 1.15 48 

9. Within context, active, and unvowelized verbs Beginner 3.86 1.02 14 
Intermediate 3.59 1.83 17 
Advanced 3.76 1.20 17 
Total 3.73 1.39 48 

10. Within context, passive, and fully vowelized verbs Beginner 4.57 .51 14 
Intermediate 4.76 .43 17 
Advanced 4.82 .39 17 
Total 4.73 .44 48 

11. Within context, passive, and partially vowelized verbs Beginner 2.07 2.05 14 
Intermediate 2.94 1.78 17 
Advanced 3.18 1.94 17 
Total 2.77 1.93 48 

12. Within context, passive, and unvowelized verbs Beginner .14 .36 14 

Intermediate .59 .93 17 

Advanced 1.00 1.41 17 

Total .60 1.06 48 
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were not statistically significant, proficiency and context F(2, 45) = 1.05, p=.36, proficiency and 

voice F(2, 45) = 2.21, p=.12, proficiency and vowelization F(3.2, 71.4) = .72, p=.55, context and 

voice F(1, 45) = 3.26, p=.08, context and vowelization, F(2, 90) = .99, p=.37. There was a 

statistically significant main effect of voice F(1, 45) = 192.4, p<.001, ηp2=.81, and vowelization, 

F(1.6, 71.4) = 215.4, p<.001, ηp2=.83, but not context F(1, 45) = .02, p=.89. Table 4.7 shows the 

means and standard deviations of reading accuracy scores of all proficiency groups in the 12 

combinations of independent variables (context, voice and vowelization). Then, the data file was 

split by proficiency groups and repeated-measures ANOVA was run to determine the effect of 

context, voice, and vowelization on reading accuracy for each proficiency group level. 

4.2.1 Proficiency 

The accuracy results of proficiency groups showed that there were no statistically 

significant differences in accuracy scores between proficiency groups. The accuracy score of 

advanced readers (M=3.61) was higher than the accuracy scores of intermediate readers 

(M=3.48), and beginner readers (M=3.26), but the differences were not statistically significant, 

p=1.00, p=.26, respectively. Also, the difference between intermediate and beginner readers was 

not statistically significant, p=.83.  

4.2.2 Context 

The accuracy results of all proficiency groups revealed that the main effect of context 

was not statistically significant F(1, 45) = .02, p=.89. The accuracy score of isolated verbs 

(M=3.45) was almost similar to the accuracy score of within context verbs (M=3.44). The results 

also showed that there was no statistically significant interaction between proficiency and 

context F(2, 45) = 1.05, p=.36. The accuracy score of isolated verbs was similar to the accuracy 
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score of within context verbs for every proficiency group, and the main effect of context was not 

statistically significant for all of them; for beginner readers, F(1, 13) = .08, p= .78, intermediate 

readers, F(1, 16) = .75, p=.40, and advanced readers, F(1, 16) = 1.84, p= .19. 

4.2.3 Voice 

The accuracy results of all proficiency groups revealed that the main effect of voice was 

statistically significant F(1, 45) = 192.4, p<.001, ηp2=.81. Active verbs were read significantly 

more accurately (M=4.27) than were passive verbs (M=2.63). However, the results showed that 

there was no statistically significant interaction between proficiency and voice F(2, 45) = 

2.21, p=.12. All proficiency groups read active verbs significantly more accurately than they did 

passive verbs (Table 4.8). The main effect of voice was statistically significant for beginner 

readers, F(1, 13) = 112.1, p<.001, ηp2=.90, intermediate readers, F(1, 16) = 78.4, p<.001, 

ηp2=.83, and advanced readers, F(1, 16) = 34.2, p<.001, ηp2=.68.   

 

Table 4.8: Accuracy mean by voice and proficiency groups 

Voice Proficiency Mean Std. Error 
95% Confidence Interval 

Lower Bound Upper Bound 

Active 

Beginner 4.25 .17 3.88 4.61 

Intermediate 4.26 .16 3.92 4.58 

Advanced 4.30 .16 3.97 4.63 

Total 4.27 .09 4.07 4.46 

Passive 

Beginner 2.26 .19 1.87 2.65 

Intermediate 2.70 .17 2.35 3.05 

Advanced 2.92 .17 2.56 3.27 

Total 2.63 .10 2.41 2.84 
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4.2.4 Vowelization 

The accuracy results of all proficiency groups revealed that the main effect of 

vowelization was statistically significant F(1.6, 71.4) = 215.4, p<.001, ηp2=.83. The differences 

in accuracy scores between types of vowelization were statistically significant for all types of 

vowelization. Fully vowelized verbs were read significantly more accurately (M=4.81) than were 

partially vowelized verbs (M=3.35) and unvowelized verbs (M=2.18), p<.001, p<.001, 

respectively. The difference between partially vowelized verbs and unvowelized was also 

statistically significant, p<.001. The main effect of vowelization was statistically significant for 

beginner readers, F(1.3, 17.1) = 65.5, p<.001, ηp2=.83, intermediate readers, F(2, 32) = 

70.8, p<.001, ηp2=.82, and advanced readers, F(2, 32) = 83.6, p<.001, ηp2=.84. However, the 

results showed that there was no statistically significant interaction between proficiency and 

vowelization F(3.2, 71.4) = .72, p =.55. All proficiency groups read fully vowelized verbs more 

accurately than they did partially vowelized and unvowelized verbs, whereas partially vowelized 

verbs fell in between (Table 4.9).   

Table 4.9: Accuracy mean by vowelization and proficiency groups 

Vowelization Proficiency Mean Std. Error 
95% Wald Confidence Interval 

Lower Upper 

Full vowelization 

Beginner 4.70 .07 4.55 4.83 
Intermediate 4.85 .06 4.72 4.98 

Advanced 4.88 .06 4.75 5.00 
Total 4.81 .03 4.73 4.88 

Partial vowelization 

Beginner 3.00 .29 2.40 3.59 
Intermediate 3.40 .26 2.85 3.93 

Advanced 3.66 .26 3.12 4.20 
Total 3.35 .16 3.02 3.67 

No vowelization 

Beginner 2.07 .17 1.72 2.42 
Intermediate 2.19 .15 1.87 2.51 

Advanced 2.29 .15 1.97 2.61 
Total 2.18 .09 1.99 2.37 
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Further, the accuracy results of all proficiency groups revealed that there was a 

statistically significant interaction between voice and vowelization F(1.6, 70.5) = 67.7, p<.001, 

ηp2=.60. Additionally, the accuracy results of each proficiency group showed that interaction 

between voice and vowelization was statistically significant for every proficiency group; for 

beginner readers, F(1.4, 17.8) = 18.6, p<.001, ηp2=.59, intermediate readers, F(2, 32) = 

43.5, p<.001, ηp2=.73, and advanced readers, F(1.4, 22.7) = 17.6, p<.001, ηp2=.52. Follow up 

pairwise comparisons were performed for voice and vowelization to determine significant 

differences. 

With regard to differences in accuracy in relation to voice for all proficiency groups 

(Table 4.10), the results showed that there were statistically significant accuracy differences 

between active and passive voice in partially vowelized verbs, p<.001, and unvowelized verbs 

p<.001, but not in fully vowelized verbs, p=.12. Active voice verbs were read significantly more 

accurately than were passive voice verbs when verbs were partially vowelized (active M=4.13 

vs. passive M=2.58) and unvowelized (active M=3.82 vs. passive M=.55). But when verbs were 

fully vowelized, active voice verbs were read slightly more accurately (M=4.86) than were 

passive voice verbs (M=4.76), and the difference was not statistically significant (Figure 4.4). 

With regard to the accuracy differences between the three types of vowelization in each 

voice, (Table 4.10), the results of active voice verbs showed that there were statistically 

significant accuracy differences between fully vowelized verbs in comparison to partially 

vowelized verbs and unvowelized verbs, p<.001, p<.001, respectively. Fully vowelized verbs 

were read significantly more accurately (M=4.86) than were partially vowelized verbs (M=4.13), 

and unvowelized verbs (M=3.82). There was no statistically significant accuracy difference 

between partially vowelized verbs and unvowelized verbs, p=.09. For passive voice verbs, the 
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results showed that there were statistically significant accuracy differences between all types of 

vowelization. Fully vowelized verbs were read more accurately (M=4.76) than were partially 

vowelized verbs (M=2.58), and unvowelized verbs (M=.55), p<.001, p<.001, respectively; and 

partially vowelized verbs were read more accurately than were unvowelized verbs, p<.001 

(Figure 4.4).  

In short, the accuracy findings revealed that there were no significant differences between 

the proficiency groups, but accuracy scores increased as the number of vowels increased. All 

proficiency groups read fully vowelized verbs more accurately than partially vowelized and 

unvowelized verbs, and they read partially vowelized verbs more accurately than unvowelized 

verbs. Context did not show any effects on the reading accuracy of all proficiency groups. The 

reading accuracy of isolated verbs was similar to the reading accuracy of within context verbs. 

All proficiency groups read active verbs significantly more accurately than passive verbs when 

verbs were partially vowelized and unvowelized, but not when verbs were fully vowelized. The 

accuracy differences between all the three types of vowelization were significant when verbs 

were in passive voice. However, when verbs were in active voice, while there were no significant 

accuracy differences between partially vowelized and unvowelized verbs, fully vowelized verbs 

were read more accurately than partially vowelized and unvowelized verbs. 
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Table 4.10: Accuracy mean of all proficiency groups by voice and vowelization type 

Vowelization voice Mean Std. Error 
95% Wald Confidence Interval 

Lower Upper 

Full vowelization 

Active voice 4.86 .03 4.78 4.93 

Passive voice 4.76 .05 4.64 4.87 

Total 4.81 .03 4.73 4.88 

Partial vowelization 

Active voice 4.13 .14 3.83 4.42 

Passive voice 2.58 .25 2.06 3.09 

Total 3.35 .16 3.02 3.67 

No vowelization 

Active voice 3.82 .16 3.49 4.15 

Passive voice .55 .11 .32 .77 

Total 2.18 .09 1.99 2.37 

 

 
Figure 4.4: Accuracy mean of all proficiency groups by voice and vowelization 
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4.3 Reading Comprehension 

A four-way mixed ANOVA was run to examine the effects of proficiency, context, voice 

and vowelization on verb reading comprehension. There was no statistically significant four-way 

interaction between proficiency, context, voice and vowelization, F(2.9, 63.02) = 1.43, p=.24. 

There was a statistically significant three-way interaction between context, voice and 

vowelization, F(1.4, 63.02) = 3.73, p=.04, ηp2=.08. All other three-way interactions were not 

statistically significant, proficiency, context and voice, F(2, 44) = .41, p=.66, proficiency, 

context and vowelization, F(3.4, 74.9) = 1.45, p=.23, proficiency, voice and vowelization, F(2.5, 

55.02) = .58, p=.59. In the two-way interactions, there was a statistically significant interaction 

between voice and vowelization F(1.3, 55.02) = 11.8, p< .001, ηp2=.21. All the other two-way 

interactions were not statistically significant, proficiency and context F(2, 44) = 1.80, p=.18, 

proficiency and voice F(2, 44) = .28, p=.76, proficiency and vowelization F(2.7, 60.06) = 

.52, p=.66, context and voice F(1, 44) = 3.67, p=.06, context and vowelization, F(1.7, 74.9) = 

1.43, p=.27. There was a statistically significant main effect of context F(1, 44) = 6.98, p=.01, 

ηp2=.14, voice, F(1, 44) = 86.8, p< .001, ηp2=.66, and vowelization, F(1.4, 60.06) = 17.7, p<.001, 

ηp2=.29. Table 4.11 shows the means and standard deviations for the comprehension scores of all 

proficiency groups in the 12 combinations of independent variables (context, voice and 

vowelization). Then, the data file was split by proficiency groups and repeated-measures 

ANOVA was run to determine the effect of context, voice, and vowelization on reading 

comprehension for each proficiency group level. 
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Table 4.11: Comprehension Mean and standard deviation by proficiency groups  
 Proficiency Mean SD N 

1. Isolated, active, and fully vowelized verbs Beginner 3.50 1.60 14 
Intermediate 4.19 1.27 16 
Advanced 4.47 1.12 17 
Total 4.09 1.36 48 

2. Isolated, active, and partially vowelized verbs Beginner 3.71 1.26 14 
Intermediate 4.19 1.32 16 
Advanced 4.59 1.06 17 
Total 4.19 1.24 48 

3. Isolated, active, and unvowelized verbs Beginner 3.50 1.69 14 
Intermediate 4.12 1.31 16 
Advanced 4.47 1.06 17 
Total 4.06 1.38 48 

4. Isolated, passive, and fully vowelized verbs Beginner 1.07 1.59 14 
Intermediate 2.44 2.33 16 
Advanced 2.47 2.32 17 
Total 2.04 2.18 48 

5. Isolated, passive, and partially vowelized verbs Beginner 1.36 1.82 14 
Intermediate 2.31 2.21 16 
Advanced 2.18 2.06 17 
Total 1.98 2.04 48 

6. Isolated, passive, and unvowelized verbs Beginner .57 .75 14 
Intermediate .56 1.09 16 
Advanced .59 1.17 17 
Total .57 1.01 48 

7. Within context, active, and fully vowelized verbs Beginner 4.07 1.59 14 
Intermediate 4.13 1.36 16 
Advanced 4.59 .87 17 
Total 4.28 1.28 48 

8. Within context, active, and partially vowelized verbs Beginner 3.64 1.64 14 
Intermediate 3.94 1.18 16 
Advanced 4.53 1.17 17 
Total 4.06 1.35 48 

9. Within context, active, and unvowelized verbs Beginner 3.71 1.32 14 
Intermediate 3.62 1.40 16 
Advanced 4.47 .94 17 
Total 3.96 1.26 48 

10. Within context, passive, and fully vowelized verbs Beginner 1.64 1.98 14 
Intermediate 2.38 2.21 16 
Advanced 2.53 2.37 17 
Total 2.21 2.19 48 

11. Within context, passive, and partially vowelized verbs Beginner 1.64 1.98 14 
Intermediate 2.31 2.21 16 
Advanced 2.65 2.47 17 
Total 2.23 2.23 48 

12. Within context, passive, and unvowelized verbs Beginner .79 1.31 14 
Intermediate 1.44 1.71 16 
Advanced 1.47 2.06 17 
Total 1.26 1.73 48 
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4.3.1 Proficiency 

The comprehension results of proficiency groups showed that there were no statistically 

significant differences in comprehension scores between proficiency groups. The comprehension 

score of advanced readers (M=3.25) was higher than the comprehension scores of intermediate 

readers (M=2.97), and beginner readers (M=2.44), but the differences were not statistically 

significant, p=1.00, p=.13, respectively. Also, the difference between intermediate and beginner 

readers was not statistically significant, p=.55.  

4.3.2 Context 

The comprehension results of all proficiency groups revealed that the main effect of 

context was statistically significant F(1, 44) = 6.98, p=.01, ηp2=.14. The comprehension score of 

within context verbs was significantly higher (M=2.98) than the comprehension score of isolated 

verbs (M=2.79) (Table 4.12). However, the results showed that there was no statistically 

significant interaction between proficiency and context F(2, 44) = 1.80, p=.18. The 

comprehension scores of within context verbs were higher than the comprehension scores of 

isolated verbs for all proficiency groups. The main effect of context was statistically significant 

for beginner readers, F(1, 13) = 6.02, p=.03, ηp2=.32, and advanced readers, F(1, 16) = 

9.16, p =.008, ηp2=.36, but not for intermediate readers, F(1, 15) =.005, p =1.00. 
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Table 4.12: Comprehension mean by context and proficiency groups  

Context Proficiency Mean Std. Error 
95% Confidence Interval 

Lower Bound Upper Bound 

Isolated 

Beginner 2.29 .27 1.72 2.84 

Intermediate 2.97 .26 2.44 3.49 

Advanced 3.13 .25 2.61 3.63 

Total 2.79 .15 2.48 3.10 

Within Context 

Beginner 2.58 .31 1.95 3.21 

Intermediate 2.97 .29 2.38 3.55 

Advanced 3.37 .28 2.80 3.94 

Total 2.98 .17 2.63 3.31 

 

4.3.3 Voice 

The comprehension results of all proficiency groups revealed that the main effect of 

voice was statistically significant F(1, 44) = 86.8, p<.001, ηp2=.66. Active verbs were understood 

significantly better (M=4.08) than were passive verbs (M=1.69) (Table 4.13). However, the 

results showed that there was no statistically significant interaction between proficiency and 

voice F(2, 44) = .28, p=.76. All proficiency groups understood active verbs better than they did 

passive verbs. The main effect of voice was statistically significant for beginner readers, F(1, 13) 

= 31.9, p<.001, ηp2=.71, intermediate readers, F(1, 15) = 23.4, p<.001, ηp2=.61, and advanced 

readers, F(1, 16) = 33.04, p<.001, ηp2=.67. 
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Table 4.13: Comprehension mean by voice and proficiency groups 

Voice Proficiency Mean Std. Error 
95% Confidence Interval 

Lower Bound Upper Bound 

Active 

Beginner 3.69 .29 3.09 4.29 

Intermediate 4.03 .27 3.47 4.59 

Advanced 4.52 .27 3.97 5.06 

Total 4.08 .16 3.75 4.40 

Passive 

Beginner 1.18 .43 .30 2.05 

Intermediate 1.91 .40 1.08 2.72 

Advanced 1.98 .39 1.18 2.77 

Total 1.69 .23 1.20 2.16 

 

4.3.4 Vowelization 

The comprehension results of all proficiency groups revealed that the main effect of 

vowelization was statistically significant F(1.4, 60.06) = 17.7, p<.001, ηp2=.29. The differences 

in comprehension scores of types of vowelization showed that while there was no statistically 

significant difference between fully vowelized and partially vowelized verbs, p<1.00, 

unvowelized verbs were understood significantly less than fully vowelized and partially 

vowelized verbs, p<.001, p<.001, respectively. Unvowelized verbs were understood significantly 

less (M=2.44) than were fully vowelized verbs (M=3.12) and partially vowelized verbs (M=3.09) 

(Table 4.14). However, the results showed that there was no statistically significant interaction 

between proficiency and vowelization F(2.7, 60.06) = .52, p =.66. All proficiency groups 

understood unvowelized verbs less than they did fully vowelized and partially vowelized verbs, 

where partially vowelized verbs fell in between. The main effect of vowelization was statistically 
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significant for intermediate readers, F(1.4, 20.8) = 9.07, p<.003, ηp2=.38, and advanced readers, 

F(1.2, 18.8) = 8.43, p<.007, ηp2=.35, but not for beginner readers, F(2, 26) = 2.23, p=.13. 

 

Table 4.14: Comprehension mean by vowelization and proficiency groups 

Vowelization Proficiency Mean Std. Error 
95% Wald Confidence Interval 

Lower Upper 

Full vowelization 

Beginner 2.57 .37 1.82 3.31 

Intermediate 3.28 .34 2.58 3.98 

Advanced 3.52 .33 2.83 4.19 

Total 3.12 .20 2.71 3.53 

Partial vowelization 

Beginner 2.59 .35 1.86 3.31 

Intermediate 3.19 .33 2.51 3.86 

Advanced 3.49 .32 2.83 4.14 

Total 3.09 .19 2.69 3.48 

No vowelization 

Beginner 2.14 .20 1.73 2.54 

Intermediate 2.44 .18 2.05 2.81 

Advanced 2.75 .18 2.38 3.11 

Total 2.44 .11 2.22 2.66 

 

  

Further, the comprehension results of all proficiency groups also revealed that there was a 

statistically significant interaction between voice and vowelization F(1.3, 55.02) = 11.8, p<.001, 

ηp2=.21. However, the comprehension results of each proficiency group showed that while 

interaction between voice and vowelization was statistically significant for intermediate readers, 

F(1.4, 21.7) = 4.55, p=.03, ηp2=.23, and advanced readers, F(1.2, 17.9) = 9.87, p=.005, ηp2=.38. 

this interaction was not statistically significant for beginner readers, F(1.1, 14.8) = 1.15, p=.31. 
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Follow up pairwise comparisons were performed for voice and vowelization to determine 

significant differences.  

With regard to voice (Table 4.15), the results showed that there were statistically 

significant comprehension differences between active and passive voice in all types of 

vowelization; fully vowelized verbs, p<.001, partially vowelized verbs, p<.001, and unvowelized 

verbs p<.001. Fully vowelized active verbs were understood significantly better (M=4.16) than 

were fully vowelized passive verbs (M=2.09), partially vowelized active verbs were understood 

significantly better (M=4.10) than were partially vowelized passive verbs (M=2.08), and 

unvowelized active verbs were understood significantly better (M=3.98) than were unvowelized 

passive verbs (M=.90). 

With regard to the comprehension differences between the three types of vowelization in 

each voice (Table 4.15), the results of active voice verbs showed that there were no statistically 

significant comprehension differences between all types of vowelization. Fully vowelized verbs 

were understood better (M=4.16) than were partially vowelized verbs (M=4.10), and 

unvowelized verbs (M=3.98), but the differences were not statistically significant, p=1.00, p=.28, 

respectively. Also, the difference between partially vowelized verbs and unvowelized verbs was 

not statistically significant, p=1.00. For passive voice verbs, the results showed that there were 

statistically significant comprehension differences between unvowelized verbs in comparison to 

fully vowelized and partially vowelized verbs. Unvowelized verbs were understood significantly 

less (M=.90) than were fully vowelized verbs (M=2.09), and partially vowelized verbs (M=2.08), 

p<.001, p<.001, respectively. The difference between fully vowelized and partially vowelized 

verbs was not statistically significant, p=1.00.  
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Table 4.15: Comprehension mean of all proficiency groups by voice and vowelization type 

Vowelization voice Mean Std. Error 
95% Wald Confidence Interval 

Lower Upper 

Full vowelization 

Active voice 4.16 .18 3.79 4.52 

Passive voice 2.09 .30 1.46 2.70 

Total 3.12 .20 2.71 3.53 

Partial vowelization 

Active voice 4.10 .17 3.74 4.45 

Passive voice 2.08 .30 1.45 2.69 

Total 3.09 .19 2.69 3.48 

No vowelization 

Active voice 3.98 .16 3.64 4.32 

Passive voice .90 .17 .54 1.26 

Total 2.44 .11 2.22 2.66 

 

Furthermore, the comprehension results of all proficiency groups revealed that there was 

a statistically significant interaction between context, voice and vowelization, F(1.4, 63.02) = 

3.73, p=.04, ηp2=.08. However, the comprehension results of each proficiency group showed that 

interaction between context, voice and vowelization was only statistically significant for 

intermediate readers, F(1.4, 20.8) = 4.59, p=.03, ηp2=.23, but not for beginner readers, F(2, 26) = 

.51, p=.60, or advanced readers, F(1.4, 22.8) = 1.58, p=.23. Follow up pairwise comparisons 

were performed for context, voice and vowelization to determine significant differences.  

With regard to context, there was a statistically significant difference in comprehension 

scores between isolated and within context verbs in passive and unvowelized verbs, p=.005. 

Within context unvowelized passive verbs were understood significantly better (M=1.23) than 

were isolated unvowelized passive verbs (M=.57) (Table 4.16). Other comparisons between 

isolated and within context verbs showed no statistically significant differences (Figures 4.5 & 

4.6). 
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With regard to voice, the comprehension results of all proficiency groups showed that 

there were statistically significant differences in comprehension scores between active and 

passive voice in all types of vowelization in both context conditions (isolated and within context) 

(Figures 4.5 & 4.6).  

With regard to vowelization, the comprehension results of all proficiency groups showed 

that the differences were statistically significant between unvowelized verbs in comparison to 

fully vowelized and partially vowelized verbs when verbs were in passive voice in both context 

conditions (isolated and within context). Other comparisons between the three types of 

vowelization showed no statistically significant differences (Figures 4.5 & 4.6). 

 

Table 4.16:Comprehension mean of all proficiency groups by context, voice and vowelization  

Context Voice Vowelization Mean Std. Error 
95% Confidence Interval 

Lower Bound Upper Bound 

Isolated 

Active 

Full 4.05 .19 3.66 4.44 

Partial 4.16 .17 3.80 4.52 

None 4.03 .19 3.63 4.43 

Passive 

Full 1.99 .31 1.36 2.62 

Partial 1.95 .30 1.34 2.55 

None .57 .15 .26 .88 

Within context 

Active 

Full 4.26 .18 3.88 4.64 

Partial 4.04 .19 3.64 4.43 

None 3.94 .18 3.57 4.30 

Passive 

Full 2.18 .32 1.53 2.83 

Partial 2.20 .32 1.53 2.86 

None 1.23 .25 .71 1.74 
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Figure 4.5: Comprehension mean of all proficiency groups in isolated condition by voice and 
vowelization 
 

 
Figure 4.6: Comprehension mean of all proficiency groups in within context condition by voice 
and vowelization 
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In short, the comprehension findings revealed that there were no significant 

comprehension differences between the proficiency groups, but comprehension scores increased 

as the number of vowels increased. All proficiency groups comprehended vowelized verbs (fully 

and partially) better than unvowelized verbs, particularly for intermediate and advanced readers. 

Context has an important role on L2 reading comprehension. All proficiency groups 

comprehended within context verbs better than isolated verbs, particularly beginner and 

advanced readers and when verbs were unvowelized and passive. All proficiency groups 

comprehended active verbs significantly better than passive verbs. The comprehension 

differences between all the three types of vowelization were not significant when verbs were in 

active voice. However, when verbs were in passive voice, while there were no significant 

comprehension differences between fully and partially vowelized verbs, unvowelized verbs were 

comprehended significantly less than both fully and partially vowelized verbs.  

 

4.4 Interview Results 

Participants were asked ten questions about their thoughts, attitudes, and preferences in 

regard to the use of vowelization in Arabic. Their responses were analyzed thematically, and the 

results are presented in this section. 

4.4.1 Participants’ texts selection and preferences when reading Arabic texts  

Participants were asked about what types of texts (vowelized or unvowelized) they select 

and prefer to read when they have the option to select what to read (something other than their 

assigned texts). Eleven participants (4 beginner, 2 intermediate and 5 advanced) reported that 

they usually select unvowelized texts to read when they have the option to self-select, and six of 

them (2 from each proficiency group) reported that they actually prefer to read unvowelized texts 
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rather than reading vowelized texts. They reported that they select and prefer to read 

unvowelized text because they want to improve their reading ability. Advanced readers 

specifically indicated that they want to be ready for university and to be familiar with 

unvowelized Arabic texts that are usually used in university textbooks.  

However, most participants (N=42) reported that they prefer to read vowelized texts, and 

37 of them reported that they usually select vowelized texts when they have the freedom to select 

what to read. They reported that they select vowelized texts because vowelized texts are a lot 

easier to read than unvowelized texts. They reported that vowelization helps them for accurate 

pronunciation, and sometimes for better comprehension. This self-reported finding seems to be 

supported by the findings for reading accuracy and reading comprehension reported in the 

previous section. The reading accuracy scores of all participants increased as the number of 

vowels increased, and the reading comprehension scores of vowelized verbs (full and partial) 

were significantly better than the comprehension scores of unvowelized verbs.  

Some beginner and intermediate participants have even reported that they cannot read 

accurately without vowels, which appears to be untrue particularly when verbs were in active 

voice. However, this may indicate a serious issue which is the lack of confidence of some L2 

Arabic readers in reading unvowelized texts. Their belief of being unable to read accurately 

without vowels while they did the opposite indicates that they are anxious of facing the reality 

that vowels are not always presented in Arabic texts, and that Arabic texts are written mostly 

unvowelized. Therefore, it is very important for L2 Arabic teachers to clearly articulate to their 

students that vowels are used temporarily to help them pick up the sound of the language and to 

train them to read Arabic words and texts, but eventually they have to learn how to read Arabic 
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without vowels. Thus, they should take advantage of vowels when they are present but to not 

depend on them in their reading learning and development.  

4.4.2 Participants’ insights about vowelization and their effects on reading accuracy, speed, 

and comprehension  

Participants were asked about the effects of vowelization on their reading accuracy, 

speed, and comprehension. With regard to accuracy, all participants reported that diacritical 

marks (vowelization) help them to read more accurately because vowelization shows them how 

words should be pronounced, particularly unfamiliar words. This can be seen in the quantitative 

findings of reading accuracy of this study where participants were more accurate in reading 

vowelized verbs than they were in reading unvowelized verbs.  

With regard to speed, two participants (1 beginner and 1 advanced) indicated that 

diacritical marks (vowelization) sometimes slow their reading, particularly with common words, 

or words they know how to read without vowels. However, other participants (N=46) reported 

that diacritical marks (vowelization) help them to read faster because with vowelization they do 

not need to think or guess for missing vowels. They reported that, if a text was unvowelized, they 

sometimes need to stop and think about how a given word should be pronounced. They might 

also have to pronounce it many times until they feel they got the correct pronunciation, which 

ultimately leads to slower reading. The speed findings concerning fully vowelized verbs, 

particularly for intermediate and beginner readers, clearly support these impressions. Fully 

vowelized verbs were read significantly faster than partially vowelized and unvowelized verbs, 

which indicates that when all vowels are present and there was no room left for guessing, 

participants read faster.   
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With regard to comprehension, five participants (1 beginner, 2 intermediate and 2 

advanced) reported that diacritical marks (vowelization) do not lead to better comprehension. 

They reported that if they do not know a word, vowels will not make any difference in regard to 

understanding the meaning of the word. However, other participants (N=43) reported that 

diacritical marks (vowelization) help them to understand words better, particularly when it 

comes to syntactic roles or some kinds of words (i.e., homographic words). Some participants 

also reported that, if vowels are present, they would not need to think about missing vowels 

which allows them to think more about the meaning of the words and their context. These 

perceptions may explain the poor performance of participants in comprehending unvowelized 

verbs. Unvowelized verbs were understood significantly less than were fully and partially 

vowelized verbs, particularly when verbs were in passive voice.   

4.4.3 Participants’ attitudes on where and how vowels should be used  

Participants were asked about where vowels should be used more, with isolated words or 

within context. All participants agreed that diacritical marks (vowels) are helpful in both isolated 

and within context; however, when they were asked to pick one over the other, fifteen 

participants chose isolated verbs because they believed that it is difficult, if not impossible, to 

know the correct pronunciation of isolated unvowelized verbs. The other participants thought 

that adding diacritical marks (vowels) to verbs within context is more helpful than adding them 

to isolated words. They reported that adding diacritical marks (vowels) to verbs within context 

helps with a better understanding of the context. Also, while isolated words may have many 

correct pronunciations, words within context have only one correct pronunciation, thus adding 

diacritical marks (vowels) to them leads to a more accurate reading. 
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Participants were also asked about how texts and words should be vowelized (fully, 

partially, or none). With regard to texts, eleven participants (6 beginner, 3 intermediate and 2 

advanced) reported that they think all words should be vowelized. They either thought that they 

cannot read without vowels (particularly beginner readers) or that it would be better and easier 

for them to read text with vowels. However, other participants (37 participants) argued that not 

all words should be vowelized. They explained that while some words should be vowelized (e.g., 

homographic words, new words, less frequent words), other words do not need to be vowelized 

(e.g., common words or frequent words). 

With regard to vowelizing words, fifteen participants (7 beginner, 5 intermediate and 3 

advanced) reported that all letters should be vowelized. They thought that adding only one vowel 

to a word may be confusing, and that it is easier and clearer to have all vowels. On the other 

hand, the other thirty-three participants felt that not all letters should be vowelized. One or two 

diacritical marks (vowels) can be enough, depending on word length; however, they differ on 

which letters should be vowelized. Some participants argued that the first letter of every word 

should be vowelized, while others argued that the last letter of every word are the most important 

letters to be vowelized since they represent the syntactic case mark. 

Lastly, when participants were asked about their thoughts on partial vowelization, all 

participants agreed that having some diacritical marks (vowels) is much better than having none. 

The participants here are probably referring to reading accuracy or comprehension, where the 

accuracy and comprehension scores of partially vowelized verbs were significantly higher than 

the accuracy and comprehension scores of unvowelized verbs. However, twenty-two participants 

(7 beginner, 9 intermediate and 6 advanced) added that partial vowelization is not always 

helpful. They reported that partial vowelization can be helpful in short and somehow familiar 
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words, but not for long or new words. These participants are probably referring to reading speed 

where partially vowelized verbs were read slower than fully vowelized and unvowelized verbs, 

particularly for intermediate readers. 

4.4.4 Participants’ prior knowledge of active and passive voice in Arabic  

Participants were asked about whether or not they know how to differentiate active verbs 

from passive verbs in Arabic. Among the beginner readers, all participants but one reported that 

they had never learned about active/passive voice in Arabic and never studied them in their L2 

Arabic courses. The one participant who claimed that he knew about active/passive voice in 

Arabic, reported that he had learned it outside his L2 Arabic courses.  

Among the intermediate readers, only five participants claimed that they had never 

learned about active/passive voice in Arabic. The other participants reported that they had 

recently started to learn about active/passive voice in Arabic. Some of them even claimed that 

they had just learned about it for the first time on the same week they were interviewed. Thus, 

they knew just a little bit about it. 

All advanced readers reported that they had already learned about active/passive voice in 

Arabic in their previous level, which may explain their outperformance, particularly in reading 

speed.   

As to how to distinguish between active and passive verbs in Arabic, 11 participants from 

the advanced group and only 3 participants from the intermediate group felt that they could 

distinguish active and passive verbs by investigating their diacritical marks (vowels). And if the 

verb does not include diacritical marks (vowels), they reported that they would look at the verb 

context, particularly the following words. The other participants from the advanced group 

reported that they could distinguish active and passive verbs if verbs were vowelized, but if verbs 
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were unvowelized, it would be difficult for them to distinguish active and passive verbs. The 

following chapter summaries and discusses the key findings of the study.   
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Chapter 5: Discussion and Conclusion 

This chapter summaries and discusses the findings presented in the previous chapter. The 

study investigated the effects of L2 Arabic proficiency, context, voice and vowelization on L2 

Arabic word reading speed, accuracy, and comprehension. Each variable is discussed separately 

followed by implications of the findings.  

 

5.1 Summary and Discussion of Key Findings 

5.1.1 Differences between L2 proficiency groups 

The findings of this study revealed that there were significant speed differences between 

the three proficiency groups. Advanced readers were significantly faster than intermediate and 

beginner readers in reading Arabic verbs, while intermediate and beginner readers showed no 

significant speed differences.  

The findings also showed significant interaction effects between proficiency and 

vowelization on reading speed. Advanced readers were significantly faster than intermediate and 

beginner readers in reading Arabic verbs in all types of vowelization (full, partial, none). 

Intermediate and beginner readers, on the other hand, showed no significant speed differences in 

all types of vowelization. However, while intermediate readers were faster than beginner readers 

in reading fully vowelized and unvowelized verbs, they were interestingly slower in reading 

partially vowelized verbs. Intermediate readers spent more time than beginner readers in reading 

partially vowelized verbs, but their reading accuracy of partially vowelized verbs (discussed 

below) was significantly higher than the reading accuracy of beginner readers, which suggests 

that they prioritized reading accuracy over reading speed. Fast and accurate word decoding is an 

essential prerequisite for good reading comprehension (Abu-Leil, et al., 2014), but research on 
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L1 and L2 reading development suggests that accuracy precedes automaticity (Vanniarajan, 

2012), which means that reading accuracy must be attained before fluency (being able to read or 

process reading fast). Intermediate readers spent more time on reading partially vowelized verbs, 

probably because they were trying to guess the missing vowels, but, as a result, they seem to 

have achieved significantly higher accuracy. Meanwhile, beginner readers read partially 

vowelized verbs faster, but their readings were mostly inaccurate. Thus, it seems to be incorrect 

to conclude that partial vowelization increases the reading speed of beginner readers, but instead, 

a more appropriate interpretation of these finding is that, although partial vowelization slows the 

reading speed of intermediate readers, it increases their reading accuracy.  

Finally, the findings of this study revealed that reading accuracy and reading 

comprehension increased as proficiency level increased. Advanced readers achieved higher 

accuracy scores and comprehension scores than did intermediate and beginner readers, while 

intermediate readers fell in between. However, the differences in accuracy and comprehension 

between proficiency groups were not statistically significant. These findings concerning reading 

accuracy and comprehension were obtained when all the other variables are combined (context, 

voice, and vowelization). However, when these variables are considered, reading accuracy and 

comprehension showed significant differences across the three L2 Arabic proficiency groups. 

5.1.2 The effects of context 

The findings revealed that context has little effects on verb reading speed. On average, 

isolated verbs were read faster than within context verbs by all proficiency groups, but the 

differences across contexts were only significant for the advanced readers who read isolated 

verbs significantly faster than they did within context verbs. The other proficiency groups 

(intermediate and beginner) showed no significant speed differences between isolated and within 
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context verbs. These findings indicate that context may slow the verb reading speed of L2 Arabic 

readers, particularly advanced readers, but to a limited extent. Indeed, the slightly slower reading 

of within context verbs is somehow expected due to the appearance of context. The context 

seemed to cause some distraction that led to slightly slower reading of within context verbs when 

they are compared to reading isolated verbs. 

The findings showed no significant differences in reading accuracy between isolated and 

within context verbs for all proficiency groups. The accuracy scores of isolated verbs were 

similar to the accuracy scores of within context verbs, which indicates little effects of context on 

the reading accuracy of L2 Arabic readers.  

The absence of context effects on reading speed and accuracy in this study may be 

attributed to the position of the target verbs. Participants were asked to read as fast and 

accurately as possible isolated verbs and irrelevant sentences, where each sentence begins with a 

target verb. Although context refers to any words, sentences, and ideas that come before or after 

target words, the target verbs in this study were always presented at the beginning of each 

sentence. Thus, it might be difficult for the participants to take advantage of the context when 

reading the first word of the sentence, particularly when they are asked to read them as fast as 

possible. However, the study placed the verbs at the beginning of the sentences because it aimed 

to measure verb reading speed alongside with verb reading accuracy. Placing the verbs at the 

beginning of the sentences made it easier to measure verb reading speed, which would be very 

difficult to do if the verbs had been placed elsewhere in the sentence. For instance, if verbs were 

placed at the end of the sentences, it would be very difficult to measure speed due to several 

methodological obstacles such as the number, length, and difficulty of the other words in the 

sentence. These variables, methodologically speaking, are very difficult to implement in a study 
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that aims to investigate the effects of different types of vowelization in different context and 

voice conditions.  

There are no L2 Arabic studies, to the best of my knowledge, that have investigated the 

effect of context on L2 Arabic readers, but some L1 Arabic studies have suggested that context 

can increase the reading accuracy of L1 Arabic readers (e.g., Abu-Rabia, 1996; 1997a; 1997b; 

1998), particularly when context is combined with vowelization (Abu-Rabia, 1996;1997a). 

Context seems to enhance the probability of word reading accuracy among L1 Arabic readers 

and to help both poor and skilled L1 Arabic readers achieve higher reading accuracy, where 

skilled readers tend to benefit from context more than their poor counterparts (Abu-Rabia, 

1997a; 1997b; 1998; Hussien, 2014). L2 reading research has also shown that while proficient 

L2 readers tend to use context to guess unknown words, low proficient L2 readers are still at the 

stage where they cannot (Carrell, 1989; Ehri, 1998; Nassaji, 2003). However, the findings of this 

study showed that there were no significant differences between the three proficiency groups; 

none of the three groups appeared to benefit from context in their reading process. Additionally, 

the Arabic L1 studies indicated that when reading unvowelized Arabic texts, the reader must first 

understand the context in order to correctly recognize unknown words (Abu-Rabia, 1997a). This 

kind of cognitive activity entails high level processing skills (Abu-Rabia, 1997b) that may be 

difficult for L2 Arabic readers to attain. Therefore, they seemed to benefit less from context. 

As for reading comprehension, the findings revealed that Arabic verbs presented within 

context (within a sentence) were understood better than were isolated verbs by all proficiency 

groups, particularly when verbs were passive and unvowelized. This finding confirms the 

positive effects of context on reading comprehension that have been found for L1 Arabic readers 

(Abu-Rabia,1999; Abu-Rabia, 2001; Abu-Liel et al., 2014), where context facilitates reading 
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comprehension. However, while L1 Arabic readers take more advantage of context when it was 

combined with vowelization, the L2 Arabic readers in this study benefited more from context 

when verbs were less frequent (passive voice) and unvowelized. The participants’ 

comprehension of passive unvowelized verbs was better when these verbs were presented within 

context than when they were isolated. But when these two factors were absent, whether verbs 

were highly frequent (active voice) or vowelized, context appeared to have less effect on their 

comprehension. Frequency and vowelization seem to weaken the role of context for L2 Arabic 

readers as their comprehension was high when verbs were highly frequent or vowelized 

regardless of whether context was provided or not.  

Context was found to facilitate word meaning selection either by selecting the most 

appropriate meaning when all the word meanings were activated in the reader’s mind or by 

facilitating the activation of the most relevant meaning over the other less-relevant meanings 

(Koda, 2005). The findings of this study showed that context was used to verify the meaning of 

the verbs. That is, participants in their first attempt mostly read passive verbs in their active form 

even when verbs were presented within context, which means that they always initially activate 

the frequent meaning of verbs (active voice) in their mind. But when the active form did not 

align with the meaning of the passive sentence, participants reread the verb and used context to 

verify its meaning (the intended passive form). Thus, instead of using context to activate the 

appropriate meaning, L2 Arabic readers of this study used the context to verify the infrequent 

meaning. Nevertheless, they only used context for verification when verbs were unvowelized. 

But when verbs were vowelized (fully or partially), they seemed to ignore context and heavily 

rely on vowelization. 
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5.1.3 The effects of voice 

The findings revealed that voice had a significant impact on verb reading speed. Active 

verbs were read significantly faster than were passive verbs by all proficiency groups. However, 

when analyzing voice in relation to the different types of vowelization, the study showed slightly 

different findings. That is, while the findings of fully vowelized and partially vowelized verbs 

showed that active verbs were read significantly faster than passive verbs, unvowelized verbs 

showed the opposite pattern. Surprisingly, unvowelized passive verbs were read faster than were 

unvowelized active verbs. However, it is worth noting that almost all unvowelized passive verbs 

were read inaccurately by readers form all proficiency groups. The verbs were read faster but 

inaccurately, thus it is misleading to conclude that unvowelized passive verbs can be read faster 

than unvowelized active verbs. Therefore, the appropriate interpretation is that L2 Arabic readers 

can only differentiate between active and passive verbs if verbs are vowelized (whether fully or 

partially), and when they do, they read active verbs faster than passive verbs. 

The reason that unvowelized passive verbs were read faster than unvowelized active 

verbs could be attributed to the repetition of unvowelized verbs in the experiment. That is, 

participants in the study saw each unvowelized verb twice, the first one was assigned by the 

author to be active and the second one to be passive. Unvowelized verbs looked identical in both 

voices, and it is difficult to distinguish them when they are written unvowelized. The participants 

appeared to treat unvowelized active and passive verbs as if they were the same verb form. They 

were not able to differentiate active verbs from passive verbs even when verbs were presented 

within context. Therefore, when the participants saw each verb twice in a short time, they 

interpreted it as the same verb form, and, as a result, it was easier for them to read the verb the 

second time, which probably led to faster reading of verbs coded as passive. 
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The unvowelized verbs in this study were mostly read in the active voice whether verbs 

were active or passive, isolated or within context. The L2 Arabic readers in this study were not 

able to recognize the passive voice when verbs were written unvowelized. A difficulty that has 

also been observed with L1 Arabic readers. However, when passive verbs are presented within 

context, L1 Arabic readers are able to take advantage of context to recognize the intended 

(passive) voice, unlike their L2 counterparts in this study. L1 Arabic readers tend to initially read 

unvowelized passive verbs in their active voice, but when their reading is inconsistent with the 

context, they are able to recognize their mistake and reread the verb in the correct intended 

(passive) form (Hermena et al., 2015). The participants in this study, on the other hand, were not 

able to use this strategy and benefit from context. Although some participants reported that they 

were aware of the importance of using context to identify unvowelized words, the findings of 

this study showed that context did not help them to recognize passive verbs, which means that it 

is important to add vowelization on passive verbs in order to make them distinguishable for these 

readers. At the same time, it is also important for L2 Arabic readers to learn how to use context 

to differentiate between active and passive verbs. L1 Arabic readers use context to recognize 

unvowelized passive verbs, and L2 Arabic readers should learn to do the same. 

The findings revealed that voice had a significant impact on verb reading accuracy. 

Active verbs were read more accurately than were passive verbs by all proficiency groups. 

However, when analyzing voice in relation to the different types of vowelization, the study 

showed slightly different findings. That is, the findings revealed that while active verbs were 

read significantly more accurately than were passive verbs in the partially vowelized and 

unvowelized conditions, fully vowelized verbs showed no significant differences in terms of 

accuracy scores between active and passive verbs for all proficiency groups. Active verbs are 
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more frequent than passive verbs in Arabic, but L2 Arabic readers were able to accurately read 

fully vowelized verbs whether verbs were highly frequent (active verbs) or less frequent (passive 

verbs), which suggests that full vowelization can be sufficient for accurate reading regardless of 

verb frequency. It seems that full vowelization can compensate for low verb frequency in Arabic. 

However, when verbs were partially vowelized or unvowelized, active verbs were read 

significantly more accurately than were passive verbs by all proficiency groups. Findings from 

L1 Arabic reading studies showed that when passive verbs are unvowelized, L1 Arabic readers 

have difficulties in recognizing them, and their first attempt to read unvowelized passive verbs is 

usually wrong (Hermena et al., 2015). Thus, the findings of this study concerning L2 Arabic 

readers appear to align with these findings for L1 Arabic readers, and that voice affects the 

reading accuracy of L2 Arabic reading as it does for L1 Arabic reading. Nevertheless, voice has 

been found to affect L1 reading accuracy when verbs are unvowelized, but this study showed 

that voice can affect L2 reading accuracy when verbs were unvowelized as well as when verbs 

were partially vowelized. Partial vowelization significantly improved the reading accuracy of 

passive verbs.   

The findings also revealed that voice had a significant impact on verb reading 

comprehension. Active verbs were understood better than were passive verbs by all proficiency 

groups. However, when analyzing voice in relation to the different types of vowelization, the 

study showed slightly different findings. That is, the findings revealed that active verbs were 

understood better than were passive verbs in all types of vowelization, and the differences were 

statistically significant for advanced and intermediate readers. Active verbs were easier to 

comprehend than were passive verbs for all L2 proficiency groups. Similarly, L1 Arabic readers 

take more time to process passive verbs than they do active verbs (Hermena et al., 2015), which 
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indicates that they also have difficulties processing passive verbs. These comprehension 

difficulties could be attributed to their low frequency and low accuracy probability. Word 

knowledge requires knowledge of both word form and meaning (Nation, 2001), and if a reader 

does not know how to read a word, or they could not distinguish the form of the verb (i.e., 

passive verbs), they most likely will not be able to know its meaning. 

5.1.4 The effects of vowelization 

The findings revealed that there were no speed differences between fully vowelized and 

unvowelized verbs, while partially vowelized verbs were read slower than both fully vowelized 

and unvowelized verbs by all proficiency groups. Yet, when analyzing vowelization in regard to 

the two voice conditions (active and passive), the study showed different effects of vowelization. 

In active voice, advanced readers showed no significant speed differences between the three 

types of vowelization, which indicates that when verbs are in active voice, vowelization does not 

seem to affect the reading speed of advanced L2 Arabic readers. Beginner and intermediate 

readers, on the other hand, showed no significant speed differences between partially vowelized 

and unvowelized verbs, but both groups read fully vowelized verbs significantly faster than they 

did partially vowelized and unvowelized verbs. These findings suggest that in order to obtain 

faster reading by beginner and intermediate L2 Arabic readers, active verbs should be fully 

vowelized. Partial vowelization of active verbs does not seem to increase their reading speed. 

When verbs were in passive voice, unvowelized verbs were read faster than were fully 

and partially vowelized verbs. However, as was explained earlier, this may simply occur because 

of the repetition of unvowelized verbs. Thus, this finding should be interpreted with great 

caution, particularly when the unvowelized passive verbs were mostly read inaccurately. Fully 

vowelized verbs were read significantly faster than partially vowelized verbs by all proficiency 
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groups, which indicates that when verbs are passive, every single vowel (diacritical mark) makes 

a difference. The more vowels are added to a passive verb, the faster it is read by L2 Arabic 

readers. Adding partial vowelization to passive verbs increases the reading speed of L2 Arabic 

readers. This is different from active verbs where partial vowelization does not seem to increase 

these readers reading speed. 

While there are no L2 Arabic studies, to the best of my knowledge, that have investigated 

the effect of partial morphological vowelization or passive voice on L2 Arabic reading speed, the 

findings concerning active verbs in this study confirm the findings of previous L2 Arabic studies, 

particularly for advanced readers (Al Midhwah, 2018; Hansen, 2010). Al Midhwah (2018) found 

that while advanced L2 Arabic readers showed no significant speed differences in reading 

vowelized and unvowelized words and texts, beginner and intermediate readers read vowelized 

texts faster than they did unvowelized texts. The findings of Al Midhwah (2018) are similar to 

the findings of this study when verbs are in active voice. Hansen (2010), on the other hand, 

showed similar results for advanced readers, but not for beginner and intermediate readers. She 

found that vowelization slowed the reading speed of intermediate and beginner readers, while 

this study showed the opposite pattern. Hansen indicated that the orthographic information 

associated with vowelization was heavy for these low proficient readers. Adding vowelization 

increased the cognitive demands on their decoding processes, which ultimately led to more 

distraction and slower reading. However, this does not seem to be the case for the beginner and 

intermediate readers in this study who seemed to rely heavily on vowelization in their decoding 

process. Vowelization represents necessary phonological information that appears to help low 

proficient readers read faster. On the other hand, when vowelization was absent, beginner and 

intermediate readers spent more time reading the unvowelized verbs because they were trying to 
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guess the missing phonological information (the missing vowels). Additionally, Hansen did not 

measure reading accuracy which is an important aspect of the word reading process. Thus, it is 

possible that although vowelization decelerated the decoding process of Hansen’s participants, it 

may increase their reading accuracy, which means that they were reading slower because they 

were trying to read more accurately.  

The findings of this study concerning reading speed seem to contradict the findings of 

studies on L1 Arabic readers. This study showed that vowelization increased reading speed of L2 

Arabic readers, particularly when verbs were in passive voice. However, the findings of research 

on L1 Arabic readers indicate that adding vowelization decelerates L1 Arabic reading speed 

(e.g., Hussien, 2014; Ibrahim, 2013; Taha, 2016). Native Arabic readers tend to spend more time 

reading vowelized words and texts than they do with unvowelized words and texts. The 

differences between the effect of vowelization on L1 and L2 reading speed could be attributed to 

differences in L1 and L2 readers’ decoding methods. L1 Arabic readers are skilled readers who 

prefer to read using the orthographic decoding route, thus providing vowelization to words or 

texts adds more visual complexity that leads to slower reading processes (Coltheart, et al., 2001; 

Fender, 2008; Roman and Pavard, 1987; Taha, 2016; Taouk & Coltheart, 2004). By contrast, L2 

Arabic readers are usually less proficient readers who rely heavily on phonological information 

(phonological decoding route), particularly when context is provided (Khaldieh, 1996). Thus, 

adding vowelization provides all the necessary phonological information they need, which 

ultimately leads to faster word reading.  

Another possible explanation could be related to the nature of language learning. While 

the phonological system of L1 readers is usually well developed before they start to learn how to 

read, L2 readers develop phonological and orthographical information at the same time as they 
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learn how to read in their L2. It is easier for L1 readers to retrieve the phonological information 

from their lexicon if they are able to recognize the orthographic information. Their phonological 

system should be developed before they learn how to read. In contrast, L2 readers develop 

phonological and orthographical information at the same time which increases their cognitive 

activity. The participants of this study were native English speakers who were learning Arabic as 

a second language, and the significant phonological and orthographical differences between 

English and Arabic seem to burden their cognitive processes and make it very difficult for them 

to read faster while some phonological information is missing. 

However, while the findings of this study contradict the findings of research on L1 

Arabic readers concerning the reading speed for active verbs, they are consistent with the 

findings of L1 Arabic reading research concerning passive verbs. Passive voice greatly slowed 

the reading speed of L2 Arabic readers, where passive verbs were read significantly slower than 

were active verbs by all proficiency groups. However, adding vowelization to passive verbs 

increased the participants’ reading speed, where fully vowelized verbs were read significantly 

faster than partially vowelized verbs by all proficiency groups. Similar results were found for L1 

Arabic readers. Passive voice slowed their reading speed, but adding vowelization to passive 

verbs increased their speed. Vowelizing passive verbs in a text seems to attract the attention of 

L1 Arabic readers which leads to faster and more accurate reading of passive verbs (Hermena et 

al., 2015). Thus, vowelization may have different effects on L1 Arabic readers. While it slows 

their reading speed on active verbs, it may increase their decoding process on passive verbs. 

Further, the findings showed that reading accuracy increased as the number of vowels 

increased. Fully vowelized verbs were read more accurately than were partially vowelized and 

unvowelized verbs, and partially vowelized verbs were read more accurately than were 
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unvowelized verbs. Yet, when analyzing vowelization in regard to the two voice conditions 

(active and passive), the study showed different effects of vowelization. In active voice, fully 

vowelized verbs were read significantly more accurately than were both partially vowelized and 

unvowelized verbs. Although the accuracy scores of active verbs were high for all proficiency 

groups in all types of vowelization, adding full vowelization on active verbs significantly 

increased the reading accuracy of L2 Arabic readers. Partially vowelized verbs were read slightly 

more accurately than unvowelized verbs, but the difference was not significant. 

The findings concerning passive verbs showed that there were significant accuracy 

differences between all types of vowelization. Fully vowelized verbs were read significantly 

more accurately than were partially vowelized verbs and unvowelized verbs, and partially 

vowelized verbs were read significantly more accurately than were unvowelized verbs. This 

suggests that when verbs were in passive voice, every single vowel makes a difference. The 

more vowels are added to a passive verb, the more accurately it is read by L2 Arabic readers. 

These findings concerning reading accuracy in relation to active and passive verbs 

confirm the positive effect of vowelization that was found in previous L1 and L2 Arabic reading 

studies. Vowelized words and texts tend to be read more accurately than are unvowelized words 

and texts by L1 Arabic readers (Abu-Rabia, 1996; 1997a; 1997b; 1998) and L2 Arabic readers 

(Al Midhwah, 2018). Vowelization enhanced the reading accuracy of all L2 Arabic proficiency 

groups in this study, which is consistent with findings concerning its effect on L1 Arabic readers 

where vowelization increased the reading accuracy of poor and skilled L1 Arabic readers (Abu-

Rabia, 1997a; 1997b; 1998; Hussien, 2014). In the current study, readers at all proficiency levels 

benefited in their reading accuracy from the presence of vowelization. 
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Partial vowelization in this study was found to be beneficial for the reading accuracy of 

all proficiency groups, where partial vowelization increased their reading accuracy, particularly 

with passive verbs. Similar results were found for L1 Arabic readers where partial vowelization 

tended to increase their reading accuracy (Abu-Rabia, 1997b). However, it is worth noting that 

partial vowelization in Abu-Rabia’s study (1997b) was applied to the last letter of words, while 

partial vowelization in this study was applied to the first letter of words. Nevertheless, both types 

of partial vowelization were found to be helpful for Arabic reading accuracy. Vowelizing the last 

letter of words tends to increase the reading accuracy of L1 Arabic readers (Abu-Rabia, 1997b), 

while vowelizing the first letter of words seems to increase the reading accuracy of L2 Arabic 

readers (as found in this study). These findings indicate that partial vowelization is beneficial for 

word reading accuracy for both L1 and L2 Arabic readers regardless of where partial 

vowelization is placed on the word.   

The findings concerning reading speed and accuracy in this study show that when verbs 

were in active voice, full vowelization makes a difference in the reading speed and accuracy of 

L2 Arabic readers. L2 Arabic readers will read active verbs faster and more accurately if the 

verbs are fully vowelized, but not when the verbs are partially vowelized. Partial vowelization in 

active voice is similar to no vowelization for the reading speed and accuracy of L2 Arabic 

readers. However, when verbs were in passive voice, every single vowel makes a difference. 

Adding a vowel to passive verbs increased the reading speed and accuracy of L2 Arabic readers, 

and the more vowels are added, the faster and more accurately words are read by L2 Arabic 

readers. These findings concerning the passive verbs align with the claims of the Orthographic 

Depth Hypothesis (Katz & Frost, 1992) that reading is easier in shallow writing systems as 

opposed to deep (or opaque) writing systems. In Arabic, the writing system is considered shallow 
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when vowels are provided, and deep when they are absent (Asaad & Eviatar, 2013). Arabic 

vowels represent phonological information that limit the graphemes-phonemes relationship to be 

one-to-one correspondence that is considered very shallow. The speed and accuracy findings 

(particularly for passive verbs) showed that when vowelization was added and verbs became 

shallower, the reading of L2 Arabic readers became faster and more accurate. But when verbs 

were unvowelized, L2 Arabic readers had difficulties reading the verbs. Their readings were 

slower and less accurate because the writing system was deeper and each letter or verb can be 

read in different ways. Readers had to figure out the missing phonological information which 

makes them slower and less accurate as opposed to when vowelization was provided. 

Furthermore, the findings showed that while there were no comprehension differences 

between fully and partially vowelized verbs, unvowelized verbs were understood significantly 

less than were vowelized verbs (fully and partially vowelized), particularly for intermediate and 

advanced readers. Yet, when analyzing vowelization in relation to the two voice conditions 

(active and passive), the study showed different effects of vowelization. When verbs were in 

active voice, there were no significant comprehension differences between all types of 

vowelization, which means that there are no effects of vowelization on the reading 

comprehension of active verbs. However, the findings concerning the comprehension of passive 

verbs for intermediate and advanced readers showed that while there were no significant 

comprehension differences between fully and partially vowelized passive verbs, both types of 

vowelization were understood significantly better than were unvowelized verbs.  

The findings concerning active verbs confirm the findings of previous L2 Arabic studies 

(Hansen, 2010; Khaldieh, 2001) that vowelization does not improve the reading comprehension 

of L2 Arabic readers. This means that when verbs are in the active voice, the comprehension of 
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verbs will be the same whether vowelization is added or not. However, while these findings 

contradict findings from L1 Arabic readers, the findings concerning passive verbs support 

findings from L1 Arabic readers. Vowelization tends to improve the reading comprehension of 

beginner and advanced L1 Arabic readers (Abu-Liel et al., 2014; Abu-Rabia, 1999; 2001). Abu-

Rabia (2001) attributed this to the additional phonological information that is provided by 

vowelization, which assists L1 Arabic readers in disambiguating homographs and recognizing 

the precise meaning of words. As a result, working memory is freed and less cognitive effort is 

needed to recognize words, while more effort is allocated for word and text comprehension. This 

idea of freeing the working memory and allocating the effort to comprehension seems to be 

operating with passive verbs in this study. Vowelizing (fully or partially) passive verbs 

significantly improved the reading comprehension of L2 Arabic readers. In contrast, if verbs 

were unvowelized, L2 Arabic readers, like L1 readers, tend to read passive verbs in their 

(unintended) active form even within context. Context does not seem to help L2 Arabic readers 

as it does for L1 Arabic readers (Hermena et al., 2015). Only vowelization can get L2 Arabic 

readers’ attention to the (intended) passive voice, and as a result their reading comprehension 

improved. In fact, the idea of freeing working memory and allocating the effort to 

comprehension was repeatedly reported by the participants in study. For example, several 

participants reported that when vowelization is present, reading is easier, and this helps them to 

direct their efforts to reading comprehension instead of focusing on reading accuracy. Word 

recognition includes extracting phonological information (Koda, 2005), and if all phonological 

information is present (i.e., vowels), word recognition should be rapid and effortless.   

The findings of this study concerning the effects of vowelization on reading speed, 

accuracy, and comprehension seem to align with what participants reported on the effects of 
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vowelization. Participants reported that vowelization is an important factor for their reading 

accuracy and comprehension in Arabic. The presence of vowelization helps them to read more 

accurately and to better understand the verbs, while their absence leads to slower, less accurate, 

and less comprehended reading. Vowelization provides the necessary phonological information 

that helps them know how words should be pronounced, which leads to faster and more accurate 

reading that facilities reading comprehension and enables readers to allocate cognitive effort to 

reading comprehension rather than reading accuracy.  

 

5.2 Limitations 

Each study comes with its limitations, and this study has two main limitations to its 

design that seem to have affected the results. The first issue is the selection of unvowelized verbs 

and the order in which they were presented to the participants. That is, the study used the same 

unvowelized verbs for both active and passive voices. The first appearance of each unvowelized 

verb was considered by the author as active, and the second appearance was considered as 

passive. The verb forms looked identical in both appearances. However, it would have been 

preferable to select different verbs for each voice or alternate the order of their appearance 

instead of presenting all active verbs before passive verbs. Although the alternation may have 

little effect on the outcomes of reading accuracy and comprehension, it could have an important 

effect on the outcomes of reading speed. The study showed that unvowelized passive verbs were 

read faster than unvowelized active verbs, but if the order of verb forms were alternated, the 

results may have been different.  

The second limitation that may have affected the results is the placement of target verbs 

within context. The context used in this study was short sentences where each sentence included 
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one target verb. Target verbs were always placed at the beginning of each sentence to make it 

possible to measure reading speed along with reading accuracy and comprehension. However, 

this method might have prevented the participants from taking full advantage of the context. 

Context came after target verbs, which makes the use of context more difficult for L2 Arabic 

readers, particularly when they were asked to read as quickly as possible. Therefore, if context 

was presented differently, the effects of context may have been greater.  

 

5.3 Implications 

5.3.1 Proficiency 

The findings showed that while there were no significant differences between the three 

proficiency groups in reading accuracy and comprehension, advanced L2 Arabic readers were 

significantly faster than both intermediate and beginner readers. Accuracy and automaticity are 

two important aspects of the bottom-up approach where accuracy precedes automaticity (Asadi, 

et al., 2017; LaBerge & Samuels, 1974; Vanniarajan, 2012). Lower proficiency L2 Arabic 

readers (intermediate and beginner) seemed to attend more to reading accuracy and 

comprehension than reading speed. They did not seem to take reading speed as an important 

aspect of their reading, which suggests that reading speed may not be an appropriate criterion to 

differentiate between lower L2 Arabic proficiency levels (intermediate and beginner levels). On 

the other hand, advanced readers were significantly faster than intermediate and beginner 

readers. They have achieved a sufficient level of accuracy that led them to make some progress 

in their reading speed. Therefore, these findings suggest two important implications for Arabic 

language standardized test makers and Arabic language teachers. First, reading speed should be 

used as a criterion to differentiate between advanced and lower proficiency levels of L2 Arabic 
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readers. Arabic language institutions need to set specific reading speed expectations for each 

level in order to place their students in the appropriate level. These findings suggest that reading 

speed can be used to differentiate between lower and advanced L2 Arabic readers. Second, L2 

Arabic teachers should emphasize the importance of reading speed to their students, particularly 

among lower levels, and they should train them to read faster as they progress in their learning. 

Reading faster is an important aspect of reading that helps readers to allocate more cognitive 

resources to reading comprehension, which is the ultimate goal of reading, particularly when 

reading long texts. 

The dual-route model (Coltheart, et al., 2001) showed that there are two routes for 

decoding and reading a printed word, phonological route and lexical route (or whole word 

recognition). Which route is used in a given language, or which route readers prefer to use, is 

usually attributed to the writing system of that language as well as the proficiency level of 

readers (Abu-Leil, et al., 2014; Coltheart, et al., 2001; Cook & Bassetti, 2005; Perfetti & Dunlap, 

2008). In Arabic, native beginner readers who usually read vowelized words and texts prefer to 

use the phonological route, while fluent readers who usually read unvowelized words and texts 

prefer the lexical route (Abu-Leil, et al., 2014; Fender, 2008; Maroun & Hanley, 2017; Taouk & 

Coltheart, 2004). Thus, the way Arabic words and texts are written (vowelized or unvowelized) 

as well as the proficiency level of the readers determine which decoding route native Arabic 

readers would choose or prefer. As a result, preferring one decoding route over the other in 

reading Arabic may indicate the reading proficiency level of L2 Arabic readers. That is, if 

readers prefer the lexical route, it means that they have acquired a higher proficiency level, and if 

they prefer the phonological route, it means that they still at the beginner or intermediate levels. 
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5.3.2 Context 

The study findings showed that context helped L2 Arabic readers comprehend Arabic 

verbs better than verbs that were presented without context (isolated). However, context only 

helped L2 Arabic readers to understand Arabic verbs when verbs were unvowelized, but not 

when verbs were vowelized. Similar results were found for the reading accuracy of L1 Arabic 

readers. Context helps L1 Arabic readers reach a higher level of accuracy, particularly when 

vowelization is absent (Abu-Rabia, 2001). The role of context has been found to be more 

prominent when vowelization is absent. The presence of vowelization, where all the 

phonological information is there, seems to weaken the role of context. Vowelization seemed to 

distract L2 Arabic readers from taking advantage of context and to make them rely heavily on 

vowelization in their reading process. This suggests that if L2 Arabic teachers want to teach and 

train their L2 Arabic students on how to use context as a strategy to recognize unknown words, 

they should present their students with unvowelized sentences or texts. They should not add any 

types of vowelization. Although partial vowelization was very helpful for reading accuracy, no 

type of vowelization should be added when the purpose of the lesson is to train L2 Arabic 

readers on how to use context. Providing vowelization will encourage learners to focus on 

vowelization and ignore context.  

5.3.3 Voice 

The findings concerning voice effects showed that L2 Arabic readers were not able to 

recognize passive verbs when verbs were unvowelized, and context did not help them to 

differentiate between active and passive verbs as it does for native readers. Although passive 

verbs do not appear frequently in Arabic texts, they are a very important aspect of the language 
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that should receive appropriate attention, particularly in Arabic because of the heterophonic 

homographs phenomenon of unvowelized Arabic verbs. Voice can completely change the 

meaning of a sentence, and L2 Arabic readers, similar to L1 Arabic readers, tend to read 

unvowelized passive verbs in their (unintended) active form. Therefore, L2 Arabic teachers 

should address this issue in their classrooms and train their students to learn how to differentiate 

between active and passive verbs when context is provided. They should train them on how to 

use context to differentiate between them as native Arabic readers do. On the other hand, if 

Arabic linguists come to an agreement that there is an issue in recognizing unvowelized passive 

verbs when they look identical to their active forms, then they may try to solve this problem for 

L1 and L2 Arabic readers. Adding partial vowelization (i.e., vowelizing the first letter) may 

solve this problem for both L1 and L2 Arabic readers. This study found that adding one vowel 

(one diacritical mark) to the first letter of passive verbs helped L2 Arabic readers recognize and 

distinguish passive verbs form their active counterparts. Thus, if this technique or approach is 

generalized and publishers, for example, require writers to always orthographically distinguish 

passive verbs form active verbs by adding a vowel to the first letter, or any other means, this 

problem might be solved.  

5.3.4 Vowelization 

The findings concerning partial vowelization showed that although adding partial 

vowelization may slow the reading process of L2 Arabic readers, it improved their reading 

accuracy. This indicates that vowelization may simultaneously have different effects. While it 

may have negative effects on reading speed, it may have positive effects on reading accuracy, or 

vice versa. However, some L1 and L2 Arabic studies have investigated the effects of 

vowelization on either reading speed (Hansen, 2010) or reading accuracy (i.e., Abu-Rabia, 1996; 
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1997a; 1997b; 1998; 2001) without taking into account the effects on the other aspect. These 

types of studies may provide limited conclusions on the effects of vowelization. Thus, it is 

important to take both reading speed and reading accuracy, as well as reading comprehension, 

into consideration when investigating the effects of vowelization, particularly partial 

vowelization. 

The orthographic depth hypothesis (Katz & Frost, 1992) claims that reading is easier in 

shallow writing systems as opposed to deep (or opaque) writing systems. Adding vowelization to 

Arabic verbs makes them shallower and more transparent, which should lead to faster and more 

accurate reading based on their hypothesis. However, the findings of active verbs showed that 

this is not always the case. Adding vowelization to active verbs did not increase accuracy or 

speed of L2 Arabic readers, and active verbs were read faster and more accurately whether or not 

they were vowelized. This could indicate that transparency in the Arabic writing system is not 

always needed, particularly for the active form of verbs. Nevertheless, while this finding 

contradicts with the claims of the hypothesis, it could be attributed to the fact that the active form 

is the default form of Arabic verbs, and it appears more frequently in texts and spoken language 

than its passive counterpart.  

The findings showed that adding vowelization to active verbs did not improve the reading 

of L2 Arabic readers. They were able to read active verbs quickly and accurately whether or not 

verbs were vowelized. This indicates that it is important to remove vowelization (particularly 

from active verbs) for L2 Arabic readers and let them practice reading Arabic without 

vowelization because this is the way Arabic texts are usually written. However, how and when to 

remove vowelization for L2 Arabic readers is still an important question that needs to be 

answered. This study suggests that we should remove vowelization gradually as learners 
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progress in their L2 Arabic learning. That is, Arabic textbook writers should add full 

vowelization for novice readers, but as they develop their phonological knowledge of the Arabic 

writing system, vowelization should be gradually removed from frequent and easy words. Less 

frequent words, on the other hand, should be fully vowelized at this stage. After L2 Arabic 

readers make more progress, the next step is to partially remove vowelization from less frequent 

words to increase the opportunity for L2 Arabic readers to improve their phonological 

knowledge and learn to read less frequent words with minimum vowelization. The last step 

should be removing vowelization completely form all words in order to train L2 Arabic readers 

to use context and take advantage of it as their L1 counterparts do. Arabic texts are mostly 

written unvowelized, thus L2 Arabic readers should be able to achieve that level by the end of 

their L2 Arabic learning. 

Additionally, word frequency affects the decoding processes and readers’ decoding 

preferences. While high frequency words favor the lexical route, less frequent words favor the 

phonological route (Scholfield & Chwo, 2005). Passive verbs in Arabic are less frequent, and the 

findings of this study showed that vowelization increased reading speed of L2 Arabic readers 

when verbs were in passive voice, while there were no significant effects of vowelization on 

reading speed, particularly for advanced readers, when verbs were in active voice (high 

frequency). Thus, L2 Arabic readers relied more on phonological information that was provided 

by vowelization to read less frequent verbs (passive verbs) faster, but when they read the 

frequent form of verbs (active verbs), they seemed to use the lexical decoding route (or whole 

word recognition).   

Finally, this study investigated the effects of context, voice, and vowelization on the 

reading speed, accuracy, and comprehension of L2 Arabic readers at different proficiency levels. 
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The findings showed that while context had no effect on reading speed and accuracy of all 

proficiency groups, it enhanced their reading comprehension, particularly for intermediate and 

advanced readers. Second, the findings revealed that active verbs were read faster and more 

accurately and were understood better than were passive verbs when verbs were partially 

vowelized or unvowelized. But when verbs were fully vowelized, there were no differences 

between active and passive verbs. However, little research has been done on the effects of voice 

in Arabic. Thus, more research is needed to learn more about its effects on the reading speed, 

accuracy, and comprehension of L2 Arabic readers as well as native Arabic readers. One good 

method to investigate the effects of voice in Arabic is by using heterophonic homographs verbs. 

Such verbs are orthographically identical in active and passive voices if they are written 

unvowelized. Investigating such verbs, particularly within context, could tell us more about how 

Arabic readers prefer to read such verbs and how their preference may affect their reading speed, 

accuracy, and comprehension. Third, the findings showed that vowelization improved the 

reading speed, accuracy, and comprehension of L2 Arabic readers, particularly for less frequent 

words like passive verbs. Adding vowelization (whether full or partial) to Arabic passive verbs 

increased the reading speed, accuracy, and comprehension of L2 Arabic readers. Lastly, partial 

vowelization was found to be very beneficial in this study, particularly when verbs were in 

passive voice. Partial vowelization significantly increased the reading accuracy and 

comprehension of L2 Arabic readers. However, this study may be the first study that empirically 

examined the effects of morphological partial vowelization. Thus, more research is needed on 

the effects of partial vowelization, and how it affects the reading process of native and L2 Arabic 

readers. This study investigated the effects of partial vowelization on the first letter of verbs. 

Future research may investigate the effect of the partial vowelization of different letters (e.g., 
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penultimate letter), particularly when verbs have more than three letters (i.e., four, five, or six 

letters). Such research would enhance our knowledge about the role of partial vowelization and 

its effects on the reading processes of native and L2 Arabic readers. 
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 ةیبرعلا ةغللا عمجم ةلجم .باعیتسلاا ىوتسم يف اھرثأو ةیبرعلا ةباتكلا يف لیكشتلا تاكرح .)٢٠١٧( .ایركز ،ةیدمح وبأ

 https://www.majma.org.jo/ojs/index.php/JJaa/article/view/390 نم تسبتقا ٦١-٣٩ ،)٥٧( يندرلأا

 ماظن يف ءلاملإا  ،)نوررحم( نورخاو مساج يف .ةیئلاملإا ةیفافشلا ةیرظنو ةیبرعلا ةباتكلا ماظن .)٢٠١٧( .دلاخ ،ةشمع وبأ

 .عیزوتلاو رشنلل هوجو راد :ضایرلا .)٤٦-١٥(  ةیبرعلا ةباتكلا

 ،)٩(٢ ةیعامتجلاا مولعلاو بادلآا ةلجم .ةیبرعلا ةباتكلا حلاصإ يف ةرصاعملا دوھجلل ةیوغل ةءارق .)٢٠١٥( .دمحم ،دیع وبأ

١٣٣-١٢٢  

 .٢٧٦-٢٧٣ ،)١١( ةرھاقلاب ةیبرعلا ةغللا عمجم ةلجم .ةیبرعلا ةباتكلا ریسیت .)١٩٥٩( .ةرھاقلاب ةیبرعلا ةغللا عمجم ءاضعأ
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 .٣٤-٧ ،)١( ةیناث ةغل ةیبرعلا ةغللا میلعت ةلجم

-١٢٧ ،)٥( رطق ةعماج -ةیعامتجلاا مولعلاو تایناسنلاا ةیلك ةیلوح .ةیبرعلا ةباتكلا ریسیت .)١٩٨٢( .يمھف دومحم ،يزاجح
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Appendices 

Appendix A: Readers’ Level of Education, Country, and Other Spoken Languages 
Participant’s ID Level of Education Country Other Spoken Languages 

Beginner 1 High School Canada Somali 

Beginner 2 High School Rwanda None 

Beginner 3 Post-Secondary Canada None 

Beginner 4 Post-Secondary Rwanda Swahili, Kinyarwanda 

Beginner 5 Post-Secondary UK None 

Beginner 6 High School Ghana Hausa 

Beginner 7 High School USA None 

Beginner 8 Post-Secondary South Africa Afrikaans 

Beginner 9 High School Ghana None 

Beginner 10 Post-Secondary UK None 

Beginner 11 High School Nigeria Etsako (Afenmai) 

Beginner 12 High School Seychelles Creole, French 

Beginner 13 High School Seychelles Creole 

Beginner 14 Post-Secondary Cameroon French 

Intermediate 1 High School UK None 

Intermediate 2 High School Jamaica None 

Intermediate 3 High School Sri Lanka Tamil, Sinhala 

Intermediate 4 Post-Secondary Switzerland French 

Intermediate 5 Post-Secondary Ghana Hausa 

Intermediate 6 Post-Secondary USA None 

Intermediate 7 Post-Secondary Canada None 

Intermediate 8 High School Jamaica Creole 

Intermediate 9 Post-Secondary Canada None 

Intermediate 10 High School USA None 

Intermediate 11 High School Ghana Twi 

Intermediate 12 High School Germany German 
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Intermediate 13 High School Belize None 

Intermediate 14 High School South Africa None 

Intermediate 15 Post-Secondary UK German 

Intermediate 16 Post-Secondary Benin French 

Intermediate 17 Post-Secondary UK None 

Advanced 1 Post-Secondary   USA None 

Advanced 2 High School  Sierra leone None 

Advanced 3 Post-Secondary   USA None 

Advanced 4 High School  South Africa  Afrikaans 

Advanced 5 Master’s degree Denmark Danish, Bosnian 

Advanced 6 High School  Canada None 

Advanced 7 Post-Secondary   USA None 

Advanced 8 Post-Secondary   New Zealand Somali 

Advanced 9 High School  Malawi Chewa 

Advanced 10 
High School  Uzbekistan Uzbek, Bosnian, Turkish, 

Russian  

Advanced 11 High School  Nigeria Igala 

Advanced 12 High School  Rwanda Kinyarwanda 

Advanced 13 Post-Secondary   Ghana Twi 

Advanced 14 Post-Secondary   Nigeria Yoruba 

Advanced 15 High School  Zimbabwe Shona  

Advanced 16 High School  Zimbabwe Shona  

Advanced 17 High School  Canada None 
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Appendix B: the five sets of vowelizing the target verbs  
 

Section 1: For Beginner Readers 

N Set # 1 Set # 2 Set # 3 Set # 4 Set # 5 

َث"ح"ب 1 َث"ع"ب  َل"ع"ج  "ع"م"ج  َذ"خَأ   
عمmج 2 ذخُأ  ثحmب  ثعmب  لعmج   
ذخأ 3 ثبح  ثعب  لعج  عجم   
ثع"ب 4 لع"ج  عم"ج  ذخَأ  ثح"ب   
َلoعmج 5 "عoمmج  َذoخُأ  َثoحmب  َثoعmب   
ذخأ 6 ثبح  ثعب  لعج  عجم   
"عَف"د 7 "نَف"د  "رَكَذ  "ضَف"ر  "ق"ر"ح   
ضفmر 8 قرmح  عفmد  نفmد  ركُذ   
قرح 9 عفد  نفد  ركذ  ضفر   

نف"د 10 ركَذ  ضف"ر  قر"ح  عف"د   
"رoكُذ 11 "ضoفmر  "قِرmح  "عoفmد  "نoفmد   
قرح 12 عفد  نفد  ركذ  ضفر   
"ع"ر"ز 13 "ق"ب"س  "ن"ج"س  "ع"ن"ص  "عَف"ر   
عنmص 14 عفmر  عرmز  قبmس  نجmس   
عفر 15 عرز  قبس  نجس  عنص   
قب"س 16 نج"س  عن"ص  عف"ر  عر"ز   
"نِجmس 17 "عِنmص  "عoفmر  "عِرmز  "قِبmس   
عفر 18 عرز  قبس  نجس  عنص   
"ف"ر"ع 19 "س"رَغ  َل"تَق  "د"صَق  "خ"بَط   
دصُق 20 خبُط  فرmع  سرُغ  لتُق   
خبط 21 فرع  سرغ  لتق  دصق   
سرَغ 22 لتَق  دصَق  خبَط  فر"ع   
َلoتُق 23 "دoصُق  "خِبُط  "فِرmع  "سِرُغ   
خبط 24 فرع  سرغ  لتق  دصق   
"ع"ن"م 25 "خ"س"ن  "ر"ج"ه  "د"ج"و  "ح"ن"م   
دجmو 26 حنmم  عنmم  خسmن  رجmه   
حنم 27 عنم  خسن  رجه  دجو   
خس"ن 28 رج"ه  دج"و  حن"م  عن"م   
"رِجmه 29 "دِجmو  "حِنmم  "عِنmم  "خسmِن   
حنم 30 عنم  خسن  رجه  دجو   
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Section 2: For Intermediate Readers 

"رَف"ح 1 "مَك"ح  "م"ر"ح  "قَل"خ  "ر"مَأ   
قلmخ 2 رمُأ  رفmح  مكmح  مرmح   
رمأ 3 رفح  مكح  مرح  قلخ   
مك"ح 4 مر"ح  قل"خ  رمَأ  رف"ح   
"مِرmح 5 "قoلmخ  "رoمُأ  "رoفmح  "مoكmح   
رمأ 6 رفح  مكح  مرح  قلخ   
"ف"رَذ 7 َط"ب"ر  "ق"ز"ر  "ق"ر"س  "ح"بَذ   
قرmس 8 حبُذ  فرُذ  طبmر  قزmر   
حبذ 9 فرذ  طبر  قزر  قرس   

طب"ر 10 قز"ر  قر"س  حبَذ  فرَذ   
"قِزmر 11 "قِرmس  "حِبُذ  "فِرُذ  َطِبmر   
حبذ 12 فرذ  طبر  قزر  قرس   
"كَل"س 13 َل"غ"ش  "رَك"ش  "ب"ر"ض  "بَك"س   
برmض 14 بكmس  كلmس  لغmش  ركmش   
بكس 15 كلس  لغش  ركش  برض   
لغ"ش 16 رك"ش  بر"ض  بك"س  كل"س   
"رoكmش 17 "بِرmض  "بoكmس  "كoلmس  َلoغmش   
بكس 18 كلس  لغش  ركش  برض   
"مَلَظ 19 "فَط"ع  "دَق"ع  "رَفَغ  "د"رَط   
رفُغ 20 درُط  ملُظ  فطmع  دقmع   
درط 21 ملظ  فطع  دقع  رفغ   
فط"ع 22 دق"ع  رفَغ  درَط  ملَظ   
"دoقmع 23 "رoفُغ  "دِرُط  "مoلُظ  "فoطmع   
درط 24 ملظ  فطع  دقع  رفغ   
"ر"صَق 25 "فَذَق  "ن"عَل  "ح"س"م  "ر"مَغ   
حسmم 26 رمُغ  رصُق  فذُق  نعُل   
رمغ 27 رصق  فذق  نعل  حسم   
فذَق 28 نعَل  حس"م  رمَغ  رصَق   
"نoعُل 29 "حسmِم  "رoمُغ  "رoصُق  "فoذُق   
رمغ 30 رصق  فذق  نعل  حسم   
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Section 3: For Advanced Readers 

َط"س"ب 1 "ف"ر"ج  َل"م"ح  "ز"ب"خ  َلَذ"ب   
زبmخ 2 لذmب  طسmب  فرmج  لمmح   
لذب 3 طسب  فرج  لحم  زبخ   
فر"ج 4 لم"ح  زب"خ  لذ"ب  طس"ب   
َلoمmح 5 "زِبmخ  َلoذmب  َطسmِب  "فِرmج   
لذب 6 طسب  فرج  لحم  زبخ   
"م"د"خ 7 "قَل"خ  "ض"ح"د  "م"ع"ز  "م"ت"خ   
معmز 8 متmخ  مدmخ  قلmخ  ضحmد   
متخ 9 مدخ  قلخ  ضحد  معز   

قل"خ 10 ضح"د  مع"ز  مت"خ  مد"خ   
"ضoحmد 11 "مoعmز  "مoتmخ  "مoدmخ  "قoلmخ   
متخ 12 مدخ  قلخ  ضحد  معز   
"د"ب"ع 13 "ض"ر"ع  "رَفَغ  "بَلَغ  "نَك"س   
بلُغ 14 نكmس  دبmع  ضرmع  رفُغ   
نكس 15 دبع  ضرع  رفغ  بلغ   
ضر"ع 16 رفَغ  بلَغ  نك"س  دب"ع   
"رoفُغ 17 "بoلُغ  "نoكmس  "دِبmع  "ضِرmع   
نكس 18 دبع  ضرع  رفغ  بلغ   
"م"سَق 19 "ز"مَل  "س"مَل  "ع"ن"م  َل"عَف   
عنmم 20 لعُف  مسُق  زمُل  سمُل   
لعف 21 مسق  زلم  سلم  عنم   
زمَل 22 سمَل  عن"م  لعَف  مسَق   
"سoمُل 23 "عِنmم  َلoعُف  "مسُِق  "زoمُل   
لعف 24 مسق  زلم  سلم  عنم   
"ر"ش"ن 25 "رَظ"ن  "ف"ص"و  "ع"ض"و  "رَذ"ن   
عضmو 26 رذmن  رشmن  رظmن  فصmو   
رذن 27 رشن  رظن  فصو  عضو   
رظ"ن 28 فص"و  عض"و  رذ"ن  رش"ن   
"فoصmو 29 "عoضmو  "رoذmن  "رoشmن  "رoظmن   
رذن 30 رشن  رظن  فصو  عضو   
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Appendix C: Differently vowelized verbs and sentences of beginner readers  
First set for beginners 

Number Selected Verbs 

Isolated Within Context (Within Sentence) 

َث"ح"ب 1 ٍقيق"د ٍلْك"شِب "عوmضvوَلما َث"ح"ب   
عمmج 2 jدoحا"و jناَك"م يoف َنوmمoصا"خ"تُلما عمmج   
ذخأ 3 ِنvج�سلا لىِإ "مِرvجُلما ذخأ   
ثع"ب 4 jةلا"سِرِب َلmجlرلا ثع"ب   
َلoعmج 5 ًلاvه"س mرvملأَا َلoعmج   
ذخأ 6 ِنvج�سلا لىِإ mمِرvجُلما ذخأ   
"عَف"د 7 oة"يِواَلها لىِإ mهَليم"ز "عَف"د   
ضفmر 8 ِريoدُلما mرا"رَق ضفmر   
قرح 9 ِراlنلاِب mه"عmبvصِإ قرح   

نف"د 10 oهoلvسَغ "دvع"ب "تvيَلما نف"د   
"رoكُذ 11 ا�يرثك اللهُا "رoكُذ   
قرح 12 ِراlنلاِب mهmعmبvصِإ قرح   
"ع"ر"ز 13 jناَك"م ِّلُك يoف "رvيَلخا "ع"ر"ز   
عنmص 14 ءِا"ز"جلoل ٍراَظoتvنoا َنوmد mفوmرvعَلما عنmص   
عفر 15 ِريِز"ولا لىِإ "رvملأَا عفر   
قب"س 16 ِرvيَلخا لىِإ mه"را"ج قب"س   
"نِجmس 17 mمِرvجُلما "نِجmس   
عفر 18 ِريِز"ولا لىِإ mرvملأَا عفر   
"ف"ر"ع 19 ِلoطا"بلا "نoم lقَلحا "ف"ر"ع   
دصُق 20 �مِهmم ٍرvمَأ يoف mيرملأَا دصُق   
خبط 21 jةَفِر"تvحmم jةَقيِرَطِب َلْكلأَا خبط   
سرَغ 22 ِساlنلا ِبوُلُق يoف "رvيَلخا سرَغ   
َلoتُق 23 oفvيlسلاِب mه�وmد"ع َلoتُق   
خبط 24 jةَفِر"تvحmم jةَقيِرَطِب ُلْكلأَا خبط   
"ع"ن"م 25 ءِاَف"ع�ضلا ِن"ع "مْلُّظلا "ع"ن"م   
دجmو 26 ًلاvه"س mرvملأَا دجmو   
حنم 27 ِق�وَفlتلا َة"زoئا"ج "بoلاَّطلا حنم   
خس"ن 28 ِنvي"تlر"م "با"تoكْلا خس"ن   
"رِجmه 29 ٍماlيأ َةَثاَلَث mهُقيoد"ص "رِجmه   
حنم 30 ِق�وَفlتلا َة"زoئا"ج mبoلاَّطلا حنم   
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Second set for beginners 

Number Selected Verbs 

Isolated Within Context (Within Sentence) 

َث"ع"ب 1 jةلا"سِرِب َلmجlرلا َث"ع"ب   
ذخُأ 2   ِنvج�سلا لىِإ mمِرvجُلما ذخُأ 
ثبح 3   ٍقيق"د ٍلْك"شِب "عوmضvوَلما ثبح 
لع"ج 4 ًلاvه"س "رvملأَا لع"ج   
"عoمmج 5 jدoحا"و jناَك"م يoف َنوmمoصا"خ"تُلما "عoمmج   
ثبح 6   ٍقيق"د ٍلْك"شِب mعوmضvوَلما ثبح 
"نَف"د 7 oهoلvسَغ "دvع"ب "تvيَلما "نَف"د   
قرmح 8 ِراlنلاِب mهmعmبvصِإ قرmح   
عفد 9 oة"يِواَلها لىِإ mهَليم"ز عفد   

ركَذ 10   ا�يرثك اللهَا ركَذ 
"ضoفmر 11   ِريoدُلما mرا"رَق "ضoفmر  
عفد 12 oة"يِواَلها لىِإ mهُليم"ز عفد   
"ق"ب"س 13 ِرvيَلخا لىِإ mه"را"ج "ق"ب"س   
عفmر 14 ِريِز"ولا لىِإ mرvملأَا عفmر   
عرز 15 jناَك"م ِّلُك يoف "رvيَلخا عرز    
نج"س 16   "مِرvجُلما نج"س 
"عِنmص 17 ءِا"ز"جلoل ٍراَظoتvنoا َنوmد mفوmرvعَلما "عِنmص   
عرز 18 jناَك"م ِّلُك يoف mرvيَلخا عرز    
"س"رَغ 19 ِساlنلا ِبوُلُق يoف "رvيَلخا "س"رَغ   
خبُط 20 jةَفِر"تvحmم jةَقيِرَطِب ُلْكلأَا خبُط   
فرع 21 ِلoطا"بلا "نoم lقَلحا فرع    
لتَق 22 oفvيlسلاِب mهlوmد"ع لتَق   
"دoصُق 23 �مِهmم ٍرvمَأ يoف mيرملأَا "دoصُق   
فرع 24 ِلoطا"بلا "نoم �قَلحا فرع    
"خ"س"ن 25 ِنvي"تlر"م "با"تoكْلا "خ"س"ن   
حنmم 26 ِق�وَفlتلا َة"زoئا"ج mبoلاَّطلا حنmم   
عنم 27 ءِاَف"ع�ضلا ِن"ع "مْلُّظلا عنم   
رج"ه 28 ٍماlيأ َةَثاَلَث mهَقيoد"ص رج"ه    
"دِجmو 29 ًلاvه"س mرvملأَا "دِجmو   
عنم 30 ءِاَف"ع�ضلا ِن"ع mمْلُّظلا عنم   
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Third set for beginners 

 
Number Selected Verbs 

Isolated Within Context (Within Sentence) 
َل"ع"ج 1 ًلاvه"س "رvملأَا َل"ع"ج   
ثحmب 2   ٍقيق"د ٍلْك"شِب mعوmضvوَلما ثحmب 
ثعب 3 jةلا"سِرِب َلmجlرلا ثعب   
عم"ج 4 jدoحا"و jناَك"م يoف ِنvي"مoصا"خ"تُلما عم"ج   
َذoخُأ 5   ِنvج�سلا لىِإ mمِرvجُلما َذoخُأ  
ثعب 6 jةلا"سِرِب ُلmجlرلا ثعب   
"رَكَذ 7   ا�يرثك اللهَا "رَكَذ 
عفmد 8 oة"يِواَلها لىِإ mهُليم"ز عفmد    
نفد 9 oهoلvسَغ "دvع"ب "تvيَلما نفد   

ضف"ر 10   ِريoدُلما "را"رَق ضف"ر  
"قِرmح 11 ِراlنلاِب mهmعmبvصِإ "قِرmح   
نفد 12 oهoلvسَغ "دvع"ب mتvيَلما نفد   
"ن"ج"س 13   "مِرvجُلما "ن"ج"س 
عرmز 14 jناَك"م ِّلُك يoف mرvيَلخا عرmز    
قبس 15 ِرvيَلخا لىِإ mه"را"ج قبس   
عن"ص 16 ءِا"ز"جلoل ٍراَظoتvنoا َنوmد "فوmرvعَلما عن"ص   
"عoفmر 17 ِريِز"ولا لىِإ mرvملأَا "عoفmر   
قبس 18 ِرvيَلخا لىِإ mهmرا"ج قبس   
َل"تَق 19 oفvيlسلاِب mهlوmد"ع َل"تَق   
فرmع 20 ِلoطا"بلا "نoم �قَلحا فرmع   
سرغ 21 ِساlنلا ِبوُلُق يoف "رvيَلخا سرغ   
دصَق 22 �مِهmم ٍرvمَأ يoف "يرملأَا دصَق    
"خِبُط 23 jةَفِر"تvحmم jةَقيِرَطِب ُلْكلأَا "خِبُط   
سرغ 24 ِساlنلا ِبوُلُق يoف mرvيَلخا سرغ   
"ر"ج"ه 25 ٍماlيأ َةَثاَلَث mهَقيoد"ص "ر"ج"ه   
عنmم 26 ءِاَف"ع�ضلا ِن"ع mمْلُّظلا عنmم    
خسن 27 ِين"تlرم "با"تoكلا خسن   
دج"و 28 ًلاvه"س "رvملأَا دج"و   
"حِنmم 29 ِق�وَفlتلا َة"زoئا"ج mبoلاَّطلا "حِنmم   
خسن 30 ِين"تlرم mبا"تoكلا خسن   
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Fourth set for beginners 

 
Number Selected Verbs 

Isolated Within Context (Within Sentence) 
"ع"م"ج 1 jدoحا"و jناَك"م يoف ِنvي"مoصا"خ"تُلما "ع"م"ج   
ثعmب 2 jةلا"سِرِب ُلmجlرلا ثعmب    
لعج 3 ًلاvه"س "رvملأَا لعج     
ذخَأ 4   ِنvج�سلا لىِإ "مِرvجُلما ذخَأ  
َثoحmب 5   ٍقيق"د ٍلْك"شِب mعوmضvوَلما َثoحmب  
لعج 6 ًلاvه"س mرvملأَا لعج     
"ضَف"ر 7   ِريoدُلما "را"رَق "ضَف"ر 
نفmد 8 oهoلvسَغ "دvع"ب mتvيَلما نفmد    
ركذ 9   ا�يرثك اللهَا ركذ   

قر"ح 10 ِراlنلاِب mه"ع"بvصِإ قر"ح     
"عoفmد 11 oة"يِواَلها لىِإ mهُليم"ز "عoفmد     
ركذ 12   ا�يرثك اللهُا ركذ   
"ع"ن"ص 13 ءِا"ز"جلoل ٍراَظoتvنoا َنوmد "فوmرvعَلما "ع"ن"ص   
قبmس 14 ِرvيَلخا لىِإ mهmرا"ج قبmس    
نجس 15   "مِرvجُلما نجس   
عف"ر 16 ِريِز"ولا لىِإ "رvملأَا عف"ر    
"عِرmز 17 jناَك"م ِّلُك يoف mرvيَلخا "عِرmز   
نجس 18   mمِرvجُلما نجس   
"د"صَق 19 �مِهmم ٍرvمَأ يoف "يرملأَا "د"صَق   
سرُغ 20 ِساlنلا ِبوُلُق يoف mرvيَلخا سرُغ     
لتق 21 oفvيlسلاِب mهlوmد"ع لتق   
خبَط 22 jةَفِر"تvحmم jةَقيِرَطِب َلْكلأَا خبَط    
"فِرmع 23 ِلoطا"بلا "نoم �قَلحا "فِرmع    
لتق 24 oفvيlسلاِب mه�وmد"ع لتق   
"د"ج"و 25 ًلاvه"س "رvملأَا "د"ج"و     
خسmن 26 ِين"تlرم mبا"تoكلا خسmن   
رجه 27 ٍماlيأ َةَثاَلَث mهَقيoد"ص رجه   
حن"م 28 ِق�وَفlتلا َة"زoئا"ج "بoلاَّطلا حن"م    
"عِنmم 29 ءِاَف"ع�ضلا ِن"ع mمْلُّظلا "عِنmم     
رجه 30 ٍماlيأ َةَثاَلَث mهُقيoد"ص رجه   
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Fifth set for beginners 

 
Number Selected Verbs 

Isolated Within Context (Within Sentence) 
َذ"خَأ 1   ِنvج�سلا لىِإ "مِرvجُلما َذ"خَأ   
لعmج 2 ًلاvه"س mرvملأَا لعmج   
عجم 3   jدoحا"و jناَك"م يoف "ينmمoصا"خ"تُلما عجم 
ثح"ب 4   ٍقيق"د ٍلْك"شِب "عوmضvوَلما ثح"ب 
َثoعmب 5 jةلا"سِرِب ُلmجlرلا َثoعmب   
عجم 6   jدoحا"و jناَك"م يoف َنوmمoصا"خ"تُلما عجم 
"ق"ر"ح 7 ِراlنلاِب mه"ع"بvصِإ "ق"ر"ح   
ركُذ 8   ا�يرثك اللهُا ركُذ 
ضفر 9   ِريoدُلما "را"رَق ضفر 

عف"د 10 oة"يِواَلها لىِإ mهَليم"ز عف"د   
"نoفmد 11 oهoلvسَغ "دvع"ب mتvيَلما "نoفmد    
ضفر 12   ِريoدُلما mرا"رَق ضفر 
"عَف"ر 13 ِريِز"ولا لىِإ "رvملأَا "عَف"ر    
نجmس 14   mمِرvجُلما نجmس 
عنص 15 ءِا"ز"جلoل ٍراَظoتvنoا َنوmد "فوmرvعَلما عنص   
عر"ز 16 jناَك"م ِّلُك يoف "رvيَلخا عر"ز   
"قِبmس 17 ِرvيَلخا لىِإ mهmرا"ج "قِبmس   
عنص 18 ءِا"ز"جلoل ٍراَظoتvنoا َنوmد mفوmرvعَلما عنص   
"خ"بَط 19 jةَفِر"تvحmم jةَقيِرَطِب َلْكلأَا "خ"بَط   
لتُق 20 oفvيlسلاِب mه�وmد"ع لتُق   
دصق 21 �مِهmم ٍرvمَأ يoف "يرملأَا دصق   
فر"ع 22 ِلoطا"بلا "نoم lقَلحا فر"ع   
"سِرُغ 23 ِساlنلا ِبوُلُق يoف mرvيَلخا "سِرُغ   
دصق 24 �مِهmم ٍرvمَأ يoف mيرملأَا دصق   
"ح"ن"م 25 ِق�وَفlتلا َة"زoئا"ج "بoلاَّطلا "ح"ن"م   
رجmه 26 ٍماlيأ َةَثاَلَث mهُقيoد"ص رجmه   
دجو 27 ًلاvه"س "رvملأَا دجو   
عن"م 28 ءِاَف"ع�ضلا ِن"ع "مْلُّظلا عن"م   
"خسmِن 29 ِين"تlرم mبا"تoكلا "خسmِن   
دجو 30 ًلاvه"س mرvملأَا دجو   
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Appendix D: Differently vowelized verbs and sentences of intermediate readers  
First set for intermediates  

Number Selected Verbs 

Isolated Within Context (Within Sentence) 

"رَف"ح 1   "رْئِبلا "رَف"ح 
قلmخ 2 ٍم"د"ع vنoم ُنا"سvنلإِا قلmخ   
رمأ 3 oفا"رoصvنoلااِب َلmجlرلا رمأ   
مك"ح 4 ِلvد"علاِب "دَل"بلا مك"ح   
"مِرmح 5 mهَلا"م mميoت"يلا "مِرmح   
رمأ 6 oفا"رoصvنoلااِب ُلmجlرلا رمأ   
"ف"رَذ 7 ا"هoقا"رoف ىَل"ع "عvمlدلا "ف"رَذ   
قرmس 8 oهِرا"ج ُلا"م قرmس   
حبذ 9   "شvبَكلا حبذ 

طب"ر 10 ٍر"خآ ٍرvمَأِب "رvملأَا طب"ر   
"قِزmر 11 vمmهَّلُك mساlنلا "قِزmر   
حبذ 12   mشvبَكلا حبذ 
"كَل"س 13   "قيِرَّطلا "كَل"س 
برmض 14 jةlوُقِب mبا"بلا برmض   
بكس 15 oهِبvوَث ىَل"ع ءَاَلما بكس   
لغ"ش 16   "بoصvنَلما لغ"ش 
"رoكmش 17 oة"د"عا"سُلما ىَل"ع mهُليoم"ز "رoكmش   
بكس 18 oهِبvوَث ىَل"ع ءُاَلما بكس   
"مَلَظ 19 ا�يرoثَك mهَقيoد"ص "مَلَظ   
رفُغ 20 ا�ما"م"ت mهmبvنَذ رفُغ   
درط 21 oهoل"م"ع vنoم "فَّظ"وُلما درط   
فط"ع 22 هoقِبا"س ىَل"ع َظْفَّللا فط"ع   
"دoقmع 23 ِبا"هَّذلا ىَل"ع mمvز"علا "دoقmع   
درط 24 oهoل"م"ع vنoم mفَّظ"وُلما درط   
"ر"صَق 25 oةlصاَلخا ىَل"ع "رvملأَا "ر"صَق   
حسmم 26 "ب"تَك ا"م ُّلُك حسmم   
رمغ 27 ا¥بmح َناَكَلما رمغ   
فذَق 28 oة"را"جoلحاِب "دَل"ولا فذَق   
"نoعُل 29 oه"مْلُظ ِب"ب"سِب mمoلاَّظلا "نoعُل   
رمغ 30 ا¥بmح ُناَكَلما رمغ   
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Second set for intermediates 
 

Number Selected Verbs 

Isolated Within Context (Within Sentence) 

"مَك"ح 1 ِلvد"علاِب "دَل"بلا "مَك"ح   
رمُأ 2 oفا"رoصvنoلااِب ُلmجlرلا رمُأ   
رفح 3   "رْئِبلا رفح 
مر"ح 4 mهَلا"م "ميoت"يلا مر"ح   
"قoلmخ 5 ٍم"د"ع vنoم ُنا"سvنلإِا "قoلmخ   
رفح 6 mرْئِبلا رفح   
َط"ب"ر 7 ٍر"خآ ٍرvمَأِب "رvملأَا َط"ب"ر   
حبُذ 8   mشvبَكلا حبُذ 
فرذ 9 ا"هoقا"رoف ىَل"ع "عvمlدلا فرذ   

قز"ر 10 vمmهَّلُك "ساlنلا قز"ر   
"قِرmس 11 oهِرا"ج ُلا"م "قِرmس   
فرذ 12 ا"هoقا"رoف ىَل"ع mعvمlدلا فرذ   
َل"غ"ش 13   "بoصvنَلما َل"غ"ش 
بكmس 14 oهِبvوَث ىَل"ع ءُاَلما بكmس   
كلس 15   "قيِرَّطلا كلس 
رك"ش 16 oة"د"عا"سُلما ىَل"ع mهَليoم"ز رك"ش   
"بِرmض 17 jةlوُقِب mبا"بلا "بِرmض   
كلس 18   mقيِرَّطلا كلس 
"فَط"ع 19 هoقِبا"س ىَل"ع َظْفَّللا "فَط"ع   
درُط 20 oهoل"م"ع vنoم mفَّظ"وُلما درُط   
ملظ 21 ا�يرoثَك mهَقيoد"ص ملظ   
دق"ع 22 ِبا"هَّذلا ىَل"ع "مvز"علا دق"ع   
"رoفُغ 23 ا�ما"م"ت mهmبvنَذ "رoفُغ   
ملظ 24 ا�يرoثَك mهُقيoد"ص ملظ   
"فَذَق 25 oة"را"جoلحاِب "دَل"ولا "فَذَق   
رمُغ 26 ا¥بmح ُناَكَلما رمُغ   
رصق 27 oةlصاَلخا ىَل"ع "رvملأَا رصق   
نعَل 28 oه"مْلُظ ِب"ب"سِب "مoلاَّظلا نعَل   
"حسmِم 29 "ب"تَك ا"م ُّلُك "حسmِم   
رصق 30 oةlصاَلخا ىَل"ع mرvملأَا رصق   
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Third set for intermediates 

 
Number Selected Verbs 

Isolated Within Context (Within Sentence) 
"م"ر"ح 1 mهَلا"م "ميoت"يلا "م"ر"ح   
رفmح 2   mرْئِبلا رفmح 
مكح 3 ِلvد"علاِب "دَل"بلا مكح   
قل"خ 4 ٍم"د"ع vنoم َنا"سvنلإِا قل"خ   
"رoمُأ 5 oفا"رoصvنoلااِب ُلmجlرلا "رoمُأ   
مكح 6 ِلvد"علاِب mدَل"بلا مكح   
"ق"ز"ر 7 vمmهَّلُك "ساlنلا "ق"ز"ر   
فرُذ 8 ا"هoقا"رoف ىَل"ع mعvمlدلا فرُذ   
طبر 9 ٍر"خآ ٍرvمَأِب "رvملأَا طبر   

قر"س 10 oهِرا"ج َلا"م قر"س   
"حِبُذ 11   mشvبَكلا "حِبُذ 
طبر 12 ٍر"خآ ٍرvمَأِب mرvملأَا طبر   
"رَك"ش 13 oة"د"عا"سُلما ىَل"ع mهَليoم"ز "رَك"ش   
كلmس 14   mقيِرَّطلا كلmس 
لغش 15   "بoصvنَلما لغش 
بر"ض 16 jةlوُقِب "با"بلا بر"ض   
"بoكmس 17 oهِبvوَث ىَل"ع ءُاَلما "بoكmس   
لغش 18   mبoصvنَلما لغش 
"دَق"ع 19 ِبا"هَّذلا ىَل"ع "مvز"علا "دَق"ع   
ملُظ 20 ا�يرoثَك mهُقيoد"ص ملُظ   
فطع 21 هoقِبا"س ىَل"ع َظْفَّللا فطع   
رفَغ 22 ا�ما"م"ت mه"بvنَذ رفَغ   
"دِرُط 23 oهoل"م"ع vنoم mفَّظ"وُلما "دِرُط   
فطع 24 هoقِبا"س ىَل"ع ُظْفَّللا فطع   
"ن"عَل 25 oه"مْلُظ ِب"ب"سِب "مoلاَّظلا "ن"عَل   
رصُق 26 oةlصاَلخا ىَل"ع mرvملأَا رصُق   
فذق 27 oة"را"جoلحاِب "دَل"ولا فذق   
حس"م 28 "ب"تَك ا"م َّلُك حس"م   
"رoمُغ 29 ا¥بmح ُناَكَلما "رoمُغ   
فذق 30 oة"را"جoلحاِب mدَل"ولا فذق   
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Fourth set for intermediates 

 
Number Selected Verbs 

Isolated Within Context (Within Sentence) 
"قَل"خ 1 ٍم"د"ع vنoم َنا"سvنلإِا "قَل"خ   
مكmح 2 ِلvد"علاِب mدَل"بلا مكmح   
مرح 3 mهَلا"م "ميoت"يلا مرح   
رمَأ 4 oفا"رoصvنoلااِب َلmجlرلا رمَأ   
"رoفmح 5   mرْئِبلا "رoفmح 
مرح 6 mهَلا"م mميoت"يلا مرح   
"ق"ر"س 7 oهِرا"ج َلا"م "ق"ر"س   
طبmر 8 ٍر"خآ ٍرvمَأِب mرvملأَا طبmر   
قزر 9 vمmهَّلُك "ساlنلا قزر   

حبَذ 10   "شvبَكلا حبَذ 
"فِرُذ 11 ا"هoقا"رoف ىَل"ع mعvمlدلا "فِرُذ   
قزر 12 vمmهَّلُك mساlنلا قزر   
"ب"ر"ض 13 jةlوُقِب "با"بلا "ب"ر"ض   
لغmش 14    mبoصvن"مْلا لغmش 
ركش 15 oة"د"عا"سُلما ىَل"ع mهَليoم"ز ركش   
بك"س 16 oهِبvوَث ىَل"ع ءَاَلما بك"س   
"كoلmس 17   mقيِرَّطلا "كoلmس 
ركش 18 oة"د"عا"سُلما ىَل"ع mهُليoم"ز ركش   
"رَفَغ 19 ا�ما"م"ت mه"بvنَذ "رَفَغ   
فطmع 20 هoقِبا"س ىَل"ع ُظْفَّللا فطmع   
دقع 21 ِبا"هَّذلا ىَل"ع "مvز"علا دقع   
درَط 22 oهoل"م"ع vنoم "فَّظ"وُلما درَط   
"مoلُظ 23 ا�يرoثَك mهُقيoد"ص "مoلُظ   
دقع 24 ِبا"هَّذلا ىَل"ع mمvز"علا دقع   
"ح"س"م 25 "ب"تَك ا"م َّلُك "ح"س"م   
فذُق 26 oة"را"جoلحاِب mدَل"ولا فذُق   
نعل 27 oه"مْلُظ ِب"ب"سِب "مoلاَّظلا نعل   
رمَغ 28 ا¥بmح َناَكَلما رمَغ   
"رoصُق 29 oةlصاَلخا ىَل"ع mرvملأَا "رoصُق   
نعل 30 oه"مْلُظ ِب"ب"سِب mمoلاَّظلا نعل   
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Fifth set for intermediates 

 
Number Selected Verbs 

Isolated Within Context (Within Sentence) 
"ر"مَأ 1 oفا"رoصvنoلااِب َلmجlرلا "ر"مَأ   
مرmح 2 mهَلا"م mميoت"يلا مرmح   
قلخ 3 ٍم"د"ع vنoم َنا"سvنلإِا قلخ   
رف"ح 4   "رْئِبلا رف"ح 
"مoكmح 5 ِلvد"علاِب mدَل"بلا "مoكmح   
قلخ 6 ٍم"د"ع vنoم ُنا"سvنلإِا قلخ   
"ح"بَذ 7   "شvبَكلا "ح"بَذ 
قزmر 8 vمmهَّلُك mساlنلا قزmر   
قرس 9 oهِرا"ج َلا"م قرس   

فرَذ 10 ا"هoقا"رoف ىَل"ع "عvمlدلا فرَذ   
َطِبmر 11 ٍر"خآ ٍرvمَأِب mرvملأَا َطِبmر   
قرس 12 oهِرا"ج ُلا"م قرس   
"بَك"س 13 oهِبvوَث ىَل"ع ءَاَلما "بَك"س   
ركmش 14 oة"د"عا"سُلما ىَل"ع mهُليoم"ز ركmش   
برض 15 jةlوُقِب "با"بلا برض   
كل"س 16   "قيِرَّطلا كل"س 
َلoغmش 17    mبoصvن"مْلا َلoغmش 
برض 18 jةlوُقِب mبا"بلا برض   
"د"رَط 19 oهoل"م"ع vنoم "فَّظ"وُلما "د"رَط   
دقmع 20 ِبا"هَّذلا ىَل"ع mمvز"علا دقmع   
رفغ 21 ا�ما"م"ت mه"بvنَذ رفغ   
ملَظ 22 ا�يرoثَك mهَقيoد"ص ملَظ   
"فoطmع 23 هoقِبا"س ىَل"ع ُظْفَّللا "فoطmع   
رفغ 24 ا�ما"م"ت mهmبvنَذ رفغ   
"ر"مَغ 25 ا¥بmح َناَكَلما "ر"مَغ   
نعُل 26 oه"مْلُظ ِب"ب"سِب mمoلاَّظلا نعُل   
حسم 27 "ب"تَك ا"م َّلُك حسم   
رصَق 28 oةlصاَلخا ىَل"ع "رvملأَا رصَق   
"فoذُق 29 oة"را"جoلحاِب mدَل"ولا "فoذُق   
حسم 30 "ب"تَك ا"م ُّلُك حسم   
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Appendix E: Differently vowelized verbs and sentences of advanced readers  
First set for advanced   

Number Selected Verbs 

Isolated Within Context (Within Sentence) 

َط"س"ب 1 mه"ما"مأ "رvملأَا َط"س"ب   
زبmخ 2 jة"د�ي"ج jةoقيِرَطِب mزvبُلخا زبmخ   
لذب 3 ا�يرِبَك ا�دوmهvج"م لذب   
فر"ج 4 "ر"جlشلاو "ر"جَلحا فر"ج   
َلoمmح 5 �دoلجا ِل"مvح"م ىَل"ع mرvملأَا َلoمmح   
لذب 6 §يرِبَك §دوmهvج"م لذب   
"م"د"خ 7 ًة"ميoظ"ع ًة"مvدoخ mه"را"ج "م"د"خ   
معmز 8   ُلoطا"بلا معmز 
متخ 9 ِنvي"تlر"م َنآvرُقلا متخ   

قل"خ 10 اًفيoع"ض َنا"سvنلإِا قل"خ   
"ضoحmد 11 oةlجُلحاِب ُلoطا"بلا "ضoحmد   
متخ 12 ِنvي"تlر"م ُنآvرُقلا متخ   
"د"ب"ع 13 mه"دvح"و "هَّللا "د"ب"ع   
بلُغ 14 oة"ه"جا"وmمْلا يoف ُلmجlرلا بلُغ   
نكس 15 "روmجvهَلما "تvي"بلا نكس   
ضر"ع 16   oهvيَل"ع "رvملأَا ضر"ع 
"رoفُغ 17 اًلoماَك mهmبvنَذ "رoفُغ   
نكس 18 "روmجvهَلما mتvي"بلا نكس   
"م"سَق 19   نvيَفvصِن َلاَلما "م"سَق 
عنmم 20 ا�تا"ت"ب ُلvوmخ�دلا عنmم   
لعف 21 oة"دا"يoقلا ءَا"نْثَأ اًئoطا"خ ا�رvمَأ لعف   
زمَل 22 ٍلوmبْق"م ِرvيَغ ٍماَلَكِب "فvيlضلا زمَل   
"سoمُل 23   mف"حvصُلما "سoمُل 
لعف 24 oة"دا"يoقلا ءَا"نْثَأ ٌئoطا"خ §رvمَأ لعف   
"ر"ش"ن 25 ِساlنلا "نvي"ب "ر"بَلخا "ر"ش"ن   
عضmو 26 oهِناَك"م يoف mبا"تoكلا عضmو   
رذن 27 mهَّلُك mهَلا"م رذن   
رظ"ن 28 ا�يoئا"ضَق "رvملأَا رظ"ن   
"فoصmو 29 اًليoم"ج اًفvص"و mر"مَقلا "فoصmو   
رذن 30 mهَّلُك mهَلا"م رذن   
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Second set for advanced 
 

Number Selected Verbs 

Isolated Within Context (Within Sentence) 

"ف"ر"ج 1 "ر"جlشلاو "ر"جَلحا "ف"ر"ج   
لذmب 2 §يرِبَك §دوmهvج"م لذmب   
طسب 3 mه"ما"مأ "رvملأَا طسب   
لم"ح 4 �دoلجا ِل"مvح"م ىَل"ع "رvملأَا لم"ح   
"زِبmخ 5 jة"د�ي"ج jةoقيِرَطِب mزvبُلخا "زِبmخ   
طسب 6 mه"ما"مأ mرvملأَا طسب   
"قَل"خ 7 اًفيoع"ض َنا"سvنلإِا "قَل"خ   
متmخ 8 ِنvي"تlر"م ُنآvرُقلا متmخ   
مدخ 9 ًة"ميoظ"ع ًة"مvدoخ mه"را"ج مدخ   

ضح"د 10 oةlجُلحاِب َلoطا"بلا ضح"د   
"مoعmز 11   ُلoطا"بلا "مoعmز 
مدخ 12 ًة"ميoظ"ع ًة"مvدoخ mهmرا"ج مدخ   
"ض"ر"ع 13   oهvيَل"ع "رvملأَا "ض"ر"ع 
نكmس 14 mروmجvهَلما mتvي"بلا نكmس   
دبع 15 mه"دvح"و "هَّللا دبع   
رفَغ 16 اًلoماَك mه"بvنَذ رفَغ   
"بoلُغ 17 oة"ه"جا"وmمْلا يoف ُلmجlرلا "بoلُغ   
دبع 18 mه"دvح"و mهَّللا دبع   
"ز"مَل 19 ٍلوmبْق"م ِرvيَغ ٍماَلَكِب "فvيlضلا "ز"مَل   
لعُف 20 oة"دا"يoقلا ءَا"نْثَأ ٌئoطا"خ §رvمَأ لعُف   
مسق 21   نvيَفvصِن َلاَلما مسق 
سمَل 22   "ف"حvصُلما سمَل 
"عِنmم 23 ا�تا"ت"ب ُلvوmخ�دلا "عِنmم   
مسق 24   نvيَفvصِن ُلاَلما مسق 
"رَظ"ن 25 ا�يoئا"ضَق "رvملأَا "رَظ"ن   
رذmن 26 mهُّلُك mهُلا"م رذmن   
رشن 27 ِساlنلا "نvي"ب "ر"بَلخا رشن   
فص"و 28 اًليoم"ج اًفvص"و "ر"مَقلا فص"و   
"عoضmو 29 oهِناَك"م يoف mبا"تoكلا "عoضmو   
رشن 30 ِساlنلا "نvي"ب mر"بَلخا رشن   
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Third set for advanced   

 
Number Selected Verbs 

Isolated Within Context (Within Sentence) 
َل"م"ح 1 �دoلجا ِل"مvح"م ىَل"ع "رvملأَا َل"م"ح   
طسmب 2 mه"ما"مَأ mرvملأَا طسmب   
فرج 3 "ر"جlشلاو "ر"جَلحا فرج   
زب"خ 4 jة"د�ي"ج jةoقيِرَطِب "زvبُلخا زب"خ   
َلoذmب 5 §يرِبَك §دوmهvج"م َلoذmب   
فرج 6 mر"جlشلاو mر"جَلحا فرج   
"ض"ح"د 7 oةlجُلحاِب َلoطا"بلا "ض"ح"د   
مدmخ 8 ًة"ميoظ"ع ًة"مvدoخ mهmرا"ج مدmخ   
قلخ 9 اًفيoع"ض َنا"سvنلإِا قلخ   

مع"ز 10   َلoطا"بلا مع"ز 
"مoتmخ 11 ِنvي"تlر"م ُنآvرُقلا "مoتmخ   
قلخ 12 اًفيoع"ض ُنا"سvنلإِا قلخ   
"رَفَغ 13 اًلoماَك mه"بvنَذ "رَفَغ   
دبmع 14 mه"دvح"و mهَّللا دبmع   
ضرع 15   oهvيَل"ع "رvملأَا ضرع 
بلَغ 16 oة"ه"جا"وmمْلا يoف َلmجlرلا بلَغ   
"نoكmس 17 mروmجvهَلما mتvي"بلا "نoكmس   
ضرع 18   oهvيَل"ع mرvملأَا ضرع 
"س"مَل 19   "ف"حvصُلما "س"مَل 
مسُق 20   نvيَفvصِن ُلاَلما مسُق 
زلم 21 ٍلوmبْق"م ِرvيَغ ٍماَلَكِب "فvيlضلا زلم   
عن"م 22 ا�تا"ت"ب َلvوmخ�دلا عن"م   
َلoعُف 23 oة"دا"يoقلا ءَا"نْثَأ ٌئoطا"خ §رvمَأ َلoعُف   
زلم 24 ٍلوmبْق"م ِرvيَغ ٍماَلَكِب mفvيlضلا زلم   
"ف"ص"و 25 اًليoم"ج اًفvص"و "ر"مَقلا "ف"ص"و   
رشmن 26 ِساlنلا "نvي"ب mر"بَلخا رشmن   
رظن 27 ا�يoئا"ضَق "رvملأَا رظن   
عض"و 28 oهِناَك"م يoف "با"تoكلا عض"و   
"رoذmن 29 mهُّلُك mهُلا"م "رoذmن   
رظن 30 ا�يoئا"ضَق mرvملأَا رظن   
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Fourth set for advanced   

 
Number Selected Verbs 

Isolated Within Context (Within Sentence) 
"ز"ب"خ 1 jة"د�ي"ج jةoقيِرَطِب "زvبُلخا "ز"ب"خ   
فرmج 2 mر"جlشلاو mر"جَلحا فرmج   
لحم 3 �دoلجا ِل"مvح"م ىَل"ع "رvملأَا لحم   
لذ"ب 4 ا�يرِبَك ا�دوmهvج"م لذ"ب   
َطسmِب 5 mه"ما"مَأ mرvملأَا َطسmِب   
لحم 6 �دoلجا ِل"مvح"م ىَل"ع mرvملأَا لحم   
"م"ع"ز 7   َلoطا"بلا "م"ع"ز 
قلmخ 8 اًفيoع"ض ُنا"سvنلإِا قلmخ   
ضحد 9 oةlجُلحاِب َلoطا"بلا ضحد   

مت"خ 10 ِنvي"تlر"م َنآvرُقلا مت"خ   
"مoدmخ 11 ًة"ميoظ"ع ًة"مvدoخ mهmرا"ج "مoدmخ   
ضحد 12 oةlجُلحاِب ُلoطا"بلا ضحد   
"بَلَغ 13 oة"ه"جا"وmمْلا يoف َلmجlرلا "بَلَغ   
ضرmع 14   oهvيَل"ع mرvملأَا ضرmع 
رفغ 15 اًلoماَك mه"بvنَذ رفغ   
نك"س 16 "روmجvهَلما "تvي"بلا نك"س   
"دِبmع 17 mه"دvح"و mهَّللا "دِبmع   
رفغ 18 اًلoماَك mهmبvنَذ رفغ   
"ع"ن"م 19 ا�تا"ت"ب َلvوmخ�دلا "ع"ن"م   
زمُل 20 ٍلوmبْق"م ِرvيَغ ٍماَلَكِب mفvيlضلا زمُل   
سلم 21   "ف"حvصُلما سلم 
لعَف 22 oة"دا"يoقلا ءَا"نْثَأ اًئoطا"خ ا�رvمَأ لعَف   
"مسُِق 23   نvيَفvصِن ُلاَلما "مسُِق 
سلم 24   mف"حvصُلما سلم 
"ع"ض"و 25 oهِناَك"م يoف "با"تoكلا "ع"ض"و   
رظmن 26 ا�يoئا"ضَق mرvملأَا رظmن   
فصو 27 اًليoم"ج اًفvص"و "ر"مَقلا فصو   
رذ"ن 28 mهَّلُك mهَلا"م رذ"ن   
"رoشmن 29 ِساlنلا "نvي"ب mر"بَلخا "رoشmن   
فصو 30 اًليoم"ج اًفvص"و mر"مَقلا فصو   
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Fifth set for advanced   

 
Number Selected Verbs 

Isolated Within Context (Within Sentence) 
َلَذ"ب 1 ا�يرِبَك ا�دوmهvج"م َلَذ"ب   
لمmح 2 �دoلجا ِل"مvح"م ىَل"ع mرvملأَا لمmح   
زبخ 3 jة"د�ي"ج jةoقيِرَطِب "زvبُلخا زبخ   
طس"ب 4 mه"ما"مأ "رvملأَا طس"ب   
"فِرmج 5 mر"جlشلاو mر"جَلحا "فِرmج   
زبخ 6 jة"د�ي"ج jةoقيِرَطِب mزvبُلخا زبخ   
"م"ت"خ 7 ِنvي"تlر"م َنآvرُقلا "م"ت"خ   
ضحmد 8 oةlجُلحاِب ُلoطا"بلا ضحmد   
معز 9   َلoطا"بلا معز 

مد"خ 10 ًة"ميoظ"ع ًة"مvدoخ mه"را"ج مد"خ   
"قoلmخ 11 اًفيoع"ض ُنا"سvنلإِا "قoلmخ   
معز 12   ُلoطا"بلا معز 
"نَك"س 13 "روmجvهَلما "تvي"بلا "نَك"س   
رفُغ 14 اًلoماَك mهmبvنَذ رفُغ   
بلغ 15 oة"ه"جا"وmمْلا يoف َلmجlرلا بلغ   
دب"ع 16 mه"دvح"و "هَّللا دب"ع   
"ضِرmع 17   oهvيَل"ع mرvملأَا "ضِرmع 
بلغ 18 oة"ه"جا"وmمْلا يoف ُلmجlرلا بلغ   
َل"عَف 19 oة"دا"يoقلا ءَا"نْثَأ اًئoطا"خ ا�رvمَأ َل"عَف   
سمُل 20   mف"حvصُلما سمُل 
عنم 21 ا�تا"ت"ب َلvوmخ�دلا عنم   
مسَق 22   نvيَفvصِن َلاَلما مسَق 
"زoمُل 23 ٍلوmبْق"م ِرvيَغ ٍماَلَكِب mفvيlضلا "زoمُل   
عنم 24 ا�تا"ت"ب ُلvوmخ�دلا عنم   
"رَذ"ن 25 mهَّلُك mهَلا"م "رَذ"ن   
فصmو 26 اًليoم"ج اًفvص"و mر"مَقلا فصmو   
عضو 27 oهِناَك"م يoف "با"تoكلا عضو   
رش"ن 28 ِساlنلا "نvي"ب "ر"بَلخا رش"ن   
"رoظmن 29 ا�يoئا"ضَق mرvملأَا "رoظmن   
عضو 30 oهِناَك"م يoف mبا"تoكلا عضو   
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Appendix F: Interview questions 

 
Q1: When you read Arabic texts other than the ones assigned for your Arabic courses, do you 
usually read vowelized texts or unvowelized texts? Why? 
 
Q2. Do you prefer to read vowelized or unvowelized Arabic texts? Why? 
 
Q3. Does the use of diacritical marks (vowels) in Arabic texts make reading more accurately and 
or not? Please explain how and why.  
 
Q4. Does the use of diacritical marks (vowels) in Arabic texts make reading faster or not? 
Please explain how and why.  
 
Q5. Does the use of diacritical marks (vowels) in Arabic texts make reading more 
understandable or not? Please explain how and why.  
 
Q6. Do you think all words in the Arabic texts you read should be vowelized? Why or why not? 
 
Q7. Do you think all letters of words in the Arabic texts you read should be vowelized? Why or 
why not? 
 
Q8. What do you think of the partial use of vowelization? 
 
Q9. Do you know how to use/read verbs in active versus passive voice in Arabic? How do you 
distinguish active and passive verbs in Arabic? What makes them difference or similar?  
 
Q10. Do you think diacritical marks (vowels) are more helpful with isolated words or with 
context? 
 

 

 
 


